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ABSTRACT
Smart grids draw lots of attention and interests and they are fundamentally changing
traditional power grids. One of the key aspects of smart grid is that more distributed
generators (DGs) are connected in distribution systems. Distribution systems have changed
from passive to active. Stability problems become important issues, one of which is voltage
stability problems. To analyze voltage stability problems, many methods are proposed
for transmission systems. However, because distribution systems are very different from
transmission system, the methods for transmission systems cannot be directly applied to
distribution systems. Therefore, effective methods of analyzing voltage stability problems
for distribution systems are needed.
The main focus of this dissertation is on three-phase unbalanced distribution systems
with DGs. Firstly, improvements were made to an existing three-phase continuation power
flow (CPF) method so that the maximum loading factor of distribution systems can be
found accurately. Various distribution system components and DGs in PQ mode and PV
mode with reactive power were modeled. Comparisons with Matpower software were
made to validate the correctness of the implemented three-phase CPF program.
Secondly, to provide more detailed voltage stability analysis and determine the weak
buses of distribution systems, a new voltage stability analysis method, the CPF scan
method, was proposed. The weak buses found by this method are the buses that have
higher impact on the maximum loadability or the maximum total real load power that the
system can support. Extensive case studies were performed and the impact of different
ii
distribution components were investigated.
Lastly, to determine whether a distribution will experience voltage stability problems
and to determine the weak buses, a measurement-based three-phase voltage stability index
was proposed. This voltage stability index provides not only a system-wide index but also
an individual index for each bus/phase.
These proposed methods were applied to 8-bus system and a modified IEEE 13-node
test feeder with DG to study the performance of the methods and investigate the impact on
weak buses of different factors in distribution systems. The case studies showed that the
proposed two methods, CPF scan and VSI, can successfully identify the impact of certain
distribution system components. For more complicated components, such as untransposed
lines and DG in PV mode, more research is needed. Also the CPF scan results shows good
applications to distribution system operation and planning.
The applications of the new proposed methods are not limited to identifying the weak
buses. These methods have a great potential to be extended to voltage stability preventive
and corrective control.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The concept of smart grids, as shown in Fig.1.1, has been advocated to improve
the operation of power grids. Even though smart grids mean different things to different
people, the main features of smart grids include [1]:
• Enabling informed participation by customers
• Accommodating all generation and storage options
• Enabling new products, services, and markets
• Providing the power quality for the range of needs
• Optimizing asset utilization and operating efficiency
• Operating resiliently to disturbances, attacks and natural disasters
Figure 1.1: Components in smart grids [2]
Some of the key components to implement the smart grid concept is to have better
monitoring, analysis and control. More information about the system is available by
installing sensors in the grid. However, only information is not enough. Appropriate
1
control actions are required. To determine the appropriated control actions, advanced
analysis methods that use information are needed to better understand and better control
power systems under various situations.
Since the middle of the twentieth century, transmission systems have progressed
more in monitoring, analysis and control than distribution systems. For example, PMU
provides synchronized measurements so that the system operator can have a clear view
of the system [3]. Several advanced analysis methods are proposed to make use of PMU
information, and advanced control strategies are proposed to improve the operation and
control of transmission systems [4].
Compared to transmission systems, distribution systems have less monitoring and
control. They have sensors installed in substations and primary feeders, but not in
secondary feeders. With less information available, monitoring and control of distribution
systems are quite limited. Therefore, distribution systems were typically over-designed to
ensure distribution systems operate properly under various conditions [5].
However, times have changed. Due to the slow expansion of distribution systems and
fast growth in load demand, the systems are operated close to their limits. Several stability
and reliability issues may come up. To ensure the system operates reliably, distribution
systems require more monitoring, analysis and control. The problem become even
critical because distribution systems have more distributed generation (DGs) connected.
Distribution systems become from passive to active (Figure 1.2). The power flow in
the system is bi-directional: power flow from customers to the grid, leading to a totally
2
different operation from traditional, passive distribution systems. In addition to the
problem of protection coordination, stability is becoming a important issue.
Figure 1.2: Active distribution systems [6]
In this dissertation, voltage stability of distribution systems with DGs will be
investigated. Since power systems have gotten stressed recently due to the increase of
power consumption and slower expansion of transmission and distribution systems, the
voltage stability problem could occur in both systems [7–12]. Because of the concern of
voltage instability, the planning and operation of the grid are adjusted accordingly. One
way to avoid voltage instability is to reduce the power transfer of the grid. This will
under-utilize the capacity of the system, leading to inefficient operation of the system [8].
To fully utilize the capacity of the system, it is important to understand the mechanism
of voltage stability, to find methods to avoid voltage stability, and to have information
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regarding the voltage stability margin: how far the system is from the voltage instability
region. With this information, the system operators do not need to operate the system
conservatively; they can operate the system closer to the system’s capability, which
increases the usage of the system. This is important, especially in today’s deregulated
market.
There have been investigations of the voltage stability problem for transmission
systems [13]. However, there have been limited investigations of voltage stability problem
for distribution systems, especially for unbalanced distribution systems. The primary
reason is that in distribution systems the length of the lines is shorter compared to the
transmission line; therefore the loadability is limited not by voltage stability, but by the
thermal capacity of the line. Moreover, because many voltage regulation devices and
reactive power compensators are installed in distribution systems to maintain the proper
voltage profile. Therefore voltage stability issues are not common in distribution systems.
However, there are several examples where voltage instability happened in distribution
systems. One example is the major blackout in the S/Se Brazilian systems, where a
voltage stability problem in a distribution network was widespread to the corresponding
transmission system, failing and tripping off a major DC link [14]. Another example is
discussed in [15], where in a radial distribution system, voltage collapsed periodically and
reactive compensation was needed to avoid voltage collapses.
There has been several literature on the voltage stability of distribution systems. Most
of the previous work on voltage stability of distribution systems assumes that distribution
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systems are balanced. However, in most cases distribution systems are inherently
unbalanced. New methods of analyzing voltage stability of three-phase unbalanced
distribution systems with DGs are needed.
This work analyzes voltage stability in unbalanced distribution systems. Two
types of distribution systems will be investigated: one without DGs and one with DGs.
Techniques used for voltage stability in transmission system were adapted for unbalanced
distribution systems with DG, including static analysis, bifurcation analysis and dynamic
analysis. A new voltage stability index were developed.
The major contributions in this dissertation are in three areas. First, a three-phase
CPF method was improved and implemented in Matlab. Improvements were made to an
existing three-phase CPF, including the arc length specification and the step size control.
Different components in distribution systems and DGs in PQ￿mode and PV mode with
reactive power limit were modeled. The improved three-phase CPF method accurately
finds the maximum loadability and the total real power that the system can support.
Second, a new voltage stability analysis method, called CPF scan method, for
three-phase unbalanced distribution systems with DGs was proposed. CPF scan method
was implemented based on the modified CPFmethod. This method can analyze the voltage
stability in more details. This method simultaneously considers three factors that influence
the location of weak buses: network characteristics, base operation point, and load increase
direction. Not only does CPF scan method determine the weak bus location of a system, it
also determines control actions that might be implemented via demand response to increase
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its maximum loading factor and maximum total real power.
Third, a new three-phase voltage stability index for three-phase unbalanced
distribution systems with DGs was proposed. This new index only requires the network
information and the load information. It is measurement based; complicated calculation is
not needed. It not only provides the system wide information but also the individual bus
information. It can determine the weak buses of the system and determine whether the
system is close to voltage collapse point.
1.1 Overview of dissertation
This dissertation consists of six sections. Section 1 provides introduction
and organization of the dissertation. Section 2 reviews voltage stability problem,
voltage stability analysis method and weak bus identification for transmission and
distribution systems. Section 3 describes the improved three-phase CPF method and the
implementation. Section 4 presents the proposed voltage stability analysis method, the
CPF scan method, and the case study results. Section 5 presents the proposed three-phase
voltage stability index and the case study results. The comparison between the results of
CPF scan method and VSI is made. Finally, the conclusions and future work are presented
in Section 6.
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2 BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Introduction
In this section, the differences between transmission systems and distribution
systems are discussed. The introduction of voltage stability problem ismade. The literature
review on the existing voltage stability analysis methods for transmission and distribution
systems are made. Moreover, the weak bus concept and the ways to identify the weak
buses for transmission and distribution systems are reviewed. Lastly, the purpose of the
dissertation is presented.
2.2 Transmission and distribution systems
Even though the purpose of transmission systems and distribution systems is to
transfer electricity, they are fundamentally different. Transmission systems usually span
large geographical areas. The voltage level of transmission systems is high so that the
power loss is reduced. The topology of transmission systems usually is networked;
there are multiple paths from one bus to another. The ratio of the line resistance to the
line reactance (R/X ratio) is small. There are many voltage regulating devices, such as
generators in PV mode. These generators in PV mode will adjust their reactive power
to regulate the voltage. Therefore, the voltages at different nodes are very close to the
nominal value. Lastly, the system is balanced. The voltage, current and power in all of the
three phases are approximately the same. The transmission line is transposed, resulting in
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the same line impedance in all three phases. Because the system is balanced, single-phase
analysis can be applied.
On the other hand, distribution systems are quite different. Distribution system
usually span a much smaller geographical areas, such as a city. The voltage level is
lower because the cost of the equipment of lower voltage is cheaper. The majority of
distribution system topologies are radial, meaning that there is only one path from one
node to another. The power is flowing from the source to the load unidirectionally. Due to
the line conductor design, the R/X ratio of distribution system lines is larger than that
of transmission system lines. Compared to transmission systems, distribution systems
have fewer voltage regulating devices. Along feeders there are voltage regulators and
capacitor banks, but there is no generators in PV mode. Therefore, the voltages at different
nodes are not necessarily close to the nominal value. Lastly, distribution systems are
unbalanced. Distribution system lines are untransposed because they are much shorter
and it is not economical to transpose short lines. Untransposed lines result in different
line impedances for each phase. In addition, not all branches are three-phase. Some
branches are single- or two-phase. Moreover, three-phase loads may not have the same
loading in each phase. Two-phase and single-phase loads also make the system more
unbalanced. Because the distribution systems are unbalanced, the single-phase analysis
cannot be applied. A three-phase analysis should be used.
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2.3 Distribution systems with distributed generators
Recently, increasing numbers of distributed generators (DGs) are connected in
distribution systems because of the incentives of installing DGs both for customers and
utilities. With high penetration of DGs, distribution systems become from passive to active.
In passive systems, the substation is the only source; all the loads are supplied from the
substation. On the other hands, in active systems, in addition to substation, DGs are the
other sources. If DGs generate more power that are larger than the local loads, these DGs
can inject real and reactive power into the system.
There are several benefits that DGs bring to distribution systems [16, 17], such as
• Voltage support and improved power quality
• Loss reduction
• Distribution system capacity release
• Deferments of new or upgraded distribution infrastructure
• Improved utility system reliability
However, high penetration of DGs in distribution system may cause problems,
including [17–19]:
• Protection coordination
• Power quality
• Voltage profile
• Voltage stability
DGs may mess up the protection setting of distribution systems. Most distribution systems
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are designed for unidirectional power flow: power flows from the substation to the load.
The protection is based on this assumptions. However, if DGs generate power that is bigger
than the load connected on the same bus, this extra power will be injected into the network,
resulting in bidirectional power flow. The protection setting that is based on unidirectional
power flow is no longer valid under the bidirectional power flow condition. The impact
on the protection due to DGs will depends on the size, type and location of DG [20,21].
In addition to the impact on protection, DGs may affect the power quality of
distribution systems, including voltage flickers and harmonics [22]. DGs may cause
voltage flicker as a result of starting a machine or of having a step change in the DGs
output due to intermittent primary sources such as wind turbine and photovoltaics. DGs
may also introduce harmonics into the network. The severity of harmonics depends on the
power converter and interconnection configuration.
Moreover, DGs may affect the voltage profile of distribution systems [18]. There
is not so many voltage control devices in distribution systems; only LTC in substation,
voltage regulators and the capacitor banks along the feeders are available to improve
voltage profile. Moreover, these devices are all mechanical devices; they are slow to
operate and adjust. On the other hand, the fluctuation of DGs is fast, much faster than these
mechanical devices. These voltage control devices cannot deal with the fast fluctuation of
DGs. Therefore, DGs can cause over-voltage and under-voltage in a very short period of
time, impacting the voltage profile of the system. The impact on the voltage profile may
limit the allowable penetration level of DGs. A good coordinated control between voltage
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control devices and DGs should be done to maintain the proper voltage profile [23, 24].
Even if distribution systems have a good voltage profile, voltage stability problem
can occur. For a highly reactive power compensated system, even though the voltage is
close to the nominal value, the system is closed to the voltage collapse point [7]. That is
because the operating point is close to the knee point of the PV curve, resulting in a small
voltage stability margin. The detailed description of voltage stability will be given shortly.
2.4 Introduction of voltage stability
Power system can have different kinds of stability issues, such as rotor angle stability,
frequency stability and voltage stability, as shown in Fig.2.1. This work is going to focus
on voltage stability, especially small-disturbance, long-term voltage stability.
Figure 2.1: Category of power system stability [25]
The definition of voltage stability is ”the ability of a power system to maintain
acceptable voltages at all buses under normal operating conditions and after being subjected
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to a disturbance” [8]. Voltage stability problemmay occur when the reactive power demand
cannot be met [8]. The voltage stability problem is related to the problem of reactive
power production, reactive power transmission, and reactive power consumption. For
reactive power production, generators and reactive power compensators have their reactive
power limits. They cannot generate the amount of reactive power that are behind their
limits. Moreover, when voltage decreases due to increased load or other contingencies,
the reactive power generated by capacitor banks decreases, which results in less effective
reactive power support from the capacitor banks. For reactive power transmission, high
reactive power loss occurs when the line is heavily loaded. Also, line outages increase the
reactive power loss because the equivalent impedance of the line increases. For reactive
power consumption, load increase, load recovery dynamics and motor stalling increase
reactive power consumption. Therefore, because of the issues related to reactive power
generation, transmission and consumption, the reactive power demand may be more than
the amount of reactive power that can be supplied by the system [7, 26].
Two types of disturbances can cause voltage instability: small disturbance and large
disturbance [8]. Small disturbance voltage stability is related to the ability of a power
system to maintain acceptable voltage following a small disturbance, such as gradual
changes in load. This type of stability can be analyzed based on the linear model of the
system. Large disturbance voltage stability is related to the ability to maintain acceptable
voltage following a large disturbance such as system faults, loss of loads, or loss of
generators [7]. Determination of large disturbance voltage stability requires using the
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dynamic simulation over a period of time that is long enough to capture the interactions
of loads and devices such as induction motors, generator excitation limiters, and load tap
changers [7]. This work only considers the small disturbance voltage stability.
In terms of time scale, two types of voltage stability can be defined: short-term and
long-term voltage stability [7]. This is because power systems have various components
of different time scale. For example, exciters, HVDCs, and FACTS belong to shorter
time scale dynamics while load tap changers, long term load dynamics, and the limitation
of exciters belong to longer time scale. Short-term voltage stability is related to fast
dynamics of power systems while long-term voltage stability is related to slow dynamics.
The short-term voltage stability is related to the following three phenomena [7]:
• Loss of post-disturbance equilibrium of short-term dynamics
• Lack of attraction towards the stable post-disturbance equilibrium of short-term
dynamics
• Oscillatory instability of the post-disturbance equilibrium
The long-term voltage stability is related to the following three phenomena [7]:
• Loss of equilibrium of the long-term dynamics
• Lack of attraction towards the stable long-term equilibrium
• Voltage oscillations with growing magnitude
This work only considers the long-term voltage stability.
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2.4.1 Mechanism of voltage stability
Power systems experience voltage instability via two phenomena: voltage collapse
and unstable voltage oscillation [8]. The system experiences voltage collapse if a sequence
of events leads to saddle node bifurcation (SNB), which results in an unacceptably low
voltage profile in a significant part of the power system. Unstable voltage oscillation is
related to the interaction of controllers and equipment in power systems [8]. When unstable
voltage oscillation occurs, the voltage magnitudes at certain buses begin to oscillate with
an increasing magnitude. This work focuses on voltage collapse problem.
Voltage collapse happens when the power system reaches the knee point of the PV
curve. This is the operating point where the two power flow solutions converge. The
loading of this operating point is the maximum loading point that the system can support.
If the loading is further increased, the loading cannot be supplied and there will be no
power flow solution.
To describe voltage collapse, a generic codimension one SNB of nonlinear dynamic
systems can be used [27]:
x˙= f (x;l ) (2.1)
SNB occurs at equilibrium point (x0;l0) if the corresponding system Jacobian Dx f j0 =
Dx f (x0;l0) has a unique zero eigenvalue and the following transversality conditions hold
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at that particular equilibrium point [28]:8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>:
Dx f j0v= DTx f j0w= 0
wT ¶ f¶l j0 6= 0
wT [D2x f j0v]v 6= 0
(2.2)
where v and w are the properly normalized right and left eigenvectors that correspond to
the zero eigenvalue of Dx f j0.
When the system experiences voltage collapse, the trajectory of the voltages at
different buses can be determined by the one-dimensional center manifold. The center
manifold is based on the Taylor series expansion around the bifurcation point (x0;l0):
x˙c =
1
2
wT [D2x f

0v]vx
2
c +w
T ¶ f
¶l

0
(l  l0)+o(x2c ;l  l0) (2.3)
where xc is a scalar variable resulting from a linear transformation of the original state
variables x. After voltage collapse occurs, the voltage trajectory of all of the buses can be
determined by the eigenvectors corresponding to the zero eigenvalue [28] and [29]. The
change of voltage magnitudes at different buses are not the same; it depends on the bus
location and the loading at the bus.
2.5 Voltage stability analysis methods
Literature on the voltage stability of transmission system has been published. The
current research results are summarized in [7, 13]. This section gives a brief overview
of voltage stability analysis techniques for transmission systems. Then the techniques for
analyzing voltage stability of balanced and unbalanced distribution systems are reviewed.
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2.5.1 Voltage stability analysis methods in transmission systems
Several approaches are available to analyze voltage stability for transmission
systems, including static analysis, bifurcation analysis and dynamic analysis. In static
analysis, power flow calculation is performed and voltage stability is analyzed based on
the power flow results. In bifurcation analysis, the DAE of the system is analyzed with
a slowly varying loading factor. In dynamic analysis, time-domain simulation which
includes detailed dynamics of the system is performed.
For static analysis, PV/QV curve method and modal analysis are briefly reviewed.
PV curves and QV curves are widely used to analyze the static voltage stability problem.
Such curves are generated by solving power flow equations at different loading points [8].
Normally, there are two parts in PV curves: the upper part and the lower part. The lower
part can be found by using the correct initial condition or by using a continuous power flow
method [30]. The stability of upper part and lower part can be determined by investigating
the dynamics of the system, including the dynamics of generators and loads [31]. Based on
the operating point, the linearization can be performed and the eigenvalues of the linearized
equation can be found, which gives the stability information of the system .
Another method that belongs to static method is modal analysis [32]. By linearizing
the system around the operating point, the linear state matrix can be derived based on power
flow formulation. The eigenvalues, eigenvectors and participation factors of the linear state
matrix can be found. The weak points and areas that are prone to voltage stability problem
can be determined. Also the proximity to voltage instability can be found.
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In addition to static method, bifurcation methods are used to investigate voltage
stability in power systems [33,34]. Bifurcation theory deals with the study of the stability of
systems that are modeled by ordinary differential equation (ODE) or differential algebraic
equation (DAE). The equilibrium points move from one to another as the parameters of
the system change. Several types of bifurcation are used to analyze voltage stability:
(1) saddle-node bifurcation, (2) Hopf bifurcation, (3) limit-induced bifurcation and (4)
singularity-induced bifurcation.
Saddle-node bifurcation can be identified by a couple of equilibrium points
converging at the bifurcation point and then disappearing as the slow varying parameters
changes. Many cases of actual voltage collapse in power system are related to saddle-node
bifurcation [7]. At the bifurcation point, the state matrix has a unique zero eigenvalue and
the transversality conditions are met. Hopf bifurcation happens when a complex conjugate
pair of eigenvalues crosses the imaginary axis of the complex plane from left to right as the
slow varying parameters changes. This bifurcation is associated with various oscillatory
phenomena in power systems [7]. Another kind of bifurcation, limit-induced bifurcation,
occurs when system control limits are reached and the eigenvalues instantaneously change,
affecting the stability status of the system. Of particular interest are those bifurcation points
where two equilibria merge and vanish, similar to a saddle-node bifurcation but without the
state matrix becoming singular [7]. Singularity induced bifurcation happens if the Jacobian
matrix of the algebraic equations of DAE is singular, In this case, it is not easy to compute
and analyze the stability of the system. To analyze the singularity induced bifurcation, a
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more detailed model of the system is needed [7].
In addition to static analysis and bifurcation methods, dynamic analysis is used
to simulate the detailed time-domain system response. Several commercially available
software, such as PSCAD/EMTDC can perform transient time-domain simulation. In
addition to the steady-state response, time domain simulation can simulate the transient
response. Because various components in the system are modeled, the interaction among
different components in the system can be observed.
Even though dynamic analysis can provide detailed time-domain system responses,
it is time consuming, especially when the system is large. The most effective approach for
studying voltage stability is to make complementary use of QSS and dynamic simulations
[35]. Power flow solution with QSS assumption approximately finds the trajectory. The
time-domain dynamic simulation models components in detail; therefore the detailed
trajectory between the equilibrium points derived from QSS analysis can be found. Also,
dynamic simulations are useful when QSS assumption is invalid, which could happen if
the fast dynamics of the system become unstable following a disturbance.
2.5.2 Voltage stability analysis methods in distribution systems
Compared to the voltage stability analysis of transmission systems, analysis of
distribution systems has not made as much progress as transmission systems [36].
Even though there have been many methodologies for voltage stability analysis for
transmission systems, these methodologies cannot be applied directly to distribution
systems. Distribution systems have several characteristics that are different from that of
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transmission systems [5, 37].
Firstly, distribution systems are unbalanced due to the unbalanced loads and single-
or two-phase laterals. Moreover, unlike the lines in transmission systems, the lines in
the distribution systems are untransposed. The couplings between phases are different.
Therefore, we can no longer use single-phase analysis which assumes that the system is
balanced. Three-phase analysis that takes all three phases into account is necessary.
Secondly, the coupling between buses is stronger in distribution systems than that in
transmission systems because the distance between the buses are shorter. The voltages
of neighboring buses tend to move together. Moreover, the higher line R/X ratio in
distribution systemsmakes several useful assumptions of transmission systems invalid. For
example, in transmission systems the real power transferred is primarily related to bus angle
while the reactive power transferred is related to bus voltage. But in distribution systems
both real and reactive power are related to bus angle and magnitude. No decoupling exists.
Lastly, radial topology of distribution system may make some power flow program
diverge because the initial condition of power flow solution may be outside the region of
convergence. Several techniques are required to help the power flow program converge.
Moreover, radial topology causes the Jacobian matrix of power flow not diagonally
dominant. Diagonally dominance of Jacobian matrix is one of the assumption that is used
in transmission system analysis method, such as modal analysis.
In the following we will discuss the existing voltage stability analysis approaches
used for distribution systems, balanced and unbalanced.
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For balanced distribution systems with and without DG
There is more literature on the voltage stability for balanced distribution systems than
that for unbalanced distribution systems. Some of techniques for the transmission systems
are directly applied in balanced distribution systems. Here we just briefly review three
major analysis methods: time-domain simulation, real-root condition and monitoring of
reduced Jacobian matrix.
Time domain simulation is used to show voltage stability problem in radial
distribution system in [15]. The simulation shows that when the voltages on industrial
loads falls below 0.9 pu, voltage collapse is likely. When motors stall, these motors will
reduce the voltage at nearby nodes and cause additional motors to stall in a cascading
fashion. The stalling motor will cause voltage to drop to 0.6 pu or less within 1 second.
Several papers investigate the voltage stability and derive a voltage stability index
by checking the condition of real number solution of voltage [9–12]. They derive the
voltage closed form solution of the equivalent two-bus system, and find the condition under
which the voltage solution is a real number. Different formulations of voltage give different
conditions. By using these voltage indices, the voltage stability margin of the system can
be determined.
Reduced Jacobian matrix is used in [14, 38]. By calculating the determinant of
the reduced Jacobian matrix, the condition of voltage instability can be found. If the
determinant is closed to zero, the system is close to voltage collapse. Synchronous type
DGs is modeled as negative PQ load in [39]. It is found that DGs can increase the
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voltage stability based on the observation of PV curve of the balanced distribution system.
Depending on the connection points, the influences of DGs on the voltage stability are
different. DGs support the voltage stability strongly at nearby nodes and has less impact
on distant ones. If DGs are modeled as the induction generator, the improvement is not
clear since induction generators consume reactive power.
DGs are assumed to generate only real power in [22]. After the power flow program
of the balanced distribution was solved, a voltage index was calculated to investigate the
impact of DGs on voltage stability. It is found that DGs can improve the voltage stability
of the system, and it is better to distribute the amount of DGs power than to allocate the
whole DGs at a certain bus.
For unbalanced distribution systems with and without DG
Several literature investigates voltage stability in unbalanced distribution systems.
Most literature discusses the static voltage stability by using methods such as PV curve
methods, optimization methods, analysis of Jacobian and voltage stability index methods.
A three-phase power flow program is used to investigate the impact of different static
loads, including constant power load, constant impedance load and constant current load
[40]. By observing the result from the power flow program performed on IEEE 34 bus test
feeder with different static load modeling, it was found a constant power load is suitable
modeling to study the voltage stability. The author argued that if the power flow program
does not converge for certain levels of loading, voltage stability occurs in the system.
To avoid the divergence of power flow at critical loading, a three-phase continuation
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power flow program is proposed to find the PV curve for each of the three phases [41].
In [37] three-phase continuation power flow is applied to IEEE 37 bus test feeder to
investigate the impact of DGs on voltage stability. It is found that DGs in PQ mode can
increase the voltage stability of unbalanced distribution system. The location of DGs can
impact how much improvement DGs make to the system. Moreover, the PV curves of
phase a and b are anticlockwise and the higher part of PV curve is unstable. The PV curves
of phase c are clockwise and the lower part of PV curve is unstable.
The PV curve method is also used in [42]. A simple 2-bus system is analyzed. A
closed-form terminal voltage is derived for two cases: loads are constant impedance loads
and constant power loads. For constant impedance loads, there is one pair of solutions.
However, for constant power loads, there are two pairs of solution. In the latter case, there
is a point where two out of the four solutions converge. This point is proportional to the
degree of the unbalance of the system. Once this point is identified, the two pair solutions
can be combined to find two PV curves. This paper propose a criteria to determine which
PV curves matches the PV curve of constant impedance loads. This criteria is related to
the complex power in each of the three phases.
Saddle node bifurcation theory is used to investigate voltage stability in [43].
The singularity of the Jacobian matrix from the three-phase power flow is analyzed by
calculating the eigenvalues. It is found that both the unbalance factor and power factor
of the load can affect the bifurcation point. The maximum loading can be increased by
increasing the power factor of the load and by decreasing the degree of load unbalance.
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Moreover, DGs are modeled as negative PQ loads, meaning that DGs not only provide
active power, but also reactive power. From a simple two-bus system case study, it is
shown that DGs can improve the voltage stability and increase the loadability of the system.
Optimization method is used in [44]. The objective function is to maximize the load
at certain bus, either single-, two- and three-phase bus. The constraints are the three-phase
power flow and the inequality constrains on system components, including reactive power
limit, rotor field thermal limit and the under-excitation limit. Unlike the PV curve method,
this optimizationmethod can directly calculate the voltage stability limits without having to
calculate the solution path between the base case and the limit point. The paper uses IEEE
13-bus test feeder as an example. From the case studies, it is found that the maximum
loadability is reduced by the degree of unbalance.
A more theoretical work is done in [45]. It is found that a three-phase power flow
solution with feasible voltage magnitude for radial three-phase distribution with nonlinear
loadmodeling always exists. The power flow solution is unique under the condition that the
voltage is in a feasible range. Also, there is monotonic properties of the voltage magnitude
at each bus with respect to load increases. This statement implies if the voltage is feasible,
there is no voltage stability issues in passive radial distribution system, where there is no
active component, such as load tap changer, distributed generator, etc. However, as the
penetration of DGs is increasing, distribution systems are no longer passive. The voltage
stability issues may occur.
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2.6 Weak buses concept and methods
In the voltage stability analysis, how to identify the weak buses is an important issue.
Generally speaking, the weak buses are the buses that cause the system to experience the
voltage collapse problem. If the weak buses can be identified, the appropriate actions can
be taken to strengthen the weak buses such that the system is more stable and is away from
the voltage collapse point.
There are many definitions of weak buses in the literature. For different methods the
weak bus definition will be different. In the following, different methods of finding weak
buses will be described. Most of the methods are for transmission systems, while some
are for distribution systems. These methods can be divided into three categories: voltage
variation, sensitivity, and index method.
2.6.1 Voltage variation
For a given loading change, if the voltage magnitude at the bus reduces significantly,
this bus could be a weak bus. This concept comes from the notion of electrical distance.
Based on Kirchoff voltage law:
VL =VS ZI (2.4)
If the impedance Z between the voltage source and the load is larger, for a given load
increase DI, the change of voltage magnitude DVL will be larger [46].
If the voltage variation of a bus between the initial loading and the critical loading is
larger than other buses, this bus is a weak bus compared to other buses [47]. The voltage
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variation of bus i is defined as
VCi =
V initi  V limiti
V limiti
(2.5)
where V initi is the voltage magnitude of the initial loading while V limiti is the voltage
magnitude of the loading at the maximum loadability. A similar concept is proposed
in [48]. The weak buses have the highest voltage drop when the loads are increased to
the maximum loading point. Continuation power flow (CPF) is used to find the maximum
loading point and defines a voltage stability margin (VSM) as the change of a loading factor
between the current operating point and the maximum loading point.
Several methods are also based on this voltage variation concept. One method is
to use the tangent vector found in CPF [49], as discussed in section 3. The weak buses
are determined to be the buses that have higher voltage magnitude change in the tangent
vector.
Another method, modal analysis, uses a similar concept [32]. Instead of looking only
at voltage variation, modal analysis uses the relative voltage change and relative reactive
power change. The bus participation factor of bus i determines the relationship between
DVi and DQi, where DVi is the incremental voltage change while DQi is the incremental
reactive power injection change at bus i. The weak buses are the buses that have a higher
bus participation factor. Similar to modal analysis, the right eigenvectors of the reduced
Jacobian matrix, which can be found from the Jacobian matrix, are used to determine the
weak bus in [50]. The weak buses are the buses that have the higher magnitude in the
corresponding element of the right eigenvector.
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For unbalanced distribution systems, the index in (2.6) is proposed in [51] and [52].
The index for bus i is based on the positive sequence voltage of bus i:
PVRi =
V+i;collapse
V+i;no load
(2.6)
where V+i;no load is the positive sequence voltage of bus i in the no load condition while
V+i;collapse is that in the maximum loading condition. These positive sequence voltages are
found based on the three-phase power flow solution. The weak buses are the buses with
higher PVRi. However, because this method only considers the positive sequence voltage,
the impacts of negative and zero sequence voltage are not considered. This should be fine if
the unbalance degree is small, but when the unbalance degree is large, this method may be
inaccurate. Moreover, the positive sequence voltage is only defined for three-phase buses.
For two- or single-phase buses, the positive sequence voltage is not defined. Therefore,
the method proposed by [51] and [52] cannot be applied to the system where some of the
buses are two- or single-phase.
Another method for unbalanced distribution systems is three-phase CPF. It is used
to determine the PV curves for the three phases in [53]. This work claims that the weak
location is phase-wised; the weak phases and weak buses are the ones that have a higher
voltage drop at the knee point of PV curve. The proposed CPF method also considers the
DG in PV mode with reactive power limit.
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2.6.2 Sensitivity method
Sensitivity of total MVA load with respect to the load increment at bus i, defined in
(2.7), is used to determine the weak buses [47].
SIi =
¶ST
¶bi
(2.7)
where ST is the total MVA load demand and bi is a per unit value representing the relative
increase in the load at bus i with respect to the corresponding system total MVA load
increase. This index SIi is dependent on the strength of bus i.
An explicit equation of the sensitivity between generated reactive power and the load
increment at a specific bus is derived in [54]. For a given load increment at bus i, if the total
reactive power generation increases more than the case at other buses, bus i is a weaker
bus. This is because the given load increment at bus i causes more reactive power loss in
the system than other buses.
A similar concept is used in modal analysis [32]. The branch participation factor
determines which branches have the highest reactive power loss given that the reactive
power load increase direction is along with the right eigenvector that corresponds to the
smallest eigenvalue. However, branch participation factor is related to the branches, not
directly related to the weak buses. One example in [8] shows that the two buses at the end
of the weak branch are not necessarily the weak buses.
Instead of finding the sensitivity of generated reactive power, the sensitivity of
maximum loadability with respect to any system parameters is proposed in [55]. This
sensitivity can be used to determine the weak buses. The increase of the load on the weak
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buses will reduce the maximum loadability more than the increase of the load on the other
buses. Assuming that the maximum loadability is l , the load at bus i is increased by DPi,
and the corresponding change of the maximum loadability is Dl i . The sensitivity between
DPi and Dl i can be found. This information can be used to determine the weak buses.
2.6.3 Index method
The third type of method is based on the voltage stability index. Some indices are
applied to overall system while others are applied to buses. A voltage stability index
in two-bus system and based on the real power flow condition to determine the voltage
stability index is proposed in [56] and [57]. This index is extended to multiple-bus system
and is defined for all load buses in the system. The weak bus is the bus with the highest
index value. However, these two methods do not describe how to deal with the case with
generator in PV mode and the change into PQ mode when reactive power limit is hit. Only
the current operating point is considered.
There are other indices that use the condition of real solution of power flow equation
[58] and [59]. The equivalent effect of other buses is not considered in [60] because it
claims that the equivalent circuit is valid only at a specific operating point. The equivalent
circuit cannot be used for the case where the load is changing, especially due to the
nonlinear behavior of a system near the maximum loadability. Moreover, only balanced
systems are considered in [60] even though this paper is related to radial distribution
systems.
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2.6.4 Summary
Table 2.1 summarizes themethods of identifyingweak buses for distribution systems.
It can be found that all the stability indices are only for single-phase case. Even though
the method proposed by [52] can find the weak buses for unbalanced system, the major
limitation is that this method uses positive sequence voltage. For single- or two-phase
buses, positive sequence voltage is not defined. Therefore, this method can be applied
only to the unbalanced system where all the buses are three-phase. The method proposed
by [53] uses three-phase CPF to identify the weak buses. The weak buses are the buses
with a high voltage drop. However, the voltage is not a good voltage stability indicator [7].
Table 2.1: Summary of weak bus identification for distribution systems
Index methods 3P Bal. DG
[60] N Y Y
[9] N Y N
[12] N Y N
[38] N Y N
[61] N Y N
Voltage variation 3P Bal. DG
[52] Y N Y
[53] Y N Y
2.7 Purpose statement
This work has three major purposes. The first purpose is to improve and implement
the three-phase CPF method so that the maximum loadability of the system can be found
accurately. The second purpose is to propose a new voltage stability analysis method, the
CPF scanmethod. This methodwill identify weak buses by considering the three important
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factors that impact the weak bus location. The third purpose is to propose a new three-phase
voltage stability index that not only monitors whether the system is close to collapse point
but also identifies the weak buses of the system.
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3 THREE-PHASE CONTINUATION POWER FLOW FOR
UNBALANCED DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMSWITH DGS*
3.1 Introduction
To investigate voltage stability, the information about the maximum system
loadability is important because it can be used to determine the voltage stability margin
of the current operating point.
The maximum system loadability is due to saddle node bifurcation, where the
conditions in (2.2) are satisfied. Several methods have been proposed to find this maximum
loadability [62–64]. The PV curve is widely used because it not only finds the system
maximum loadability, Pmax, but also finds the corresponding voltage. Fig.3.1 shows an
example PV curve of a bus in a system. The X-axis is the total real power of the system
while theY-axis is the voltagemagnitude of a particular bus. The point where themaximum
total real power is located is the knee point, or nose point of the PV curve.
PV curves are found by running a power flow program multiple times with load
increased by a loading factor l [8]. However, the Jacobian matrix of the power flow tends
to become singular even when the total real power is less than Pmax. In other words, the
power flow diverges at P= Pdiv, where Pdiv is smaller than Pmax, as shown in Fig. 3.2. To
avoid this singularity problem, continuation power flow program (CPF) has been proposed
*Part of this section is used with permission from ”Investigation of Voltage Stability in Unbalanced
Distribution Systems with DG using Three-Phase Current Injection Based CPF” by H. M Chou, K. L.
Bulter-Purry, 2014 IEEE PES General Meeting | Conference & Exposition, National Harbor, MD, 2014,
pp. 1-5, ©2011 IEEE
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to accurately find the maximum loadability of a system [30] .
P [pu]
V 
[pu]
Pmax
Figure 3.1: PV curve of a bus
P [pu]
V 
[pu]
PmaxPdiv
Figure 3.2: Diverge before maximum loading point
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To find the maximum loadability of a three-phase unbalanced distribution system,
three-phase CPF can be used. A three-phase CPF was proposed in [41] which uses
local parameterization to avoid singularity issues. The same technique was applied
to distribution systems with DGs in [37]. However, DGs were modeled as constant
negative power loads while DGs in PV mode with reactive power limit were not modeled
[37]. Another three-phase CPF approach was proposed in [53] which uses arc length
parameterization to avoid singularity issues . DG in PV mode with reactive power limits
were modeled.
In this dissertation work two improvements were made to the existing three-phase
CPFmethod proposed by [53]. Firstly, the specified arc length is determined automatically,
instead of being found by trial and error as done in [53]. If the specified arc length is not
selected carefully, the CPF method may not trace the PV curve successfully. Secondly, a
new approach for adjusting the step size for the CPF prediction stage is proposed. Instead
of using the iteration number in CPF correction stage as proposed in [53], the change of
loading factor, l , is used to adjust the step size.
In this section, based on the existing three-phase CPF method proposed by [53], an
improved three-phase CPF method will be presented. This method was implemented in
Matlab. The important component in the three-phase CPF method, which is a three-phase
power flow using the power injection method, will be described. Then the theory,
implementation and improvement of the three-phase CPFmethod will be presented Results
of a comparisonwithMatpower [65] will be presented. Lastly, the three-phase CPFmethod
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was applied to the modified IEEE 13-node test feeder with DG and some observation of
the results will be discussed.
3.2 Three-phase power flow for unbalanced distribution systems with DGs
The fundamental part of CPF is a three-phase power flow because in one of the steps
of CPF, the three-phase power flow is solved. The power flow equations can be expressed
as
f(x) = 0 (3.1)
where x represents the state variables, such as the bus voltage and angle. The vector of
function f represents the power balance equations at each bus/phase except the slack bus.
There aremanyways to solve three-phase power flow. TheNewton-Raphsonmethod
is used in this work because it can easily solve mesh network with multiple generators,
either in PQ or PV mode. Two representations are available for the Newton-Raphson
method. The first one is to use the current injection method with rectangular representation
[66]. The second one is to use the power injection method with polar representation [67].
In this work, the second method is used. The formulation assumes the neutral nodes at all
buses are solidly grounded, which is a common practice in North American distribution
systems [5]. Therefore, the voltage of the neutral nodes is zero.
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The injected power flow at bus k in phase s is represented as shown in (3.2) [41]
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N is the number of buses of the network,~V sk =V sk\q ss is the phase-to-neutral voltage phasor,
~Ssk = P
s
k + jQ
s
k is the injected complex power at bus k in phase s. ~Y stki = Y stki\d stki is the
network admittance matrix element.
The injected complex power at bus k in phase s is
Psk = P
s
gk Pslk (3.5)
Qsk = Q
s
gk Qslk (3.6)
where Psgk and Qsgk are the generated active and reactive power while Pslk and Qslk are the
active and reactive load at bus k in phase s.
Therefore, the elements that corresponds to bus k phase s in the power balance
equation, f(x) = 0 areh
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3.2.1 Component models
Distribution line model
Distribution lines are modeled with series impedance matrix Z and shunt admittance
matrix B [5]. Z and B have the format shown in (3.9) and (3.10). The detailed equations
of the elements in these matrices are described in [5].
Z=
26666664
~zaa ~zab ~zac
~zba ~zbb ~zbc
~zca ~zcb ~zcc
37777775 (3.9)
B=
26666664
~baa ~bab ~bac
~bba ~bbb ~bbc
~bca ~bcb ~bcc
37777775 (3.10)
If the line is two-phase or single-phase, the corresponding elements in these matrices
are zero for missing phases. For example, if the line only has phases a and b, then the
elements of Z: ~zac,~zbc,~zca,~zcb, and~zcc are all zero, and the elements of B: ~bac,~bbc,~bca,
~bcb, and~bcc are zero. Because of these zero elements, theZ andB can be reduced to another
matrix of a smaller dimension, which only have nonzero elements. Two-phase lines will
have two by two while single-phase lines will have one by one Z and B matrix.
Load model
There are two types of load connections: Y and Delta connection. Y-connected
loads are connected between line and neutral conductors while Delta-connected loads are
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connected between two line conductors. Because of different connections, the load power
equations are different. For Y-connected loads at bus k in phase s, the active and reactive
power can be expressed as (3.11) and (3.12) [41].
Pslk = P
s
0k+P
s
1kV
s
k +P
s
2k(V
s
k )
2 (3.11)
Qslk = Q
s
0k+Q
s
1kV
s
k +Q
s
2k(V
s
k )
2 (3.12)
where Ps0k models a constant power load, Ps1k models a constant current load and Ps2k models
a constant impedance load. V sk represents the line to neutral voltage magnitude of bus k in
phase s.
For Delta-connected loads shown in Fig.3.3, the active and reactive power can be
expressed as (3.13) to (3.18) [5].
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Figure 3.3: Delta-connected Load
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To model Delta-connected loads, the load power should be converted into phase to
neutral. As shown in Fig.3.3, the relationship between the load and phase current for each
phase is
~Sablk = P
ab
lk + jQ
ab
lk = (~V
a
k  ~V bk )(~Iabk ) (3.19)
~Sbclk = P
bc
lk + jQ
bc
lk = (~V
b
k  ~V ck )(~Ibck ) (3.20)
~Scalk = P
ca
lk + jQ
ca
lk = (~V
c
k  ~V ak )(~Icak ) (3.21)
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while the relationship between the phase current and line current is
~Iain k =~I
ca
k  ~Iabk (3.22)
~Ibin k =~I
ab
k  ~Ibck (3.23)
~Icin k =~I
bc
k  ~Icak (3.24)
The power injection at each phase for Delta-connected load is
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The specified injected P and Q for each phase are
Pssp;k = P
s
gk+Re[~S
s
in k] (3.28)
Qssp;k = Q
s
gk+ Im[~S
s
in k] (3.29)
Capacitor bank model
Capacitor banks are modeled as a constant shunt impedance. This impedance is
taken into account when the system admittance matrix is developed. Suppose that Qc is
the reactive power provided by a single-phase capacitor bank in phase a, and the magnitude
of line-to-neutral voltage is V a. The capacitance for each phase can be calculated as
Xacap =
(V a)2
Qc
(3.30)
A similar method is applied to three-phase capacitor banks.
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Voltage regulator model
Voltage regulators play an important role in maintaining a good voltage profile in
feeders [5]. They can adjust their tap positions ask (the tap position of the voltage regulator
at bus k in phase s) to regulate the voltage at a specific location. To accurately perform
voltage stability analysis on distribution systems, voltage regulators must be modeled in
the power flow program.
In this work, the tap position ask is found by using an iterative method [68]. In the
program, in addition to the loop for the Newton-Raphson method to solve power flow
equations, there is another loop. This second loop is for control purpose. The tap position
is adjusted by one tap if the voltage is not within the Vreg. If one tap position change is not
enough, this second loop will iterate again to change the tap position such that the voltage
can be regulated. This method is used in OpenDSS [69]. In this work, this method is
adopted.
In the overall program structure, the power flow procedure is executed first. Then
the regulated voltage is checked to see whether it is within Vreg. If not, tap is changed by
one position and the power flow procedure is rerun. Note that since the voltage regulators
already change their tap, their admittance matrix and the corresponding system admittance
matrix are changed. Therefore, before the power flow procedure is rerun, the system
admittance matrix needs to be rebuilt.
Suppose a voltage regulator is between bus i and bus j. The line admittance of the
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branch between bus i and bus j is: 26666664
~yaa ~yab ~yca
~yba ~ybb ~ybc
~yca ~ycb ~ycc
37777775 (3.31)
As a starting point, the turn ratio of the voltage regulator is 1 initially. The system
admittance matrix that corresponds to bus i and j is shown in (3.32) [70].
Yij =
26666666666666666664
~yaa ~yab ~yca  ~yaa  ~yab  ~yac
~yab ~ybb ~ybc  ~yab  ~ybb  ~ybc
~yca ~ybc ~ycc  ~yca  ~ybc  ~ycc
 ~yaa  ~yab  ~yac ~yaa ~yab ~yca
 ~yab  ~ybb  ~ybc ~yab ~ybb ~ybc
 ~yca  ~ybc  ~ycc ~yca ~ybc ~ycc
37777777777777777775
(3.32)
The admittance matrix for the voltage regulator with turn ratio Aa, Ab and Ac for
phase a, b,c respectively, is shown in (3.33) [70].
Yij =
26666666666666666664
yaa
(Aa)2
yab
AaAb
yca
AaAc  y
aa
Aa  y
ab
Aa  y
ac
Aa
yab
AaAb
ybb
(Ab)2
ybc
AbAc  
yab
Ab  
ybb
Ab  
ybc
Ab
yca
AaAc
ybc
AbAc
ycc
(Ac)2  
yca
Ac  y
bc
Ac  y
cc
Ac
 yaaAa  y
ab
Ab  
yac
Ac y
aa yab yca
 yabAa  y
bb
Ab  
ybc
Ac y
ab ybb ybc
 ycaAa  y
bc
Ab  
ycc
Ac y
ca ybc ycc
37777777777777777775
(3.33)
Sometimes a voltage regulator is controlled such that the voltage of a bus that
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downstream of the voltage regulator is regulated. Because the voltage regulator only
has local voltage measurements and does not have voltage information on the bus being
regulated, line compensator is used [5]. Based on the local voltage measurement of the
voltage regulator, the line compensator can calculate the voltage at a certain location that
is being regulated. Fig.3.4 shows the components of a line compensator. X and R will
depend on Xline and Rline. Xline and Rline depends on the distance between the voltage
regulator and the bus that is being regulated, as well as the line parameters.
ss
R          X
Vdrop
Vreg VR
RLine          XLine
Load 
centerSubstation
Voltage regulator
Figure 3.4: Line compensator of voltage regulators [5]
The secondary voltage and current based on local measurements are calculated first.
The voltage across the relayVR can be found. Based onVR, the voltage regulator controller
adjusts the tap position. Once the tap adjustment is made, the system admittance matrix
is rebuilt and the power flow equation is solved. The control loop will check whether the
voltage at the regulated location is within the range. If not in the range, the control loop
will adjust the tap position again till the voltage is within the range.
In each control loop, the tap positions of each of the three phases are adjusted at the
same time but independently. The tap position of each phase will be adjusted according to
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the voltage and current in the corresponding phase.
Because tap position has a maximum and minimum whether the voltage regulator
hits the tap position limit needs to be checked. If the voltage regulator hits the limit, the
tap position is no longer changed, unless the tap position change is such that the voltage
regulator does not hit the limit. For example, if the tap position is already at maximum and
the tap position change is positive, then the tap position is kept at maximum tap. However,
if the tap position change is negative, then the tap position is reduced by the tap position
change.
Distributed generator (DG) modeling
DGs can operate in two modes: PQ and PV mode. DGs in PQ mode generate the
specified real and reactive power while DGs in PV mode generate the specified real power
and adjust their reactive power to regulate the bus voltage.
Themodelings of DGs in these two different modes are different. It is easier to model
DGs in PQ mode because the generated real and reactive power are already specified. Two
methods are available to model the DG in PVmode. In [71] and [66], the generated reactive
power of the DG is regarded as an unknown variables and the terminal voltage as the known
variables. One major problem of this method is that the reactive power mismatch is needed
even for PV bus. However, PV bus has no specified reactive power. We can only guess
the specified reactive power. If the guess is far away from the true value, the power flow
will not converge.
In this work, we use the other way, a more robust way [67]. Because DG in PVmode
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regulates its terminal voltage, the corresponding voltage magnitude is known value fixed
at the specified voltage. The DG in PV mode does not have the corresponding DV term
in the [DVDq ] vector. Similarly, because the generated reactive power is not specified, but
is adjusted to regulate the terminal voltage, this generated reactive power is an unknown
value. DG in PVmode does not have the corresponding reactive power mismatch term DQ
in the power mismatch vector [DPDQ].
The reactive power limit of DGs in PV mode should be considered. Once the power
flow equation is solved, the reactive power outputs of the DGs in PV mode are calculated.
The reactive power output of a DG connected at bus k phase s,Qsgk, can be found asQsk in+
Qsk load . If the sum ofQsgk for each phase is larger thanQgklim, then this DG hits the reactive
power limit. Qsgk is adjusted so that the total generated reactive power of the DG is equal
to the reactive power limit Qgklim:
Qsgkmod =
Qgklim
Qagk+Q
b
gk+Q
c
gk
Qsgk (3.34)
After the reactive power output adjustment, the power flow needs to be resolved
with this DG changed from PV mode into PQ mode. Because this DG is in PQ mode, the
number of state variables will be increased: there will be DV and DQ terms corresponding
to this DG.
Sometimes there are oscillations between PV mode and PQ mode in different
iterations. The calculated Qsgk of DG in PV mode could be larger than the limit value in
this iteration, and smaller than the limit value in the next iteration. To avoid the complexity
of the program, the step size for the updated reactive power DQsgk of DG is reduced much
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smaller than the step size for the updated voltage DV srk and DV smk. In this way, if the updated
Qsgk is greater than the limit in this iteration, Qsgk is likely to be larger than the limit in the
next iteration and this DG is changed into PQ mode. The oscillation between PV and PQ
mode during the iterations can be avoided.
3.2.2 Building system admittance matrix
The system admittance matrix Y plays an important role in three-phase power flow
program. Y can be found in the way that is similar to single-phase systems [67].
• Yii is equal to the sum of the primitive admittances of all the components connected
to the ith node
• Yi j is equal to the negative of the primitive admittance of all components connected
between node i and j
In the following section, two simple examples will be used to explain the way of building
system admittance matrix for three-phase distribution systems.
Firstly, a two-bus system is used, shown in Fig.3.5. These two buses are three-phase.
The relationship between line current and bus voltage can be expressed as26666664
~Ia
~Ib
~Ic
37777775
line
=
26666664
~Zaa1 ~Z
ab
1
~Zac1
~Zba1 ~Z
bb
1
~Zbc1
~Zca1 ~Z
cb
1
~Zcc1
37777775
 1
(
26666664
~V a1
~V b1
~V c1
37777775 
26666664
~V a2
~V b2
~V c2
37777775) (3.35)
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Figure 3.5: Three-phase line segment model
The injection current at Bus 1 is26666664
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Similarly, the injection current at Bus 2 is26666664
~Ia2
~Ib2
~Ic2
37777775= 
26666664
~Ia
~Ib
~Ic
37777775
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2
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~V a2
~V b2
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37777775 (3.37)
Therefore, the injection current vector can be expressed as (3.38). The system admittance
matrix for a three-phase system can be found with the same method as for a single-phase
system. 2664Iabc1
Iabc2
3775=
2664Zabc 1+ Yabc2  Zabc 1
 Zabc 1 Zabc 1+ Yabc2
3775
2664Vabc1
Vabc2
3775 (3.38)
Secondly, a three-bus system is used, where one line is three-phase while the other
line is two-phase, shown in Fig. 3.6 to illustrate how to build Y matrix for a system
with buses with different phase configurations. For simplicity the shunt admittance is not
considered here. The line impedance matrix between Bus 1 and Bus 2 is Z1 and between
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Bus 1 and Bus 3 is Z2.
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Figure 3.6: Three-bus system with mixed phases
Z˜1 =
26666664
~Zaa1 ~Z
ab
1
~Zac1
~Zba1 ~Z
bb
1
~Zbc1
~Zca1 ~Z
cb
1
~Zcc1
37777775 (3.39)
Z˜2 =
2664~Zaa2 ~Zab2
~Zba2 ~Z
bb
2
3775 (3.40)
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Now we write the current injection equation at Bus 1:26666664
~Ia1
~Ib1
~Ic1
37777775=
26666664
~Zaa1 ~Z
ab
1
~Zac1
~Zba1 ~Z
bb
1
~Zbc1
~Zca1 ~Z
cb
1
~Zcc1
37777775
 1
(
26666664
~V a1
~V b1
~V c1
37777775 
26666664
~V a2
~V b2
~V c2
37777775)+
2664~Zaa2 ~Zab2
~Zba2 ~Z
bb
2
3775
 1
(
2664~V a1
~V b1
3775 
2664~V a3
~V b3
3775) (3.41)
=
26666664
~Y aa1 ~Y
ab
1
~Y ac1
~Y ba1 ~Y
bb
1
~Y bc1
~Y ca1 ~Y
cb
1
~Y cc1
37777775(
26666664
~V a1
~V b1
~V c1
37777775 
26666664
~V a2
~V b2
~V c2
37777775)+
2664~Y aa2 ~Y ab2
~Y ba2 ~Y
bb
2
3775(
2664~V a1
~V b1
3775 
2664~V a3
~V b3
3775) (3.42)
=
26666664
~Y aa1 +~Y
aa
2
~Y ab1 +~Y
ab
2
~Y ac1
~Y ba1 +~Y
ba
2
~Y bb1 +~Y
bb
2
~Y bc1
~Y ca1 ~Y
cb
1
~Y cc1
37777775
26666664
~V a1
~V b1
~V c1
37777775 
26666664
~Y aa1 ~Y
ab
1
~Y ac1
~Y ba1 ~Y
bb
1
~Y bc1
~Y ca1 ~Y
cb
1
~Y cc1
37777775
26666664
~V a2
~V b2
~V c2
37777775 (3.43)
 
26666664
~Y aa2 ~Y
ab
2
~Y ba2 ~Y
bb
2
0 0
37777775
2664~V a3
~V b3
3775 (3.44)
= Y11
26666664
~V a1
~V b1
~V c1
37777775+Y12
26666664
~V a2
~V b2
~V c2
37777775+Y13
2664~V a3
~V b3
3775 (3.45)
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Similar equations can be derived for Bus 2 and Bus 3.26666664
~Ia2
~Ib2
~Ic2
37777775=
26666664
~Y aa1 ~Y
ab
1
~Y ac1
~Y ba1 ~Y
bb
1
~Y bc1
~Y ca1 ~Y
cb
1
~Y cc1
37777775(
26666664
~V a2
~V b2
~V c2
37777775 
26666664
~V a1
~V b1
~V c1
37777775)
=
26666664
 ~Y aa1  ~Y ab1  ~Y ac1
 ~Y ba1  ~Y bb1  ~Y bc1
 ~Y ca1  ~Y cb1  ~Y cc1
37777775
26666664
~V a1
~V b1
~V c1
37777775+
26666664
~Y aa1 ~Y
ab
1
~Y ac1
~Y ba1 ~Y
bb
1
~Y bc1
~Y ca1 ~Y
cb
1
~Y cc1
37777775
26666664
~V a2
~V b2
~V c2
37777775
= Y21
26666664
~V a1
~V b1
~V c1
37777775+Y22
26666664
~V a2
~V b2
~V c2
37777775+Y23
2664~V a3
~V b3
3775 (3.46)
2664~Ia3
~Ib3
3775=
2664~Y aa2 ~Y ab2
~Y ba2 ~Y
bb
2
3775(
2664~V a3
~V b3
3775 
2664~V a1
~V b1
3775)
=
2664 ~Y aa2  ~Y ab2
 ~Y ba2  ~Y bb2
3775
2664~V a1
~V b1
3775+
2664~Y aa2 ~Y ab2
~Y ba2 ~Y
bb
2
3775
2664~V a3
~V b3
3775
= Y31
2664~V a1
~V b1
3775+Y32
2664~V a2
~V b2
3775+Y33
2664~V a3
~V b3
3775 (3.47)
If we put all the current and voltage in vectors, the injection current vector can be
expressed as (3.48). Therefore, the procedure of building system admittance matrix for
three-phase case is similar to the single-phase case.
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2666666666666666666666666664
~Ia1
~Ib1
~Ic1
~Ia2
~Ib2
~Ic2
~Ia3
~Ib3
3777777777777777777777777775
=
2666666666666666666666666664
~Y aa1 +~Y
aa
2
~Y ab1 +~Y
ab
2
~Y ac1  ~Y aa1  ~Y ab1  ~Y ac1 ~Y aa2 ~Y ab2
~Y ba1 +~Y
ba
2
~Y bb1 +~Y
bb
2
~Y bc1  ~Y ba1  ~Y bb1  ~Y bc1 ~Y ba2 ~Y bb2
~Y ca1 ~Y
cb
1
~Y cc1  ~Y ca1  ~Y cb1  ~Y cc1 0 0
 ~Y aa1  ~Y ab1  ~Y ac1 ~Y aa1 ~Y ab1 ~Y ac1 0 0
 ~Y ba1  ~Y bb1  ~Y bc1 ~Y ba1 ~Y bb1 ~Y bc1 0 0
 ~Y ca1  ~Y cb1  ~Y cc1 ~Y ca1 ~Y cb1 ~Y cc1 0 0
 ~Y aa2  ~Y ab2 0 0 0 0 ~Y aa2 ~Y ab2
 ~Y ba2  ~Y bb2 0 0 0 0 ~Y ba2 ~Y bb2
3777777777777777777777777775
2666666666666666666666666664
~V a1
~V b1
~V c1
~V a2
~V b2
~V c2
~V a3
~V b3
3777777777777777777777777775
(3.48)
3.2.3 The Netwon-Raphson method to solve power flow equation
The Newton-Raphson method is used to solve three-phase power flow equations.
The detailed theory and implementation about the Netwon-Raphson method can be found
in [67]. The power flow solutions are (V, q ) for PQ buses and (Q, q ) for PV buses.
Newton-Raphson is an iterative method. Take a PQ bus as an example.
Newton-Raphson updates the state variables (V, q ) during each iteration by the updating
vector: (DV, Dq ). This updating vector can be found based on the power mismatch (DP,
DQ), which is the difference between the specified PQ value and the calculated PQ value.
The relationship between the power mismatch and update vector is shown in (3.49),
assuming that nth bus is the slack bus which corresponds to the substation bus. The voltage
of the substation is a balanced three-phase voltage with magnitude 1 pu and 120 degree
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apart among phases.
26666666666666666664
DPabc1
...
DPabcn 1
DQabc1
...
DQabcn 1
37777777777777777775
=
2664JPV JPq
JQV JQq
3775
26666666666666666664
DVabc1
...
DVabcn 1
Dq abc1
...
Dq abcn 1
37777777777777777775
= J
26666666666666666664
DVabc1
...
DVabcn 1
Dq abc1
...
Dq abcn 1
37777777777777777775
(3.49)
The Jacobian matrix J has submatrices: JPV, JPq , JQV and JQq . These submatrices
can be expressed in (3.50), (3.51), (3.52) and (3.53), respectively. In these above equations,
all buses are assumed to be three-phases. In most of distribution systems, buses may not be
three-phase. For buses that are not three-phase, the appropriate changes are needed for the
elements of the matrices. For buses that only have one or two phases, these submatrices
have no elements in the missing phases. For example, if Bus 1 only has phase A, then
these submatrices will have no elements that are related to DPb1 , DPc1 , DQb1, DQc1, V b1 , V c1 ,
q b1 , and q c1 . Therefore, the dimension of these matrices is reduced and depends on the phase
information of the buses in the system.
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JPV =
2666666666666666666666664
¶DPa1
¶V a1
¶DPa1
¶V b1
¶DPa1
¶V c1
: : :
¶DPa1
¶V an 1
¶DPa1
¶V bn 1
¶DPa1
¶V cn 1
¶DPb1
¶V a1
¶DPb1
¶V b1
¶DPb1
¶V c1
: : :
¶DPb1
¶V an 1
¶DPb1
¶V bn 1
¶DPb1
¶V cn 1
¶DPc1
¶V a1
¶DPc1
¶V b1
¶DPc1
¶V c1
: : :
¶DPc1
¶V an 1
¶DPc1
¶V bn 1
¶DPc1
¶V cn 1
... ... ... : : : ... ... ...
¶DPan 1
¶V a1
¶DPan 1
¶V b1
¶DPan 1
¶V c1
: : :
¶DPan 1
¶V an 1
¶DPan 1
¶V bn 1
¶DPan 1
¶V cn 1
¶DPbn 1
¶V a1
¶DPbn 1
¶V b1
¶DPbn 1
¶V c1
: : :
¶DPbn 1
¶V an 1
¶DPbn 1
¶V bn 1
¶DPbn 1
¶V cn 1
¶DPcn 1
¶V a1
¶DPcn 1
¶V b1
¶DPcn 1
¶V c1
: : :
¶DPcn 1
¶V an 1
¶DPcn 1
¶V bn 1
¶DPcn 1
¶V cn 1
3777777777777777777777775
(3.50)
JPq =
2666666666666666666666664
¶DPa1
¶q a1
¶DPa1
¶V b1
¶DPa1
¶q c1
: : :
¶DPa1
¶qan 1
¶DPa1
¶qbn 1
¶DPa1
¶q cn 1
¶DPb1
¶q a1
¶DPb1
¶q b1
¶DPb1
¶q c1
: : :
¶DPb1
¶qan 1
¶DPb1
¶qbn 1
¶DPb1
¶q cn 1
¶DPc1
¶q a1
¶DPc1
¶q b1
¶DPc1
¶q c1
: : :
¶DPc1
¶qan 1
¶DPc1
¶qbn 1
¶DPc1
¶q cn 1
... ... ... : : : ... ... ...
¶DPan 1
¶q a1
¶DPan 1
¶q b1
¶DPan 1
¶q c1
: : :
¶DPan 1
¶qan 1
¶DPan 1
¶qbn 1
¶DPan 1
¶q cn 1
¶DPbn 1
¶q a1
¶DPbn 1
¶q b1
¶DPbn 1
¶q c1
: : :
¶DPbn 1
¶qan 1
¶DPbn 1
¶qbn 1
¶DPbn 1
¶q cn 1
¶DPcn 1
¶q a1
¶DPcn 1
¶q b1
¶DPcn 1
¶q c1
: : :
¶DPcn 1
¶qan 1
¶DPcn 1
¶qbn 1
¶DPcn 1
¶q cn 1
3777777777777777777777775
(3.51)
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JQV =
2666666666666666666666664
¶DQa1
¶V a1
¶DQa1
¶V b1
¶DQa1
¶V c1
: : :
¶DQa1
¶V an 1
¶DQa1
¶V bn 1
¶DQa1
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¶DQb1
¶V a1
¶DQb1
¶V b1
¶DQb1
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¶V a1
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¶V b1
¶DQan 1
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¶DQan 1
¶V an 1
¶DQan 1
¶V bn 1
¶DQan 1
¶V cn 1
¶DQbn 1
¶V a1
¶DQbn 1
¶V b1
¶DQbn 1
¶V c1
: : :
¶DQbn 1
¶V an 1
¶DQbn 1
¶V bn 1
¶DQbn 1
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¶DQcn 1
¶V a1
¶DQcn 1
¶V b1
¶DQcn 1
¶V c1
: : :
¶DQcn 1
¶V an 1
¶DQcn 1
¶V bn 1
¶DQcn 1
¶V cn 1
3777777777777777777777775
(3.52)
JQq =
2666666666666666666666664
¶DQa1
¶qa1
¶DQa1
¶V b1
¶DQa1
¶q c1
: : :
¶DQa1
¶q an 1
¶DQa1
¶qbn 1
¶DQa1
¶q cn 1
¶DQb1
¶qa1
¶DQb1
¶qb1
¶DQb1
¶q c1
: : :
¶DQb1
¶q an 1
¶DQb1
¶qbn 1
¶DQb1
¶q cn 1
¶DQc1
¶qa1
¶DQc1
¶qb1
¶DQc1
¶q c1
: : :
¶DQc1
¶q an 1
¶DQc1
¶qbn 1
¶DQc1
¶q cn 1
... ... ... : : : ... ... ...
¶DQan 1
¶qa1
¶DQan 1
¶qb1
¶DQan 1
¶q c1
: : :
¶DQan 1
¶q an 1
¶DQan 1
¶qbn 1
¶DQan 1
¶q cn 1
¶DQbn 1
¶qa1
¶DQbn 1
¶qb1
¶DQbn 1
¶q c1
: : :
¶DQbn 1
¶q an 1
¶DQbn 1
¶qbn 1
¶DQbn 1
¶q cn 1
¶DQcn 1
¶qa1
¶DQcn 1
¶qb1
¶DQcn 1
¶q c1
: : :
¶DQcn 1
¶q an 1
¶DQcn 1
¶qbn 1
¶DQcn 1
¶q cn 1
3777777777777777777777775
(3.53)
Because the specified PQ values for Y-connected loads and Delta-connected loads
are different, as seen in Section 3.2.1, the Jacobian matrix elements will be different for
each connection. In the following section, the Jacobian matrix elements for these two load
connection configurations will be discussed. The elements of phase A will be presented.
For Phase B and C, the way to derive the Jacobian submatrices is similar.
Notice that for buses that have bothY-connected loads andDelta-connected loads, the
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Jacobian elements for the buses are the summation of the Jacobian matrix of Y-connected
loads and that of Delta-connected loads.
Jacobian submatrices for buses with Y-connected loads
Y-connected loads are modeled as ZIP loads:
Pslk = P
s
0k+P
s
1kV
s
k +P
s
2k(V
s
k )
2 (3.54)
Qslk = Q
s
0k+Q
s
1kV
s
k +Q
s
2k(V
s
k )
2 (3.55)
The specified injected P and Q are:
Pssp;k = P
s
gk  [Ps0k+Ps1kV sk +Ps2k(V sk )2] (3.56)
Qssp;k = Q
s
gk  [Qs0k+Qs1kV sk +Qs2k(V sk )2] (3.57)
where Psgk and Qsgk are the real and reactive power generated by the DG in PQ mode
connected at bus k in phase s. (DG in PQ mode produces a specified amount of real and
reactive power)
The real and reactive power mismatches at bus k in phase s are:
DPsk = [P
s
gk Ps0k Ps1kV sk  Ps2k(V sk )2] (3.58)
 V sk
N
å
i=1
3
å
t=1
V ti Y
st
ki cos(q
s
k  q ti  d stki )
DQsk = [Q
s
gk Qs0k Qs1kV sk  Qs2k(V sk )2] (3.59)
 V sk
N
å
i=1
3
å
t=1
V ti Y
st
ki sin(q
s
k  q ti  d stki )
Based on the power mismatches, the Jacobian matrix for Newton-Raphson technique
can be found by doing the partial derivative of (3.58) and (3.59) with respect toV tm and q tb,
where m= 1; : : : ;N 1, and t = a;b;c. The Jacobian matrix consists of different diagonal
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and off-diagonal elements.
Here are the diagonal elements of the Jacobian matrix (m= k):
¶DPsk
¶V sk
= Ps1k 2Ps2kV sk  V skY sskk cos( d sskk)
 [
N
å
i=1
3
å
t=1
V ti Y
st
ki cos(q
s
k  q ti  d stki )] (3.60)
¶DPsk
¶V tk
= V skY stkk cos(q sk  q tk d stkk) (3.61)
¶DPsk
¶q sk
= V sk f[
N
å
i=1
3
å
t=1
 V ti Y stki sin(q sk  q ti  d stki )]
+V skY
ss
kk sin( d sskk)g (3.62)
¶DPsk
¶q tk
= V skV tkY stkk sin(q sk  q tk d stkk) (3.63)
¶DQsk
¶V sk
= Qs1k 2Qs2kV sk  V skY sskk sin( d sskk)
 [
N
å
i=1
3
å
t=1
V ti Y
st
ki sin(q
s
k  q ti  d stki )] (3.64)
¶DQsk
¶V tk
= V skY stkk sin(q sk  q tk d stkk) (3.65)
¶DQsk
¶q sk
= V sk f[
N
å
i=1
3
å
t=1
V ti Y
st
ki cos(q
s
k  q ti  d stki )]
 V skY sskk cos( d sskk)g (3.66)
¶DQsk
¶q tk
=V skV
t
kY
st
kk cos(q
s
k  q tk d stkk) (3.67)
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Here are the off-diagonal elements of the Jacobian matrix (m 6= k):
¶DPsk
¶V sm
= V skY sskm cos(q sk  q sm d sskm) (3.68)
¶DPsk
¶V tm
= V skY stkm cos(q sk  q tm d stkm) (3.69)
¶DPsk
¶q sm
= V skV smY sskm sin(q sk  q sm d sskm) (3.70)
¶DPsk
¶q tm
= V skV tmY stkm sin(q sk  q tm d stkm) (3.71)
¶DQsk
¶V sm
= V skY sskm sin(q sk  q sm d sskm) (3.72)
¶DQsk
¶V tm
= V skY stkm sin(q sk  q tm d stkm) (3.73)
¶DQsk
¶q sm
=V skV
s
mY
ss
km cos(q
s
k  q sm d sskm) (3.74)
¶DQsk
¶q tm
=V skV
t
mY
st
km cos(q
s
k  q tm d stkm) (3.75)
Jacobian submatrices for buses with Delta-connected loads
The Delta-connected loads are modeled as ZIP loads:
Pstlk = P
s
0k+P
s
1kV
st
k +P
s
2k(V
st
k )
2 (3.76)
Qstlk = Q
s
0k+Q
s
1kV
st
k +Q
s
2k(V
st
k )
2 (3.77)
where V stk =V sk  V tk is the phase-to-phase voltage between phase s and t at bus k.
As shown previously Fig.3.3, the relationship between the load and phase current for
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each phase is
Sabl k = P
ab
l k+ jQ
ab
l k = (V
a
k  V bk )(Iabk ) (3.78)
Sbcl k = P
bc
l k+ jQ
bc
l k = (V
b
k  V ck )(Ibck ) (3.79)
Scal k = P
ca
l k+ jQ
ca
l k = (V
c
k  V ak )(Icak ) (3.80)
while the relationship between the phase current and line current is
Iain k = I
ca
k   Iabk (3.81)
Ibin k = I
ab
k   Ibck (3.82)
Icin k = I
bc
k   Icak (3.83)
If no generator is connected at this bus, the power injection at each phase for delta
connected load is
Sain k =V
a
k (I
a
in k)
 =V ak [
Scal k
V ck  V ak
  S
ab
l k
V ak  V bk
] (3.84)
Sbin k =V
b
k (I
b
in k)
 =V bk [
Sabl k
V ak  V bk
  S
bc
l k
V bk  V ck
] (3.85)
Scin k =V
c
k (I
c
in k)
 =V ck [
Sbcl k
V bk  V ck
  S
ca
l k
V ck  V ak
] (3.86)
If one generator in Y-connection is connected at this bus, the specified power
injection at each phase from the load for this bus are:
Sain k =V
a
k (I
a
in k)
 = Sagk+V
a
k [
Scalk
V ck  V ak
  S
ab
lk
V ak  V bk
] (3.87)
Sbin k =V
b
k (I
b
in k)
 = Sbgk+V
b
k [
Sablk
V ak  V bk
  S
bc
lk
V bk  V ck
] (3.88)
Scin k =V
c
k (I
c
in k)
 = Scgk+V
c
k [
Sbclk
V bk  V ck
  S
ca
lk
V ck  V ak
] (3.89)
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The specified injected P and Q for each phase are
Pssp;k = P
s
g +Re[S
s
in k] (3.90)
Qssp;k = Q
s
g+ Im[S
s
in k] (3.91)
The real and reactive power mismatches at bus k in phase s are the same as
DPsk = P
s
sp;k V sk
n
å
i=1
3
å
t=1
V ti Y
st
ki cos(q
s
k  q ti  d stki ) (3.92)
DQsk = Q
s
sp;k V sk
n
å
i=1
3
å
t=1
V ti Y
st
ki sin(q
s
k  q ti  d stki ) (3.93)
Jacobian matrix elements for Delta-connected loads can be found similarly as
Y-connected loads. To derive the Jacobean matrix elements in a manageable way, the
load is assumed to be a constant power load. Therefore, we do not need to do the
partial derivative on Pstlk and Qstlk when finding the Jacobian matrix elements. But in the
Newton-Raphson algorithm, the power mismatch calculation uses the exact load model.
Because the Jacobian matrix elements are approximated due to the constant power load
assumption, it may take more iterations to find the three-phase power flow solutions.
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For Phase A:
Sain = (Va cosqa+ jVa sinqa)[(
Pc+ jQc
(Vc cosqc Va cosqa)+ j(Vc sinqc Va sinqa)) (3.94)
  ( Pa+ jQa
(Va cosqa Vb cosqb)+ j(Va sinqa Vb sinqb))]
= (Va cosqa+ jVa sinqa)[
(Pc+ jQc)[(Vc cosqc Va cosqa)]  j(Vc sinqc Va sinqa)
(Vc cosqc Va cosqa)2+(Vc sinqc Va sinqa)2
  (Pa+ jQa)[(Va cosqa Vb cosqb)]  j(Va sinqa Vb sinqb)
(Va cosqa Vb cosqb)2+(Va sinqa Vb sinqb)2 ]
= f(Va cosqa)(PcA+QcB)  (Va sinqa)(QcA PcB)
(Vc cosqc Va cosqa)2+(Vc sinqc Va sinqa)2
  (Va cosqa)(PaC+QaD)  (Va sinqa)(QaC PaD)
(Va cosqa Vb cosqb)2+(Va sinqa Vb sinqb)2 g
+ jf(Va sinqa)(PcA+QcB)+(Va cosqa)(QcA PcB)
(Vc cosqc Va cosqa)2+(Vc sinqc Va sinqa)2
  (Va sinqa)(PaC+QaD)+(Va cosqa)(QaC PaD)
(Va cosqa Vb cosqb)2+(Va sinqa Vb sinqb)2 g
where
A=Vc cosqc Va cosqa (3.95)
B=Vc sinqc Va sinqa (3.96)
C =Va cosqa Vb cosqb (3.97)
D=Va sinqa Vb sinqb (3.98)
Pain can be express as:
Pain =
f1
g1
  f2
g2
(3.99)
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where
f1 = (Va cosqa)[Pc(Vc cosqc Va cosqa)+Qc(Vc sinqc Va sinqa)] (3.100)
  (Va sinqa)[Qc(Vc cosqc Va cosqa) Pc(Vc sinqc Va sinqa)]
=Va cosqa)[AA]  (Va sinqa)[BB]
g1 = (Vc cosqc Va cosqa)2+(Vc sinqc Va sinqa)2 (3.101)
f2 = (Va cosqa)[Pa(Va cosqa Vb cosqb)+Qa(Va sinqa Vb sinqb)] (3.102)
  (Va sinqa)[Qa(Va cosqa Vb cosqb) Pa(Va sinqa Vb sinqb)]
= (Va cosqa)[CC]  (Va sinqa)[DD]
g2 = (Va cosqa Vb cosqb)2+(Va sinqa Vb sinqb)2 (3.103)
(3.104)
Since Pain is the specified value, the following derived items are only part of the
Jacobian matrix elements. The other part of Jacobian matrix elements comes from the
calculated values, which can be computed same as the Y-connected load. The Jacobian
element can be found by subtracting the items corresponding to the specified value from
the items corresponding to the calculated value.
For the specified P value, the partial derivative with respect to x can be expressed as:
¶Pin
¶x
=
¶ f1g1  
f2
g2
¶x
=
f 01g1  f1g01
g21
  f
0
2g2  f2g02
g22
(3.105)
here x can be Va, Vb, Vc, qa, qb and qc.
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The element of ¶P
a
in
¶Va can be found by:
¶ f1
¶Va
= cosqa[AA]+Va cosqa[ Pc cosqa Qc sinqa]  sinqa[BB] (3.106)
 Va sinqa[ Qc cosqa+Pc sinqa]
¶ f2
¶Va
= cosqa[CC]+Va cosqa[Pa cosqa+Qa sinqa]  sinqa[DD] (3.107)
 Va sinqa[Qa cosqa Pa sinqa]
¶g1
¶Va
= 2(Vc cosqc Va cosqa)( cosqa)+2(Vc sinqc Va sinqa)( sinqa) (3.108)
¶g2
¶Va
= 2(Va cosqa Vb cosqb)(cosqa)+2(Va sinqa Vb sinqb)(sinqa) (3.109)
The element of ¶P
a
in
¶Vb
can be found by:
¶ f1
¶Vb
= 0 (3.110)
¶ f2
¶Vb
=Va cosqa[ Pa cosqb Qa sinqb] Va sinqa[ Qa cosqb+Pa sinqb] (3.111)
¶g1
¶Vb
= 0 (3.112)
¶g2
¶Vb
= 2(Va cosqa Vb cosqb)( cosqb)+2(Va sinqa Vb sinqb)( sinqb) (3.113)
The element of ¶P
a
in
¶Vc can be found by:
¶ f1
¶Vc
=Va cosqa[Pc cosqc+Qc sinqc] Va sinqa[Qc cosqc Pc sinqc] (3.114)
¶ f2
¶Vc
= 0 (3.115)
¶g1
¶Vc
= 2(Vc cosqc Va cosqa)(cosqc)+2(Vc sinqc Va sinqa)(sinqc) (3.116)
¶g2
¶Vc
= 0 (3.117)
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The element of ¶P
a
in
¶qa can be found by:
¶ f1
¶qa
= Va sinqa[AA]+Va cosqa[PcVa sinqa QcVa cosqa] (3.118)
 Va cosqa[BB] Va sinqa[QcVa sinqa+PcVa cosqa]
¶ f2
¶qa
= Va sinqa[CC]+Va cosqa[ PaVa sinqa+QaVa cosqa] (3.119)
 Va cosqa[DD] Va sinqa[ QaVa sinqa PaVa cosqa]
¶g1
¶qa
= 2(Vc cosqc Va cosqa)(Va sinqa)+2(Vc sinqc Va sinqa)( Va cosqa) (3.120)
¶g2
¶qa
= 2(Va cosqa Vb cosqb)( Va sinqa)+2(Va sinqa Vb sinqb)(Va cosqa) (3.121)
The element of ¶P
a
in
¶qb
can be found by:
¶ f1
¶qb
= 0 (3.122)
¶ f2
¶qb
=Va cosqa[PaVb sinqb QaVb cosqb] Va sinqa[QaVb sinqb+PaVb cosqb] (3.123)
¶g1
¶qb
= 0 (3.124)
¶g2
¶qb
= 2(Va cosqa Vb cosqb)(Vb sinqb)+2(Va sinqa Vb sinqb)( Vb cosqb) (3.125)
The element of ¶P
a
in
¶qc can be found by:
¶ f1
¶qc
=Va cosqa[ PcVc sinqc+QcVc cosqc] Va sinqa[ QcVc sinqc PcVc cosqc]
(3.126)
¶ f2
¶qc
= 0 (3.127)
¶g1
¶qc
= 2(Vc cosqc Va cosqa)( Vc sinqc)+2(Vc sinqc Va sinqa)(Vc cosqc) (3.128)
¶g2
¶qc
= 0 (3.129)
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Similarly, Qain can be express as:
Qain =
f1
g1
  f2
g2
(3.130)
where
f1 = (Va sinqa)[Pc(Vc cosqc Va cosqa)+Qc(Vc sinqc Va sinqa)] (3.131)
+(Va cosqa)[Qc(Vc cosqc Va cosqa) Pc(Vc sinqc Va sinqa)]
= (Va sinqa)[AA]+ (Va cosqa)[BB]
g1 = (Vc cosqc Va cosqa)2+(Vc sinqc Va sinqa)2 (3.132)
f2 = (Va sinqa)[Pa(Va cosqa Vb cosqb)+Qa(Va sinqa Vb sinqb)] (3.133)
+(Va cosqa)[Qa(Va cosqa Vb cosqb) Pa(Va sinqa Vb sinqb)]
= (Va sinqa)[CC]+ (Va cosqa)[DD]
g2 = (Va cosqa Vb cosqb)2+(Va sinqa Vb sinqb)2 (3.134)
(3.135)
The element of ¶Q
a
in
¶Va can be found by:
¶ f1
¶Va
= sinqa[AA]+Va sinqa[ Pc cosqa Qc sinqa]+ cosqa[BB] (3.136)
+Va cosqa[ Qc cosqa+Pc sinqa]
¶ f2
¶Va
= sinqa[CC]+Va sinqa[Pa cosqa+Qa sinqa]+ cosqa[DD] (3.137)
+Va cosqa[Qa cosqa Pa sinqa]
¶g1
¶Va
= 2(Vc cosqc Va cosqa)( cosqa)+2(Vc sinqc Va sinqa)( sinqa) (3.138)
¶g2
¶Va
= 2(Va cosqa Vb cosqb)(cosqa)+2(Va sinqa Vb sinqb)(sinqa) (3.139)
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The element of ¶Q
a
in
¶Vb
can be found by:
¶ f1
¶Vb
= 0 (3.140)
¶ f2
¶Vb
=Va sinqa[ Pa cosqb Qa sinqb]+Va cosqa[ Qa cosqb+Pa sinqb] (3.141)
¶g1
¶Vb
= 0 (3.142)
¶g2
¶Vb
= 2(Va cosqa Vb cosqb)( cosqa)+2(Va sinqa Vb sinqb)( sinqb) (3.143)
The element of ¶Q
a
in
¶Vc can be found by:
¶ f1
¶Vc
=Va sinqa[Pc cosqc+Qc sinqc]+Va cosqa[Qc cosqc Pc sinqc] (3.144)
¶ f2
¶Vc
= 0 (3.145)
¶g1
¶Vc
= 2(Vc cosqc Va cosqa)(cosqc)+2(Vc sinqc Va sinqa)(sinqc) (3.146)
¶g2
¶Vc
= 0 (3.147)
The element of ¶Q
a
in
¶qa can be found by:
¶ f1
¶qa
=Va cosqa[AA]+Va sinqa[PcVa sinqa QcVa cosqa] (3.148)
 Va sinqa[BB]+Va cosqa[QcVa sinqa+PcVa cosqa]
¶ f2
¶qa
=Va cosqa[CC]+Va sinqa[ PaVa sinqa+QaVa cosqa] (3.149)
 Va sinqa[DD]+Va cosqa[ QaVa sinqa PaVa cosqa]
¶g1
¶qa
= 2(Vc cosqc Va cosqa)(Va sinqa)+2(Vc sinqc Va sinqa)( Va cosqa) (3.150)
¶g2
¶qa
= 2(Va cosqa Vb cosqb)( Va sinqa)+2(Va sinqa Vb sinqb)(Va cosqa) (3.151)
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The element of ¶Q
a
in
¶qb
can be found by:
¶ f1
¶qb
= 0 (3.152)
¶ f2
¶qb
=Va sinqa[PaVb sinqb QaVb cosqb]+Va cosqa[QaVb sinqb+PaVb cosqb] (3.153)
¶g1
¶qb
= 0 (3.154)
¶g2
¶qb
= 2(Va cosqa Vb cosqb)(Vb sinqb)+2(Va sinqa Vb sinqb)( Vb cosqb) (3.155)
The element of ¶Q
a
in
¶qc can be found by:
¶ f1
¶qc
=Va sinqa[ PcVc sinqc+QcVc cosqc]+Va cosqa[ QcVc sinqc PcVc cosqc]
(3.156)
¶ f2
¶qc
= 0 (3.157)
¶g1
¶qc
= 2(Vc cosqc Va cosqa)( Vc sinqc)+2(Vc sinqc Va sinqa)(Vc cosqc) (3.158)
¶g2
¶qc
= 0 (3.159)
3.3 Three-phase continuation power flow
The purpose of continuation power flow is to be trace the whole PV curve and find
the maximum loading factor, l . For this dissertation work, the improved three-phase CPF
method is based on the work of [53]. The power flow equations for three-phase CPF for
loads and DGs are expressed as follows. For PQ type buses,
(PfGi PfLi) V fi
N
å
j=1
M
å
k=1
V kj (G
fk
i j cosq
fk
i j +B
fk
i j sinq
fk
i j )+l (DP
f
Gi DPfLi) = 0 (3.160)
(QfGi QfLi) V fi
N
å
j=1
M
å
k=1
V kj (G
fk
i j sinq
fk
i j  Bfki j cosqfki j )+l ( DQfLi) = 0 (3.161)
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For PV type buses,
(PfGi PfLi) V fi
N
å
j=1
M
å
k=1
V kj (G
fk
i j cosq
fk
i j +B
fk
i j sinq
fk
i j )+l (DP
f
Gi DPfLi) = 0 (3.162)
(QfGi QfLi) V fi
N
å
j=1
M
å
k=1
V kj (G
fk
i j sinq
fk
i j  Bfki j cosqfki j )+l ( DQfLi) = 0 (3.163)
V fi =Vi0 (3.164)
Qmin;i  QfGi  Qmax;i (3.165)
where l is the loading factor of the system, DPfGi is the proposed active generation variation
at bus i phase f , DPfLi and DQ
f
Li are the proposed real and reactive load variations at bus i
phase f .
(3.160) and (3.162) can be reorganized as (3.166), while (3.161) and (3.163) can be
reorganized as (3.167).
(PfGi+lDP
f
Gi)  (PfLi+lDPfLi) V fi
N
å
j=1
M
å
k=1
V kj (G
fk
i j cosq
fk
i j +B
fk
i j sinq
fk
i j ) = 0 (3.166)
QfGi  (QfLi+lDQfLi) V fi
N
å
j=1
M
å
k=1
V kj (G
fk
i j sinq
fk
i j  Bfki j cosqfki j ) = 0 (3.167)
The load model is represented as
PfLi+ jQ
f
Li = ai~S
f
Li0j~V fi j2+bi~SfLi0
~V fi
~V fi0
+ gi~S
f
Li0 (3.168)
The CPF algorithm implemented in this work is exactly the same as in [53], except
some improvements were made, as will be discussed in Section 3.3.2 and Section 3.3.3.
Also, the notations in [53] are changed to match the purpose of this work. Table 3.1
summarizes the notation changes. We use the polar representation in the power flow
equations. The real and reactive load, PfLi and Q
f
Li are renamed as the base loading point
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with the corresponding notationsPsbase;k andQsbase;k, respectively. The real and reactive load
variations, DPfLi and DQ
f
Li are renamed as load increase direction, LID. The corresponding
notations are PsLID;k and QsLID;k. The active generation variation, DP
f
Gi is renamed as
generator increase direction, GID. The corresponding notation is Psbase g;k.
Table 3.1: Modification from [53] to this work
From [53] This work
f s
i k
PfLi+lDP
f
Li P
s
base;k+lP
s
LID;k
QfLi+lDQ
f
Li Q
s
base;k+lQ
s
LID;k
PfGi+lDP
f
Gi P
s
base g;k+lP
s
GID;k
Therefore, for PQ buses, the corresponding CPF power flow equations, (3.160) and
(3.161) , are changed into (3.169) and (3.170), respectively. Similarly, for PV buses, the
corresponding CPF power flow equations, (3.162) and (3.163) , are changed into (3.169)
and (3.170), respectively.
h
(Psbase g;k+lP
s
GID;k)  (Psbase;k+lPsLID;k)
i
 
"
V sk
N
å
i=1
3
å
t=1
V ti Y
st
ki cos(q
s
k  q ti  d stki )
#
= 0
(3.169)h
Qsgk  (Qsbase;k+lQsLID;k)
i
 
"
V sk
N
å
i=1
3
å
t=1
V ti Y
st
ki sin(q
s
k  q ti  d stki
#
= 0 (3.170)
where Psbase;k+lPsLID;k and Qsbase;k+lQsLID;k are the real power and reactive power load
at bus k phase s at the loading factor l . When l = 0, the real and reactive power load at
bus k phase s are Psbase;k and Qsbase;k, respectivey. When l increases, the real and reactive
power load increases with l . How real and reactive power load increase depend on PsLID;k
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and QsLID;k. This is why we call PsLID;k and QsLID;k to be the load increase direction that
corresponds to bus k phase s.
Note that in the previous three-phase power flow discussed in Section 3.2, the load
at each bus are fixed. In the CPF formulation, the load at each bus can be changed with
loading factor l .
When the loading factor, l , is increased to a certain value, the power flow program
may diverge. This is because the Jacobian matrix of power flow equation almost become
singular. Some literature determines the maximum loadability based on whether the power
flow program diverges or not [40]. However, the power flow program divergence may be
caused by numerical issues [30]. The maximum loadability found based on whether the
power flow program diverges may not be correct.
To find correct and precise values of maximum loading factor, the CPF method was
proposed [30]. The CPF method introduces a continuation parameter l , which is the
loading factor of the system, and an extra equation (3.172). Because of this extra equation,
the Jacobian matrix remains non-singular even near the maximum loadability. Note that
in power flow equation shown in (3.1), l is given. But in the CPF method, l is a state
variable to be solved, as shown in (3.171).
f(x;l ) = 0 (3.171)
g(x;l ) = 0 (3.172)
where f(x;l ) is the vector of power flow equations of all buses/phases. The elements
of f(x;l ) can be expressed by (3.169) and (3.170) for PQ buses and by (3.169) for
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PV buses. Note that (3.164) and (3.164) are not included in this vector. These two
equations are not solved directly in the power flow program. On the other hand, (3.172)
represents the continuation parameter equation. It can be derived based on two different
methods. One is based on local parameterization [30] while the other one is based
on arc length parameterization [72], [53]. Local parameterization is more intuitive and
easier to implement, but its performance and accuracy is not as good as the arc length
parameterization. The arc length parameterization takes less iterations to trace the whole
PV curve [72], [53]. In this work, the arc length parameterization was adopted.
Fig.3.7 shows the relationship between arc length, Ds, and state variables change
between two CPF iteration of i and i  1. The X-axis is the loading factor, l , while the
Y-axis is the voltage of a bus, V . The arc length Ds in Fig.3.7 can be expressed as
Ds2 = DV 2+Dl 2 (3.173)
where
DV =V i V i 1 (3.174)
Dl = l i l i 1 (3.175)
Note that Fig.3.7 is only used for explanation purpose. In reality, the figure should be
multi-dimensional. The arc length for CPF iteration i can be calculated as (3.176) [53].
Dsi =
n
å
k=1
(xik  xi 1k )2+(l i l i 1)2 (3.176)
where xi 1 is the state variables, such as voltage and angle of each bus, of power flow
equation found in the (i-1)th CPF correction result while l is the loading factor.
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Figure 3.7: Arc length parameterization
In the arc length parameterization, the arc length, Dsi in (3.176) should be equal to
Dsspec, the specified arc length. Therefore, the extra equation (3.172) can be expressed as
n
å
k=1
(xik  xi 1k )2+(l i l i 1)2 = (Dsspec)2 (3.177)
3.3.1 CPF prediction and correction
The CPF method has two steps: CPF prediction and CPF correction. CPF prediction
is used to predict the solution of the next iteration, while CPF correction finds the corrected
solution to (3.171) and (3.172). For CPF prediction, two methods are proposed in [72]
and [53]: the tangent and the secant method. In the first CPF iteration, the tangent method
is used. The tangent vector has n+1 elements:
dxi
ds
i= 1;2; :::n;n+1 (3.178)
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where n is the number of state variables while the extra one is the loading factor l (xn+1 =
l )
This tangent vector dx=ds is found by solving (3.179) [72]8>>><>>>:
0= fx dxds
(dx1ds )
2+ : : :+(dxnds )
2+(dxn+1ds )
2 = 1
(3.179)
Once the tangent vector is found, the state variables of next iteration can be found as
xipre = x
i 1
cor +h(dx=ds) (3.180)
where h is the step size used in CPF prediction, xi 1cor is the state variables found by CPF
correction in i 1th iteration, and xipre is the state variable found by CPF prediction in ith
iteration.
Because the tangent method requires more computation to solve this set of equations,
after the first CPF iteration, another method, the secant method, is used. This method uses
the results from the previous two CPF iterations (i and i 1) to predict the result of current
CPF iteration (i+1) [72]
xipre = x
i 1
cor +h(x
i xi 1;l i l i 1) (3.181)
For CPF correction, all state variables are adjusted to satisfy (3.182). The
Newton-Raphson method is used to find the solution. The initial condition for the
Newton-Raphson method is xipre. The solution of CPF correction is denoted as xicor.
Notice that the Jacobian matrix to solve (3.182) is shown in (3.183). Because of
the continuation parameter equation, the Jacobian matrix has extra elements shown in red
color. These extra elements in the Jacobian matrix make the Jacobian matrix nonsingular
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even if the loading factor is close to the maximum value.
8>>><>>>:
f(x;l ) = 0
ånk=1 (x
i
k  xi 1k )2+(l i l i 1)2 = (Dsspec)2
(3.182)
266666666666666666666664
DPabc1
...
DPabcn 1
DQabc1
...
DQabcn 1
Ds
377777777777777777777775
=
26666664
JPV JPq JPl
JQV JQq JQl
JsV Jsq Jsl
37777775
266666666666666666666664
DVabc1
...
DVabcn 1
Dq abc1
...
Dq abcn 1
Dl
377777777777777777777775
(3.183)
Fig.3.8 shows the CPF prediction and correction for the arc parameterization
approach. The red points represent the predicted state variables, xpre, while the blue points
represent the corrected state variables, xcor. CPF correction adjusts the state variables in
a circle whose center is the current solution and the radius is the specified arc length [72]
and [53].
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Figure 3.8: CPF prediction and correction for arc parameterization
Fig. 3.9 shows the flowchart of the CPF method. It can be seen that there is a
loop that continuously does the prediction and correction such that l is changed and the
corresponding state variables are found. When l passes the maximum value of l , the loop
is terminated. The whole PV curve are traced and the knee point of the PV curve is found.
3.3.2 Improvement for arc-length parameterization CPF
The specified arc length, Dsspec, is found by trial and error in [53]. However, Dsspec
should be found very carefully so that the CPF method can successfully trance the whole
PV curve. Dsspec is related to the step size, h, used in CPF prediction. There is a certain
relationship between Dsspec and h, as seen from (3.177), (3.180) and (3.181). Therefore,
Dsspec cannot be chosen randomly. For example, if h is big, then Dsspec should be big. If
Dsspec is too small, the CPF correction tends to diverge.
This is because with big h, the distance between state variables of the precious CPF
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Figure 3.9: Flowchart of the CPF method
iteration and that of the current CPF iteration will be big, resulting in bigger calculated arc
length. If Dsspec is too small, the difference between the calculated arc length from (3.176)
and the specified arc length, Dsspec, will be big. This difference may be outside the region
of convergence of CPF correction and cause CPF correction to diverge. Therefore, it is
important to choose carefully Dsspec and h so that CPF correction can converge.
To address this problem, a way to calculate Dsspec directly is proposed. Suppose that
we are at CPF iteration i. We have predicted state variables xipre of CPF iteration i and the
corrected state variables xi 2cor and xi 1cor of CPF iteration i  2 and i  1, respectively. The
CPF correction will find xicor by solving (3.182). Dsspec is calculated based on the state
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variable of previous two CPF iteration results with (3.184).
Dsspec =
n
å
j=1
(xi 1cor; j  xi 2cor; j)2+(l i 1cor  l i 2cor )2 (3.184)
Notice that Dsspec also depends on the number of state variables n.
3.3.3 Improvement of step size variation
The step size h used in CPF Prediction, (3.180) and (3.181), can be varied to speed
up the simulation. If the step size is larger, the CPF iteration number required to trace the
whole PV curve will be smaller. However, if the step size is too large, the predicted state
variables will be outside the convergence region of CPF Correction and CPF Correction
may diverge. Therefore, it is important to select the step size appropriately.
Amethod is proposed to change the step size in in [72] and [53]. This method is based
on the actual Newton-Raphson iterations, NiActual, to solve the CPF correction equations
shwon in (3.182). If NiActual is larger, the step size is too big and the predicted state variable
is far away from the correct value. The step size needs to be reduced. The equation of
adjusting the step size is (3.185) [53].8>>><>>>:
hi+1 = hi[1+a(
NDesired NiActual
NDesired NiActual
)]
hmin  hi+1  hmax
(3.185)
where NDesired is the desired number of iteration to solve the CPF correction shown in
(3.182), hmin and hmax are the minimum and maximum step size, respectively.
However, the number of iterations required in CPF correction, NiActual, does not have
large enough change. This is because the Newton Raphson converges very fast. The
difference of iteration required may be just one or two iterations. Therefore, the step size
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adjustment based on (3.185) may be very small.
Another way to adjust the step size, h, is proposed in this work. The key idea is shown
in Fig.3.10. Between the previous two CPF iterations, the change of l , Dl , is calculated.
If Dl is bigger than Dlthreshold;upper, meaning that the curve is on the flat part of the PV
curve, the step size is increased by Dh. That is,
h := h+Dh If Dl  Dlthreshold;upper (3.186)
If Dl is smaller than Dlthreshold;lower, meaning that the curve is close to the knee point of
the PV curve, the step size is reduced by Dh. That is,
h := h Dh If Dl  Dlthreshold;upper (3.187)
If the change is between Dlthreshold;upper and Dlthreshold;lower, the step size remains the
same. Also h remains within the range of hmax and hmin. Note that the value of Dh is
predetermined. For different systems, the best Dh is different. In this work, Dh= 0:01.
Step size decrease Step size remain the same Step size increase
Δλ Upper thresholdΔλ Lower threshold
Δλ 
Figure 3.10: Proposed method to adjust the step size
Because the step size h and the specified arc length Ds are related, if h is changed,
Ds should be changed accordingly. Assuming that in the previous two CPF iterations, the
step size is hold while at the current CPF iteration, the step size is hnew and the specified arc
length is calculated as Dsold. The adjust specified arc length of current CPF iteration with
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new step size should be
Dsnew = Dsold
s
hnew
hold
(3.188)
If we have no such adjustment, the change of h will have no effect.
3.3.4 CPF mathematical formulation
The purpose of the CPF method is to find the maximum loading factor, l , of the
system accurately. By using the continuation parameter and adding an extra equation
(3.172), the Jacobian matrix remains nonsingular even when the system is close to the
maximum loading point.
CPF is using an iterative method to trace the whole PV curve, as shown in Fig. 3.9.
At each CPF iteration, CPF prediction andCPF correction are performed. CPF prediction is
achieved by using the tangent method or the secant method, shown in (3.180 ) and (3.181),
respectively. CPF correction is achieved by solving (3.182). The equations solved for
each iteration include two types of equation. The first is the power flow equations. For
PQ buses, the power flow equations are (3.160) and (3.161). For PV buses, the power
flow equations are (3.164) and (3.165). The second is (3.177), which is related to the
continuation parameter.
We denote the maximum loading factor as l . At this maximum loading factor, the
maximum total real power, åP, can be found as (3.189).
åP =
N 1
å
k=1
å
s=a;b;c
h
Psbase;k+l
 PLID(k;s)
i
(3.189)
The reason why the summation is from 1 to N-1 is that the bus N is the slack bus. The load
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at bus k phase s at the maximum loading factor is Psbase;k+l  PLID(k;s).
Notice that CPF method not only provides the maximum loading point, l , and the
corresponding state variables, V, q , it also traces the whole PV curve. In other words,
CPF method calculates V, q for any loading factor l that is smaller than l .
3.4 Verification of three-phase CPF with MatPower results
To verify the proposed CPF program, the simulation results were compared with the
Matpower program [65], which has the CPF function. However, because Matpower can
only model single-phase balanced systems, the IEEE 13 node test feeder was modified so
that the test feeder is balanced and has a DG connected.
Fig. 3.11 shows the one-line diagram of the 13 Bus system. This 13 bus system was
modified from the one described in [73]. All buses were modified as three-phase and all
the loads were three-phase. All lines were transposed and of the same line configuration.
The line impedance matrix used for all lines is given in (3.190). The load information is
shown in Table 3.2.
Z=
26666664
0:347+1:018i 0:1560+0:502i 0:1560+0:502i
0:1560+0:502i 0:347+1:018i 0:1560+0:502i
0:1560+0:502i 0:1560+0:502i 0:347+1:018i
37777775 W/mile (3.190)
In the following sections, we will first show how we converted a three-phase
balanced system into a single-phase system. Then we will compare the results of
three-phase power flow and CPF from our proposed program and that from Matpower.
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Figure 3.11: Modified IEEE 13-node test feeder with DG [73]
Table 3.2: Balanced loads for the IEEE 13-node test feeder
Node Load Ph-1 Ph-1 Ph-2 Ph-2 Ph-3 Ph-3
Model kW kVAr kW kVAr kW kVAr
645 Y-PQ 170 125 170 125 170 125
671 Y-PQ 385 220 385 220 385 220
634 Y-PQ 160 110 160 110 160 110
646 Y-PQ 230 132 230 132 230 132
652 Y-PQ 128 86 128 86 128 86
611 Y-PQ 170 80 170 80 170 80
675 Y-PQ 485 190 485 190 485 190
3.4.1 Conversion from three-phase to single-phase systems
BecauseMatpower can only model single-phase balanced systems, the IEEE 13 node
test feeder was modified so that the test feeder is balanced and has a DG connected.
To convert the three-phase balanced system into single phase, we need to convert the
three-phase impedance matrix into one-phase impedance matrix. We have to find the
relationship between three-phase impedance matrix and single-phase impedance matrix
[67].
In a balanced system, zero sequence current is zero: ~Ia+~Ib+~Ic = 0. The relationship
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between voltage drop and current is:26666664
~V a1  ~V a2
~V b1  ~V b2
~V c1  ~V c2
37777775=
26666664
~Zs ~Zm ~Zm
~Zm ~Zs ~Zm
~Zm ~Zm ~Zs
37777775
26666664
~Ia
~Ib
~Ic
37777775 (3.191)
where ~V sk is the voltage phasor at Bus k phase s, ~Zs is the self impedance, ~Zm is the mutal
impedance, and~Isk is the current phasor at Bus k phase s.
Therefore, we can express the voltage drop in each phase as:
~V a1  ~V a2 =~Zs~Ia+~Zm(~Ib+~Ic) = (~Zs ~Zm)~Ia (3.192)
~V b1  ~V b2 =~Zs~Ib+~Zm(~Ia+~Ic) = (~Zs ~Zm)~Ib (3.193)
~V c1  ~V c2 =~Zs~Ic+~Zm(~Ia+~Ib) = (~Zs ~Zm)~Ic (3.194)
To find the impedance, ~Zs;single, for the single-phase power flow , we can have:
~Zs;single =~Zs;three phase ~Zm;three phase (3.195)
where ~Zs;single is the self impedance for single-phase power flow, ~Zs;three phase is the self
impedance and ~Zm;three phase is the mutal impedance from the three-phase power flow.
~Zs;single is going to be used in Matpower.
The relationship shown in (3.195) can also be derived by using the symmetrical
component transformation. The relationship between The sequence impedancematrixZ012
and the phase impedance matrix Zabc are related by (3.196).
Z012 =
26666664
~Z0 0 0
0 ~Z1 0
0 0 ~Z2
37777775= A
 1ZabcA (3.196)
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where
A=
26666664
1 1 1
1 a2 a
a a a2
37777775 ;Zabc =
26666664
~Zs ~Zm ~Zm
~Zm ~Zs ~Zm
~Zm ~Zm ~Zs
37777775 (3.197)
Therefore,
~Z0 =~Zs+2~Zm (3.198)
~Z1 =~Z2 =~Zs ~Zm (3.199)
The single-phase power flow program, Matpower, will use ~Z1, the positive sequence
impedance, as the impedance value of the line. Note that the system is a perfectly balanced
system.
3.4.2 Power flow result comparison
Three case studies were made: no DG, DG in PV mode, and DG in PQ mode. The
operating point was at the base operating point. The power flow solution results from the
CPF program were compared with the result from Matpower. The error was calculated by
(3.200).
Error = 100 ResultCPFprogram ResultMatpower
ResultMatpower
(3.200)
The first case study did not have any DG. The comparison results of voltage and
branch flow are shown in Table 3.3 and 3.4. It can be found that the error was quite
small. The largest error for voltage was 0.0008%while the larger error for branch flow was
0.0003%. Therefore, the power flow results from the CPF program were quite accurate.
In the second case, a three-phase DG in PV mode was connected at Bus 671. The
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Table 3.3: Bus voltage comparison of 13 bus without DG
Bus jV j [pu] Angle [rad]
Matpower CPF Error Matpower CPF Error
632 0.9384 0.9384 -0.0001 -2.8540 -2.8540 0.0006
633 0.9368 0.9368 -0.0001 -2.9199 -2.9199 0.0006
645 0.9347 0.9347 -0.0001 -3.0227 -3.0227 0.0006
671 0.8995 0.8995 -0.0001 -5.0505 -5.0505 0.0007
634 0.9353 0.9353 -0.0001 -2.9859 -2.9859 0.0006
646 0.9335 0.9335 -0.0001 -3.0832 -3.0831 0.0006
684 0.8980 0.8980 -0.0001 -5.1358 -5.1358 0.0007
680 0.8995 0.8995 -0.0001 -5.0505 -5.0505 0.0007
652 0.8959 0.8959 -0.0001 -5.2286 -5.2286 0.0008
611 0.8971 0.8971 -0.0001 -5.1866 -5.1865 0.0008
675 0.8960 0.8960 -0.0001 -5.3002 -5.3002 0.0008
650 1.0000 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0
Table 3.4: Branch power flow comparison of 13 bus without DG
From Bus To Bus P [pu] Q [pu]
Matpower CPF Error Matpower CPF Error
650 632 1.8161 1.8161 0.0001 1.1809 1.1809 0.0003
632 633 0.1603 0.1603 0.0001 0.1107 0.1107 0.0000
633 634 0.1601 0.1601 0.0001 0.1104 0.1104 0.0000
632 645 0.4010 0.4010 0.0001 0.2596 0.2596 0.0000
645 646 0.2302 0.2302 0.0001 0.1324 0.1324 0.0000
632 671 1.1960 1.1960 0.0002 0.6516 0.6516 0.0002
671 675 0.4861 0.4861 0.0002 0.1929 0.1929 -0.0001
671 684 0.2985 0.2985 0.0002 0.1674 0.1674 -0.0001
684 611 0.1701 0.1701 0.0002 0.0802 0.0802 -0.0001
684 652 0.1281 0.1281 0.0002 0.0864 0.0864 0.0000
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reactive power limit was large enough so that the DGwas in PVmode for the base operating
point. In this particular case, the DG in PV mode only generated reactive power. No real
power was generated. This DG adjusted its reactive power output such that the voltage
at Bus 671 was regulated at 1 pu. Note that the load is at the base operating point. The
comparison results of voltage and branch flow are shown in Table 3.5 and 3.6. It can be
found that the error was quite small. The largest error for voltage was 0.0006% while the
larger error for branch flow was 0.00021%. Therefore, the power flow result from the CPF
program when there is a DG in PV mode was quite accurate.
Table 3.5: Bus voltage comparison of 13 bus with DG in PV mode
Bus jV j [pu] Angle [rad]
Matpower CPF Error Matpower CPF Error
632 0.98841 0.98841 -0.00001 -3.72262 -3.72260 0.00060
633 0.98695 0.98695 -0.00001 -3.78197 -3.78195 0.00060
645 0.98492 0.98492 -0.00001 -3.87462 -3.87459 0.00060
671 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 -6.61076 -6.61072 0.00060
634 0.98550 0.98550 -0.00001 -3.84149 -3.84147 0.00060
646 0.98379 0.98380 -0.00001 -3.92905 -3.92903 0.00060
684 0.99859 0.99859 0.00000 -6.67974 -6.67970 0.00060
680 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 -6.61076 -6.61072 0.00060
652 0.99678 0.99678 0.00000 -6.75477 -6.75473 0.00060
611 0.99786 0.99786 0.00000 -6.72077 -6.72073 0.00060
675 0.99685 0.99685 0.00000 -6.81265 -6.81261 0.00060
650 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
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Table 3.6: Branch power flow comparison of 13 bus with DG in PV mode
From Bus To Bus P [pu] Q [pu]
Matpower CPF Error Matpower CPF Error
650 632 1.79716 1.79716 0.00002 -0.26156 -0.26156 -0.00021
632 633 0.16024 0.16024 0.00000 0.11066 0.11066 0.00000
633 634 0.16012 0.16012 0.00000 0.11033 0.11033 0.00000
632 645 0.40087 0.40087 0.00000 0.25935 0.25935 0.00001
645 646 0.23014 0.23014 0.00000 0.13237 0.13237 0.00000
632 671 1.19468 1.19468 0.00001 -0.74332 -0.74332 0.00002
671 675 0.48586 0.48586 0.00000 0.19231 0.19231 0.00001
671 684 0.29841 0.29841 0.00000 0.16710 0.16710 0.00000
684 611 0.17007 0.17007 0.00000 0.08018 0.08018 0.00000
684 652 0.12812 0.12812 0.00000 0.08632 0.08632 0.00000
In the third case, a three-phase DG in PQ mode was connected at Bus 671. The DG
injected 100 kVar reactive power while injected 0 kW real power. The comparison results
of voltage and branch flow are shown in Tables 3.7 and 3.8. It can be found that the error
was quite small. The largest error for voltage was 0.00008% while the larger error for
branch flow was 0.00025%. Therefore, the power flow result from the CPF program when
there was a DG in PQ mode was quite accurate.
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Table 3.7: Bus voltage comparison of 13 bus with DG in PQ mode
Bus jV j [pu] Angle [rad]
Matpower CPF Error Matpower CPF Error
632 0.94240 0.94241 -0.00005 -2.91814 -2.91813 0.00063
633 0.94088 0.94088 -0.00005 -2.98343 -2.98342 0.00063
645 0.93874 0.93874 -0.00005 -3.08540 -3.08538 0.00064
671 0.90759 0.90759 -0.00008 -5.16988 -5.16984 0.00071
634 0.93935 0.93935 -0.00005 -3.04894 -3.04892 0.00064
646 0.93756 0.93756 -0.00005 -3.14533 -3.14531 0.00064
684 0.90603 0.90604 -0.00008 -5.25365 -5.25361 0.00071
680 0.90759 0.90759 -0.00008 -5.16988 -5.16984 0.00071
652 0.90403 0.90403 -0.00008 -5.34482 -5.34478 0.00072
611 0.90523 0.90523 -0.00008 -5.30349 -5.30346 0.00071
675 0.90412 0.90412 -0.00008 -5.41514 -5.41510 0.00072
650 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
Table 3.8: Branch power flow comparison of 13 bus with DG in PQ mode
From Bus To Bus P [pu] Q [pu]
Matpower CPF Error Matpower CPF Error
650 632 1.81045 1.81045 0.00006 1.06575 1.06574 0.00025
632 633 0.16027 0.16027 0.00004 0.11072 0.11072 0.00000
633 634 0.16013 0.16013 0.00004 0.11036 0.11036 0.00000
632 645 0.40096 0.40096 0.00004 0.25958 0.25958 0.00000
645 646 0.23015 0.23015 0.00004 0.13241 0.13241 -0.00001
632 671 1.19387 1.19387 0.00012 0.54589 0.54589 0.00016
671 675 0.48604 0.48604 0.00017 0.19281 0.19281 -0.00006
671 684 0.29849 0.29849 0.00015 0.16734 0.16734 -0.00003
684 611 0.17008 0.17008 0.00016 0.08022 0.08022 -0.00006
684 652 0.12815 0.12815 0.00015 0.08639 0.08639 -0.00003
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3.4.3 CPF results comparison
We performed several case studies for the CPF results comparison: No DG, DG in
PV mode, DG in PQ mode, and different load increase directions. It can be found that the
differences of the maximum loading factor lmax between Matpower and the program were
very small.
The first case did not have any DG. The comparison results are shown in Table 3.9.
lmax error was about 0.24 %. Because lmax was not exactly the same, the node voltage
at this maximum operating point from the CPF program and Matpower had relative larger
difference; the maximum error is about 3.52%. Especially the downstream node, such as
Bus 675, Bus 611, and Bus 652, had higher error than the upstream node, such as Bus
632 and Bus 671. Notice that this difference between voltages were not the error of the
program. This difference came from the fact that lmax from the program and theMatpower
were slightly different.
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Table 3.9: 13 bus CPF comparison with No DG
Matpower CPF Error
V632 0.7016 0.7108 -1.3222
V633 0.6963 0.7056 -1.3415
V645 0.6888 0.6982 -1.3695
V671 0.5036 0.5202 -3.2890
V634 0.6910 0.7004 -1.3609
V646 0.6847 0.6942 -1.3851
V684 0.4963 0.5131 -3.3867
V680 0.5036 0.5202 -3.2890
V652 0.4868 0.5039 -3.5163
V611 0.4925 0.5094 -3.4369
V675 0.4870 0.5041 -3.5164
V650 1.0000 1.0000 0.0000
lmax 1.5328 1.5365 -0.2395
In the second case, there was one DG in PVmode connected at Bus 671. The reactive
power limit of the DGwas 60MVar. The reactive power was adjusted so that the voltage at
Bus 671 was regulated at 1 pu. No real power was generated by this DG. The comparison
results are shown in Table 3.10. The error for lmax was about 0.0022 % and the maximum
error for the voltage was 0.4155%. Therefore, the CPF results were almost the same as
Matpower results.
The third case had one DG in PQ mode connected at Bus 671. The reactive power
output of the DG was 100 Kvar while no real power was generated by this DG. The
comparison results are shown in Table 3.11. The error for lmax was about 0.0021 % and
the maximum error for the voltage was 0.3257%. Therefore, the CPF results were almost
the same as Matpower results.
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Table 3.10: 13 bus CPF comparison with DG in PV
Matpower CPF Error
V632 0.7669 0.7698 -0.3780
V633 0.7562 0.7591 -0.3892
V645 0.7408 0.7438 -0.4061
V671 1.0000 1.0000 0.0000
V634 0.7455 0.7485 -0.4005
V646 0.7324 0.7355 -0.4155
V684 0.9921 0.9921 0.0000
V680 1.0000 1.0000 0.0000
V652 0.9819 0.9819 0.0000
V611 0.9880 0.9880 0.0000
V675 0.9822 0.9822 0.0000
V650 1.0000 1.0000 0.0000
lmax 4.5292 4.5293 -0.0022
Table 3.11: 13 bus CPF comparison with DG in PQ
Matpower CPF Error
V632 0.7123 0.7114 0.1278
V633 0.7070 0.7060 0.1297
V645 0.6995 0.6985 0.1326
V671 0.5258 0.5242 0.3052
V634 0.7017 0.7008 0.1317
V646 0.6954 0.6944 0.1342
V684 0.5186 0.5170 0.3140
V680 0.5258 0.5242 0.3052
V652 0.5094 0.5078 0.3257
V611 0.5150 0.5133 0.3186
V675 0.5096 0.5080 0.3257
V650 1.0000 1.0000 0.0000
lmax 1.5854 1.5854 0.0021
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3.5 IEEE 13-node test feeder case studies
In this section, the modified IEEE 13-node test feeder with DG described in [73] was
used. This test feeder had different line configurations for each branch, each bus could be
single, two or three phase node and the loads were unbalanced. The detailed information
can be found in [73].
The improved and implemented three-phase CPF method with arc parameterization
was used to compute the PV curves and investigate the maximum loadability of this
modified IEEE 13-node test feeder with DG. In the PV curve, the x-axis is the loading
factor l while the y-axis is the voltage of the bus. From the PV curve, themaximum loading
factor, lmax, can be found and the impact of several factors on lmax were investigated.
There are many ways to increase the loads in the system: the load at all buses can
be increased at the same time with the loading factor l , or only the loads at certain sets of
buses or at one specific bus can be increased. lmax depends on how the load is increased.
lmax for one way of increasing load cannot be directly compared with that for other ways.
However, by comparing lmax of different cases where the loads are increased in the same
way, the impact of several factors on voltage stability can be investigated.
Table 3.12 shows different ways the loads were increased and the resulting lmax. In
this case, no DGwas connected in the system. The loads that were not increased in the CPF
remained constant. From the results it can be seen that lmax was minimum when the loads
in the system were increased simultaneously. If only load at a certain bus was increased,
lmax was larger. However, there is no clear pattern about the relationship between lmax
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and the bus where the loads were increased.
Table 3.12: Maximum loading factor for different ways of increasing the loads
Description lmax
All loads increased at same loading factor 1.0761
Only load at Bus 611 increased 6.0655
Only load at Bus 634 increased 4.7693
Only load at Bus 645 increased 10.4208
Only load at Bus 646 increased 7.2864
Only load at Bus 652 increased 6.1697
Only load at Bus 671 increased 3.4462
Only load at Bus 675 increased 2.5316
Next, the impact of the type of load model on lmax was investigated. The load model
at a specified bus was varied while the load model of the other buses remained the same.
The loads whose models were not changed were kept constant while the load whose model
was changed to the specified type was increased with the loading factor l in CPF. Table
3.13 shows the lmax for each load model. The column shows the corresponding maximum
loading factor of the cases where the model of the specified bus was changed into three
different load models. From the results, it can be seen that when the load was modeled
as constant power load, lmax was the smallest. When the load was modeled as constant
impedance load, lmax was the largest. This is because if the voltage across the constant
power load decreased, the current flowing into the load increased. Higher current would
have higher reactive power loss, resulting in lower lmax. Therefore, constant power load
models are the worst case scenario for voltage stability studies.
Next, the impact of unbalance on lmax was also investigated. The unbalance degree
j at Bus 671 was varied, where the phase B load was j% less than the phase A load, and
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Table 3.13: lmax for different load models
Bus Number
Load Model 634 646 652 671 675 611
Constant PQ 6.3 18.85 8.75 5.5 4.53 8.05
Constant Z 13.39 27.31 17.09 10.2 6.19 22.1
Constant I 10.81 25.92 16.21 7.3 5.94 15.49
the phase C load was j% more than the phase A load. The phase A load of this specified
bus and the load at other buses were specified in [73]. In this case study, all the loads
were increased at the same time in CPF. Table 3.14 shows the lmax for each scenario. lmax
was different for different unbalanced degree j at Bus 671. Also, the results show that
if the load at Bus 671 is more unbalanced, the corresponding lmax is smaller. However,
this conclusion may not be accurate because the degree of unbalance for the overall system
may become less if the load at the 671 is more unbalanced.
Table 3.14: Unbalanced degree at 671
Description (unbalance degree:j) lmax
671 was balanced 1.0761
671 was 10% unbalanced locally 1.0676
671 was 20% unbalanced locally 1.0596
671 was 30% unbalanced locally 1.0523
671 was 40% unbalanced locally 1.0454
The impact of DG in PQmode on lmax was investigated next. A three-phase DGwas
connected at either Bus 671 or Bus 675. In both cases, DG generated different amounts
of real power and reactive power. The amounts of real and reactive power are specified in
Table 3.15 and Table 3.16, respectively. In these case studies, all the loads were increased
at the same loading factor, l , in CPF. Table 3.15 and Table 3.16 show that when the DG
generated higher amount of real power, lmax was increased.
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Table 3.15: DG in PQ mode at 671
Description lmax
DG in PQ at 671 (Pg = 50 kW, Qg = 10 kVar) 1.107
DG in PQ at 671 (Pg = 100 kW, Qg = 20 kVar) 1.1369
DG in PQ at 671 (Pg = 150 kW , Qg = 30 kVar) 1.1677
DG in PQ at 671 (Pg = 200 kW, Qg = 40 kVar) 1.1978
Table 3.16: DG in PQ mode at 675
Description lmax
DG in PQ at 675 (Pg = 50 kW, Qg = 10 kVar) 1.1109
DG in PQ at 675 (Pg = 100 kW, Qg = 20 kVar) 1.1451
DG in PQ at 675 (Pg = 150 kW, Qg = 30 kVar) 1.1791
DG in PQ at 675 (Pg = 200 kW, Qg = 40 kVar) 1.2137
Next the impact of DG in PVmode was investigated. DG in PVmode was connected
at 671 or 675. Table 3.17 and Table 3.18 show the impacts of different reactive power
limits on lmax for DG in PV mode. In this case study, all the loads were increased at the
same loading factor, l , in CPF. In these two cases, it can be found that when the reactive
power limit was increased, lmax was increased. This is because the DG could provide more
reactive power support for the system. When reactive power limit was 20 MVar and 30
MVar, the corresponding lmax was the same. This is because in both cases, the DG in PV
mode did not hit its reactive power limit.
Table 3.17: DG in PV mode at 671
Q limit of DG Pg Qg Hitting Q limit? lmax
5 Mvar 0 5 Mvar Y 1.9247
10 Mvar 0 10 Mvar Y 2.6042
20 Mvar 0 16.73 Mvar N 3.6262
30 Mvar 0 16.73 Mvar N 3.6262
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Table 3.18: DG in PV mode at 675
Q limit of DG Pg Qg Hitting Q limit? lmax
5 Mvar 0 5 Mvar Y 1.9118
10 Mvar 0 10 Mvar Y 2.5081
20 Mvar 0 14.32 Mvar N 3.0792
30 Mvar 0 14.32 Mvar N 3.0792
The impact of different step sizes k used in arc-parameterization CPF was
investigated. In this case study, all the loads were increased at the same loading factor,
l , in CPF. The step size k was adjusted to different values. From Table 3.19, the following
observations can be made. When k was too large, the program failed to converge, because
the predicted valuewas already outside the region of convergence of CPF correction. When
k was too small, the program was trapped in one local solution, not able to trace the whole
PV curve. This is because with a very small step size, the change of predicted value was
very close to the original value. The CPF correction would bring this predicted value back
to the corrected value of the previous CPF iteration. When k was between 0.02 to 0.5, the
CPF program was able to trace the whole PV curve and find the lmax. Within this range,
smaller k yielded larger lmax, because smaller step size allowed the program to trace the
knee point of the PV curve more precisely.
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Table 3.19: Impact of different step sizes of CPF
Step size k lmax
0.8 Failure (Divergence)
0.5 1.0575
0.2 1.0729
0.1 1.0755
0.04 1.0761
0.03 1.0762
0.02 1.0762
0.01 Failure (trapped at a single solution)
0.005 Failure (trapped at a single solution)
3.6 Summary
In this section, the theory and the implementation of a modified three-phase CPF
using arc length parameterization were described in detail. The model of various
components, including DG in PQ and PV mode with reactive power limit, was presented.
Improvements to an existing three-phase CPF algorithm were presented. Two improves
are the calculation of specified arc length and the step size variation. Matpower program
results were used to verify the CPF program result. The results of these two programs were
fairly consistent. Some case studies were performed to investigate the impact of different
factors, such as load model and degree of unbalance, on the maximum loadability result. In
the next section, a new voltage analysis method is presented which uses the CPF algorithm
to determine the weak buses of an unbalanced distribution system with DGs.
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4 NEW VOLTAGE STABILITY ANALYSIS METHOD: CPF SCAN
4.1 Introduction
The modified CPF method discussed in the previous section can find the maximum
loading point very accurately. The maximum loading point is system-wide information.
However, system-wide information cannot determine which buses are weak. The purpose
of the section is to discuss a new method, called CPF scan method, which uses the CPF
method to identify the weak buses of an unbalanced distribution system with DGs.
In the literature, the sensitivity methods, such as dV/dQ [32] and dQg/dQ [47],
are widely use to identify the weak buses. However, these methods cannot identify
the weak buses accurately for three reasons. Firstly, these methods only investigate
linear phenomena. For example, one of the sensitivity methods, dV/dQ, investigates the
incremental change of voltage given the incremental change of reactive power injection,
which is related to linear phenomena. However, voltage stability problems involve
nonlinear phenomena [7]. For example, the maximum loading point is related to the
saddle node bifurcation, which is a nonlinear phenomenon. More detailed description
of saddle node bifurcation is discussed in Section 2.4.1. Therefore, these methods that
only investigate linear phenomena cannot analyze voltage stability problem accurately.
Secondly, if these sensitivity methods are applied at the maximum loading point of a
system, the result would be inaccurate, because at this operating point, the Jacobian matrix
is close to being singular. Any calculation based on the inverse of this Jacobian matrix is
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numerically unstable. Lastly, these methods only investigate the voltage stability problem
at a specific operating point. As a result, they do not consider the impact of 1) load increase
direction (LID) and 2) DG transition from PV to PQ mode, which play an important role
in the mechanism of voltage stability. Because of these three reasons, the sensitivity type
of analysis cannot identify the weak buses very accurately.
On the other hand, the three-phase CPF [53] was used to find the weak buses. The
authors in [53] identify the weak buses as the buses with the lowest voltage magnitude at
the maximum loading point. However, voltage magnitude alone is not a good indicator
for voltage stability [7]. Generally speaking, for highly reactive power compensated bus,
even if the bus is weak bus, the voltage magnitude can be of nominal value [8].
To identify the weak buses of a system more accurately, a new method, called
CPF scan method, is proposed in this work. The CPF scan method addresses the
problems mentioned earlier. It is based on the CPF method which investigates nonlinear
phenomenon. Moreover, it avoids the singularity issues of the Jacobian matrix and
considers the impact of LID and DG transition from PV to PQ mode.
In the following sections, the motivation behind the CPF scan method are explained.
Then the application of the CPF scan method to single-phase transmission systems and
three-phase distribution systems is described. Furthermore, the properties of the CPF scan
method are discussed. Moreover, a comparison with one similar method proposed in [55]
is made. Lastly, case studies on an 8-bus, the case studies on the modified IEEE 13-node
test feeder with DG, and the application of CPF scan method to planning and operation of
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distribution systems are presented.
4.2 Motivations behind CPF scan
The motivations behind the CPF scan method come from the observation of weak
buses. There are many definitions of weak buses as discussed in section 2. For example,
the weakest bus has been defined as the bus with the highest value of dQg/dQ [47], the
bus with the highest value of dV/dQ [32], the bus that corresponds to the largest element
in the tangent vector of CPF [49], and the bus/phase that has the largest voltage drop at the
maximum loading point [53]. In this work, we propose a new definition of the weak bus.
The weak buses are the buses that have high impact on the maximum loading factor, l ,
and on the maximum total real power , åP that a system can have. A similar concept was
proposed in [74]. l  and åP are important for the system operation. Voltage stability
margin can be defined as the difference between the current loading factor l and l  , or
as the difference between the current total real power, åP, and åP [75]. It is desirable
to have higher l  and åP so that the system can have higher voltage stability margin.
If the voltage stability margin is too small, the system is close to voltage collapse point.
Therefore, it is important to know which buses have high impact on l  and åP.
Based on the proposed definition of weak buses, three factors can influence the
location of weak buses in the system: network characteristics, base operating point, and
load increase direction (LID). We will use a simple 3-bus transmission system, shown in
Fig.4.1, to illustrate these three factors. In this system, a voltage source is connected at
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Bus 0 and the voltage is V0. The loads at Bus 1 and Bus 2 are P1 and P2, respectively. The
length of branch 1, which is between Bus 0 and Bus 1, is shorter than the length of branch
2, which is between Bus 0 and Bus 2.
V1
P1
V2 V0
P2
branch2 branch1
Figure 4.1: One line diagram for a 3-bus single-phase system
All the saddle node bifurcation points compose the SNB surface in the parameter
space of the system [76]. Suppose that the SNB surface of the system is known, which
is shown in Fig. 4.2. Even thought the shape of the SNB surface is simple, in reality the
shape of the SNB surface is extremely complicated [77]. The simple shape of the SNB
surface is only for explanation purposes.
Fig. 4.2 shows the hypothetical SNB surface of this simple 3-bus transmission
system. The X-axis represents the load at Bus 1, P1, while the Y-axis represents the load
at Bus 2, P2. The physical meaning of the SNB surface are as follows. The system can
support any P1 and P2 that lie inside the SNB surface. The system will experience voltage
collapse if P1 or P2 is outside the SNB surface [75].
Because branch 1 is shorter than branch 2 as shown in Fig. 4.1, the line impedance
of branch 1 is smaller than that of branch 2, making P1max larger than P2max, as shown in
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Fig. 4.2. Therefore, network characteristics, including the impedance of the lines and the
network topology, influence the shape of the SNB surface.
P2 
P1P1ma x
P2ma x
Figure 4.2: Hypothetical SNB surface of the system
In addition to the network characteristics, the base operating point also influences
the locations of the weak buses. Fig.4.3 shows two base operating points, Op1 and Op2,
with the same LID. For the base operating point Op1, the load at Bus 2 is much larger than
the load at Bus 1. In this case, if Bus 2 is strengthened, meaning that the SNB surface is
moved upward (red line), the resulting maximum loading factor is increased. Therefore,
for Op1, Bus 2 limits the value of the maximum loading factor, which makes Bus 2 the
weaker bus. On the other hand, for the base operating point Op2, the load at Bus 1 is much
larger than the load at Bus 2. If Bus 1 is strengthened, meaning that the SNB surface is
moved to the right side (blue line), the maximum loading factor is increased. Bus 1 limits
the value of the maximum loading factor. Therefore, for base operating point Op2, even
though branch1 is shorter than branch2, the weaker bus is Bus 1.
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P1P1ma x
OP1
P2max
OP2
 LID
 LID
 *1
 *2
 *'1
 * '2
Figure 4.3: Different base operating points have different weak buses
In addition to network characteristics and base operating point, the load increase
direction (LID) also influences the location of weak buses. As shown in Fig.4.4, the base
operating point is (P1;base;P2;base) and there are two LIDs: LID1 and LID2. For different
LIDs, the bus that limits how much the load can be increased is different. For LID1, the
original maximum loading factor is l 1 . If Bus 1 is strengthened, meaning that the SNB
surface is expanded to the right, the corresponding maximum loading factor is increased
to l 01 and the total load of the system can be increased. In this case, Bus 1 is the weaker
bus. For LID2, the original maximum loading factor is l 2 . If Bus 2 is strengthened, the
corresponding maximum loading factor is increased to l 02 and the total load of the system
can be increased. Therefore, in this case, Bus 2 is the weaker bus.
In conclusion, we can argue that the weak buses depend on three factors: the
network characteristics, the base operating point and the load increase direction. Similar
arguments can be applied in the three-phase unbalanced distribution systems. To consider
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OP= (P1base, P2base)
2P
1P
max2P
max1P
1 LID
2 LID
 *1
 *'1
 *2
 * '2
Figure 4.4: Limiting factors for different LIDs
simultaneously these three factors that influence the weak bus location, the CPF scan
method is proposed.
4.3 Description of CPF scan method
To illustrate the CPF scan method, a single phase transmission system is used first.
Then the illustration is extended to three-phase unbalanced distribution systems.
The CPF scan method needs the following three pieces of information: 1) network
characteristics, 2) base operating point, (Pbase,Qbase), and 3) load increase direction,
  !
LID,
which can be determined using the load forecast information. The kth element of   !LID,
LID(k), has two components: PLID(k) and QLID(k). The real and reactive power at bus
k can be expressed as:
Pk = Pbase;k+l PLID(k) (4.1)
Qk = Qbase;k+l QLID(k) (4.2)
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There are three steps in the CPF scan method. The first step is to find the maximum
loading factor, l , and the maximum total real power, åP, which is the summation of
real power at all buses in the system, that is,
åP =
N
å
k=1
Pbase;k+l  PLID(k) (4.3)
The maximum loading factor, l , and the maximum total real power, åP , can be found
by using the CPF method shown in Section 3.3.4.
The second step is to perturb   !LID along different buses. The motivation is that we
are trying to identify the weak buses that have large impacts on the maximum loading
factor and the maximum total real power. Therefore, each time   !LID is perturbed along
one specific bus. After one specific bus is done, the perturbation is moved to another bus.
The concept is similar to the one used in dQg/dQ [47], where the impact of the reactive
power injection of a specific bus is calculated. In [47], the same amount of incremental
change of reactive power is injected at different buses and the corresponding changes of
the generated reactive power are calculated. The weaker buses are defined as the ones that
have the higher changes of generated reactive power . The key idea is that the same amount
of perturbation of injected reactive power is applied to different buses. The corresponding
change in generated reactive power is used to identify the weak buses. Similarly, in this
dissertation work, the same amount of perturbation along different buses are applied to
  !
LID. The amount of perturbation needs to be selected carefully. As will be shown in
Section 4.6.3, different amounts of perturbation will have different CPF scan results.
Denote the perturbation of   !LID along bus k as     !LID(k). The meaning of perturbing
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  !
LID along bus k can be define as follows. The ith element of the vector     !LID(k) is
LID(k)(i) =
8>>><>>>:
LID(i) DLID(k) for i= k
LID(i) otherwise
(4.4)
where LID(i) is the ith element of the unperturbed   !LID. In (4.4),   !LID is perturbed in a
way that the LID element that corresponds to bus k is changed by DLID(k), while the other
LID elements remain the same.
With this perturbed LID along bus k,     !LID(k) and the base operating point, the CPF
method is used to find the corresponding maximum loading factor l (k) and the total real
power åP(k) by using CPF method shown in Section 3.3.4. After solving l

(k) and åP

(k),
two differences are calculated. The first difference is the difference between l  and l (k),
denoted as Dl (k) as shown in (4.5) The second difference is the difference between åP

and åP(k) and denoted as DåP

(k) as shown in (4.6).
Dl (k) = l

(k) l  (4.5)
DåP(k) =åP(k) åP (4.6)
This step is repeat to perturb the original LID along different buses so that the impact of
the perturbation of LID along different buses can be found.
In the third step, the buses are ranked based on the absolute values of Dl (k) and
DåP(k) at each bus. The larger the absolute value of Dl

(k) and DåP

(k), the weaker the
corresponding bus. The physical meaning of the weak bus is that the weak buses have a
high impact on the maximum loading factor, l , or on the maximum total real power,åP,
that the system can support. In other words, for the same amount of LID perturbation, the
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perturbation direction that is along the weak bus results in larger change of the maximum
loading factor or larger change of the maximum total real power.
4.3.1 Extension to three-phase unbalanced distribution systems
The CPF scan method can be extended from single-phase transmission systems into
three-phase unbalanced distribution systems. The idea is the same. The input of CPF
scan method is the base operating point(Pbase, Qbase) and LID,
  !
LID. The element of
  !
LID corresponding to bus kth in phase s, LID(k;s), has two components: PLID(k;s) and
QLID(k;s). The real and reactive power at bus k in phase s can be expressed as:
Psk = P
s
base;k+l PLID(k;s) (4.7)
Qsk = Q
s
base;k+l QLID(k;s) (4.8)
There are also three steps in the CPF scan method. The first step is to find the
maximum loading factor, l , and the maximum total real power, åP for the given
  !
LID.
They can be found by using the CPF method shown in Section 3.3.4.
The second step in the CPF scan method is to perturb the original LID along different
buses and phases. Suppose we perturb   !LID along the direction of bus k in phase s and
denote this perturbed LID as      !LID(k;s). The ith element in phase t of the vector
    !
LID(k) can
be expressed as:
LID(k;s)(i; t) =
8>>><>>>:
LID(i; t) DLID(k;s) for i= k; t = s
LID(i; t) otherwise
(4.9)
where LID(i; t) is the ith element in phase t of the unperturbed   !LID. In (4.9),   !LID is
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perturbed in a way that the LID element that corresponds to bus k in phase s is changed by
DLID(k;s), while the rest of the LID element of remains the same.
With this perturbed LID along bus k in phase s,      !LID(k;s), the CPF method is used
to find the corresponding maximum loading factor l k;s and the total real power åPk;s.
Two differences are calculated. The first difference is the difference between l  and l k;s,
denoted as Dl k;s. The second difference is the difference between åP and åPk;s and
denoted as DåPk;s. That is,
Dl (k;s) = l

(k;s) l  (4.10)
DåP(k;s) =åP(k;s) åP (4.11)
Repeat this step to perturb the original LID along all of the buses and phases so that the
impact of the perturbation of LID along different buses and phases can be found.
In the third step, the buses are ranked based on the absolute values of Dl (k;s) and
DåP(k;s) at each bus. The larger the absolute value of Dl

(k;s) and DåP

(k;s), the weaker the
corresponding bus. The physical meaning of the weak bus is that the weak buses/phases
have the high impact on the maximum loading factor, l , and on the maximum total real
power, åP, that the system can support. In other words, for the same amount of LID
perturbation, the direction of the perturbation that is along the weak buses/phases will result
in the larger change of maximum loading factor and large change of maximum total real
power.
Fig. 4.5 shows the flowchart of CPF scan for three-phase cases It can be seen that
the CPF scan method uses the CPF method as the fundamental block. The input of the
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CPF scan method is network information, base operating point and LID. Using the CPF
method, the maximum loading factor, l , and the maximum total real power, åP, are
found. Then LID is perturbed along each bus k and phase s. Using the CPF method, the
corresponding loading factor l (k;s) andåP

(k;s) are found. By comparing with l
 andåP,
the difference between the base and the perturbed case are found as Dl (k;s) and DåP

(k;s),
respectively. After LID is perturbed along all buses and phases, the ranking of each bus
and phase are performed based on the absolute value of Dl (k;s) and DåP

(k;s).
All buses/phases?
CPF
Perturb LID
along bus k, phase s
CPF
Difference
Rank
Network info,
Base operating point 
LID
*
*
 P
*
),( sk ),(
*
skP
*
),( sk ),(
*
skP
Ranking of CPF scan 
for each bus/phase
Figure 4.5: Flow chart of the three-phase CPF scan method
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4.3.2 Single-phase two-bus example
To illustrate the CPF scan method, a single-phase two-bus example, shown in Fig.4.1
is used. Suppose that the base operating point and the load increase direction are:
OP=

Pbase;1 Qbase;1 Pbase;2 Pbase;2

(4.12)
  !
LID=

PLID(1) QLID(1) PLID(2) QLID(2)

(4.13)
Therefore, the load at Bus 1 and Bus 2 are:
P1 = Pbase;1+l PLID(1) (4.14)
Q1 = Qbase;1+l QLID(1) (4.15)
P2 = Pbase;2+l PLID(2) (4.16)
Q2 = Qbase;2+l QLID(2) (4.17)
By using CPF method, the maximum loading factor and maximum total real power
can be found. Denote maximum l as l  and total maximum real power is åP:
åP = Pbase;1+Pbase;2+l   (PLID(1)+PLID(2)) (4.18)
Fig. 4.6 shows that the base operating point is OP while the LID is   !LID. The CPF
method finds the maximum loading factor l .
In the second step of CPF scan method, the LID is perturbed along different
buses. First, the LID is perturbed along Bus 1 by DLID, which is defined as DLID =
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P2 
P1
LID
 *
OP
Figure 4.6: CPF scan - no perturbation
[DLIDP;DLIDQ]. Therefore,
OP=

Pbase;1 Qbase;1 Pbase;2 Pbase;2

(4.19)
    !
LID(1) =

PLID(1) DLIDP QLID(1) DLIDQ PLID(2) QLID(2)

(4.20)
The loads at Bus 1 and Bus 2 are:
P1 = Pbase;1+l  (PLID(1) DLIDP) (4.21)
Q1 = Qbase;1+l  (QLID(1) DLIDQ) (4.22)
P2 = Pbase;2+l PLID(2) (4.23)
Q2 = Qbase;2+l QLID(2) (4.24)
Use the CPF method to solve for the maximum loading factor and total maximum real
power. Denote the maximum loading factor as l (1) and total maximum real power as
åP(1).
Fig. 4.7 shows that the base operating point is OP while the LID is    !LID(1) . The CPF
method finds the maximum loading factor l (1).
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P1
LID
 *
 * )1(
(1)LIDOP
Figure 4.7: CPF scan - perturb along Bus 1
Then, the LID is perturbed along Bus 2 by DLID,
OP=

Pbase;1 Qbase;1 Pbase;2 Pbase;2

(4.25)
    !
LID(2) =

PLID(1) QLID(1) PLID(2) DLIDP QLID(2) DLIDQ

(4.26)
The load at Bus 1 and Bus 2 are:
P1 = Pbase;1+l PLID(1) (4.27)
Q1 = Qbase;1+l QLID(1) (4.28)
P2 = Pbase;2+l  (PLID(2) DLIDP) (4.29)
Q2 = Qbase;2+l  (QLID(2) DLIDQ) (4.30)
Use the CPF method to solve for the maximum loading factor and total maximum
real power. Denote the maximum loading factor as l (2) and total maximum real power as
åP(2).
Fig. 4.8 shows that the base operating point is OP while the LID is    !LID(2) . The CPF
method finds the maximum loading factor l (2).
After these two perturbations of load increase direction, we can calculate Dl (1) and
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Figure 4.8: CPF scan - perturb along Bus 2
DåP(1). They are, respectively, the change of the maximum loading factor and the change
of the maximum total real power between the perturbed LID along Bus 1,     !LID(1), and
unperturbed LID,   !LID. Similar notations go to the perturbed LID along Bus 2. The weak
bus is determined based on the change ofmaximum loading factor or based on the change of
maximum total real power. Bus 1 is weaker if jDl (1)j  jDl (2)j or jDåP(1)j  jDåP(2)j. In
Section 4.4, we will show the condition under which jDl (1)j  jDl (2)j implies jDåP(1)j 
jDåP(2)j.
Dl (1) = l

(1) l  (4.31)
Dl (2) = l

(2) l  (4.32)
DåP(1) =åP(1) åP (4.33)
DåP(2) =åP(2) åP (4.34)
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4.4 Properties of CPF scan method
For single-phase or three-phase CPF scan methods, there are three properties of CPF
scan results worth discussion. In the following, we will explain with single-phase example
and show the numerical results of three-phase example.
The first property is that the results of the CPF scan method are different for different
LIDs. Suppose we have two different LIDs:    !LID1 and    !LID2, as shown in Fig.4.9. For
   !
LID1, the corresponding maximum loading factor is l 1 . The CPF scan method perturbs
   !
LID1 along Bus 1 and Bus 2 to get
    !
LID1(1) and
    !
LID1(2), respectively. The corresponding
maximum loading factor is l 1(1) and l

1(2), respectively. Fig.4.9 shows that l

1(1)  l 1 
l 1(2). Because the difference between l

1(1) and l

1 is greater than the difference between
l 1(2) and l

1 , Bus 1 is the weaker bus than Bus 2.
On the other hand, for    !LID2, the corresponding maximum loading factor is l 2 .
The CPF scan method perturbs    !LID2 along bus 1 and bus 2 to get     !LID2(1) and
    !
LID2(2),
respectively. The corresponding maximum loading factor is l 2(1) and l

2(2), respectively.
Fig.4.9 shows that l 2(2)  l 2  l 2(1). Because the difference between l 2(2) and l 2 is
greater than the difference between l 2(1) and l

2 , Bus 2 is the weaker bus than Bus 1. We
can see that different LIDs may have different weak buses results.
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Figure 4.9: Weak bus that depends on LID
The second property is that the CPF scan method results vary for different loading
factors. As shown in Fig.4.10, there are two operating points, OPA = (PA1;QA1;PA2;QA2)
and OPB = (PB1;QB1;PB2;QB2). The relationship betweenOPA and OPB can be expressed
as (4.35). 8>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
PB1 = PA1+l PLID(1)
QB1 = QA1+l QLID(1)
PB2 = PA2+l PLID(2)
QB2 = QA2+l QLID(2)
(4.35)
We apply the CPF scan method on OPA and the resulting maximum loading factor after
LID perturbation along Bus 1 and Bus 2 are l A(1) and l

A(2). Similarly, we apply the CPF
scan method on OPB and the resulting maximum loading factor after LID perturbation
along Bus 1 and Bus 2 are l B(1) and l

B(2). Depending on the shape of the SNB surface
near l , it is possible that l A(1)  l A(2) while l B(1)  l B(2). Therefore, for OPA, the weak
bus is Bus 1. For OPB, the weak bus is Bus 2
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Figure 4.10: Weak bus change as the loading factor is changed
The third property is about the rankings of the CPF scan results. The CPF scan results
include the loading factor sensitivity and the maximum total real power sensitivity. These
two sensitivities can be used to rank the CPF scan results. However, these two rankings are
different unless LID perturbation amount at each bus is the same. We will use a two-bus
system to explain this property.
In a two-bus system, the real power on these two buses can be expressed as
P1 = Pbase;1+l PLID(1) (4.36)
P2 = Pbase;2+l PLID(2) (4.37)
Suppose l  is the maximum loading factor for this given LID. Then the maximum total
real power is
åP = Pbase;1+Pbase;2+l   [PLID(1)+PLID(2))] (4.38)
For the first case, the LID perturbations along Bus 1 and Bus 2 are different: DPLID(1) 6=
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DPLID(2). For the LID perturbation along Bus 1:
P1 = Pbase;1+l  [PLID(1) DPLID(1)] (4.39)
P2 = Pbase;2+l PLID(2) (4.40)
If the corresponding maximum loading factor is l (1), then the maximum total real power
for the system is
åP(1) = Pbase;1+Pbase;2+l (1)  [PLID(1)+PLID(2))] l (1) DPLID(1) (4.41)
For the LID perturbation along Bus 2:
P1 = Pbase;1+l PLID(1) (4.42)
P2 = Pbase;2+l  [PLID(2) DPLID(2))] (4.43)
If the corresponding maximum loading factor is l (2), then the maximum total real power
for the system is
åP(2) = Pbase;1+Pbase;2+l (2)  [PLID(1)+PLID(2))] l (2) DPLID(2) (4.44)
The changes of the maximum total real power from the base case to these two
perturbed cases are:
DåP(1) = (l (1) l )(PLID(1)+PLID(2)) l (1)DPLID(1) (4.45)
DåP(2) = (l (2) l )(PLID(1)+PLID(2)) l (2)DPLID(2) (4.46)
(4.47)
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Therefore,
DåP(1) DåP(2) = (l (1) l (2)) [PLID(1)+PLID(2)]
 l (1)DPLID(1)+l (2)DPLID(2) (4.48)
Even if l (1) is greater than l

(2), it is not necessarily that DåP

(1) is greater than DåP

(2).
It will depend on the value of l (1), l

(2), PLID(1), PLID(2), DPLID(1) and DPLID(2).
Therefore, the ranking based on loading factor is not necessarily the same as that based on
the maximum total real power.
For the second case, however, the LID perturbations are the same for Bus 1 and Bus
2. That is, DPLID(1) = DPLID(2) = DPLID. Therefore, (4.48) can be expressed as:
DåP(1) DåP(2) = (l (1) l (2)) [PLID(1)+PLID(2) DPLID] (4.49)
BecausePLID(1) andPLID(2) are larger thanDPLID in the CPF scanmethod, l (1) l (2)
0 implies DåP(1) DåP(2)  0. Therefore, the ranking of maximum loading factor and
of the total real power is the same when the perturbation, DPLID for each bus is the same.
In conclusion, the properties of the CPF scan method were discussed. The results
of CPF scan method are different for different LIDs and different initial loading factor.
Moreover, the ranking based on maximum loading factor and that based on the total real
power is the same when the perturbation, DPLID, for each bus is the same.
4.5 Change LID by demand response
If the system is close to voltage collapse point, certain control actions should be taken
such that the system can avoid voltage collapse problem. One of the applications of CPF
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scan method is to steer the system away from the voltage collapse point, or to increase the
voltage stability margin. The CPF scan can find the best adjustment on how the load is
increased so that the voltage stability margin can be increased. Therefore, how to adjust
the way the loads are increased, that is, the load increase direction, LID, is vital for the
CPF scan application in the area of increasing the voltage stability margin. In this section,
how to change LID by using demand response is described.
The demand response can adjust the load at each time step [78]. The load can be
increased by load shifting [79], that is, shifting the load from hourX to hourY . The load can
be increased or decrease by demand response. However, demand response is controlling
the load at each time slot. How can demand response be used to change LID?
We use a simple example to illustrate the approach. Here we only consider real power
loads for simplicity; demand response can also adjust reactive power loads. Suppose the
loads of the buses at current time t0 is S(t0). S is a vector, whose elements are the real and
reactive power loading at each bus. Suppose that according to the load forecast, the load
at time T is S(T ). Assuming the load is changed at the same rate from time t0 to time T .
Therefore, the LID can be calculated as
LID=
S(T ) S(t0)
T   t0 (4.50)
Therefore, the ith bus of SLID can be expressed as
LIDi =
Si(T ) Si(t0)
T   t0 (4.51)
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The load at Bus i at time t, t 2 [t0;T ] is
Si(t) = Si(t0)+ [LIDi] (t  t0) (4.52)
Suppose that according to CPF scan, in order to the increase the voltage stability
margin, the best direction to change LID is along bus i. Therefore, we would like to change
LID along bus i by DLID, which has two elements: DPLID for real power and by DQLID
for reactive power.
The load at Bus i at time t, t 2 [t0;T ] can be expressed as
Si(t) = Si(t0)+ [LIDi DLID] (t  t0) (4.53)
= Si(t0)+LIDi (t  t0) DLID (t  t0) (4.54)
= Pi(t0)+PLIDi (t  t0) DPLID (t  t0)
+ j [Qi(t0)+QLIDi (t  t0) DQLID (t  t0)] (4.55)
To change LID along bus i by DLID, at time t, demand response should adjust the
load at bus i by
DRP;i(t) = DPLID (t  t0) (4.56)
DRQ;i(t) = DQLID (t  t0) (4.57)
while the demand response does not need to adjust the load at the other buses, that is
DRP; j(t) = 0 for j 6= i (4.58)
DRQ; j(t) = 0 for j 6= i (4.59)
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4.6 Case studies
In the following case studies, the CPF scan method was applied first to an 8-bus
distribution system, shown in Fig.4.11. The reason to use this simple 8-bus distribution
system is to study the impact of different components in distribution systems. After that,
the CPF scan method was applied to a more realistic distribution system, the modified
IEEE 13-node test feeder with DG. Lastly, we demonstrated the application of the CPF
scan method in the operation and planning of distribution systems.
650ABC
632ABC 633ABC671ABC
675ABC
684ABC
634ABC
645ABC
Figure 4.11: 8-bus system
4.6.1 8-bus case studies
The line impedance matrix for the lines in this 8-bus system is the same. The value
of impedance matrix is:
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26666664
0:347+1:018i 0:1560+0:502i 0:1560+0:502i
0:1560+0:502i 0:347+1:018i 0:1560+0:502i
0:1560+0:502i 0:1560+0:502i 0:347+1:018i
37777775W/mile (4.60)
The length of each branch is summarized in Table 4.1 while the load at each bus is
summarized in Table 4.2.
This system is perfectly balanced; all the lines are transposed and all the loads are
balanced. The left side of the system is exactly the same as the right side, including the
length of branches, the line impedance matrices, and the loadings. Therefore, this system
has three pairs of two buses of the same characteristics. These three pairs are Bus 675 and
Table 4.1: Branch information of 8-bus system
Branch information
Lines length [ft] Impedance matrix (4.60)
650-632 2000 type 609
632-633 2000 type 609
632-671 2000 type 609
633-645 1000 type 609
671-684 1000 type 609
633-634 3000 type 609
671-675 3000 type 609
Table 4.2: Load information of 8-bus system
Loads (constant power load)
Bus Phase A Phase B Phase C
[kW,kVar] [kW,kVar] [kW,kVar]
633 120+90j 120+90j 120+90j
671 120+90j 120+90j 120+90j
675 120+90j 120+90j 120+90j
684 120+90j 120+90j 120+90j
645 120+90j 120+90j 120+90j
634 120+90j 120+90j 120+90j
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Bus 634, Bus 684 and Bus 645, and Bus 671 and Bus 633.
In the following case studies, we made one change to this 8-bus system, such as
adding untransposed line in one of the branches on the right side. By comparing the pair
(Bus 684, Bus 645), (Bus 671, Bus 633), and (Bus 675, Bus 634), the impact on the weak
buses of different components in the system can be investigated. Moreover, the ranking
of CPF scan result was compared with the ranking of voltage magnitude at the maximum
loading point, which was the proposed method in [53]. The pairwise ranking, the weakest
bus and overall ranking of CPF scan and voltage were compared.
Base case
Table 4.3 shows the CPF scan result for the base case. The ranking is based on the
absolute value of DåP of CPF scan result. The higher the absolute value, the weaker the
bus. Because the system is perfectly balanced system, the CPF scan result is the same for all
three phases. Also, the buses in each pair had the same CPF scan result, indicating that the
left side and the right side of the systemwere exactly the same. Moreover, Bus 675 and Bus
634 were weaker than Bus 684 and Bus 645, while Bus 684 and Bus 645 were weaker than
Bus 671 and Bus 633. The CPF scan results followed upstream/downstream relationship;
the upstream node was stronger than the downstream node. Because the example system
is radial, these results are as expected.
Table 4.4 shows the comparison of CPF scan result with voltage magnitude ranking
as well as branch power flow. The first column shows the CPF scan result ( DåP), the
second column shows the voltage magnitude for each bus and the third and forth columns
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Table 4.3: CPF scan for the 8-bus base case
Phase A Phase B Phase C
675A -175.395 675B -175.395 675C -175.395
634A -175.395 634B -175.395 634C -175.395
645A -171.971 645B -171.971 645C -171.971
684A -171.971 684B -171.971 684C -171.971
671A -170.678 671B -170.678 671C -170.678
633A -170.678 633B -170.678 633C -170.678
632A -155.693 632B -155.693 632C -155.693
are real and reactive power flow for each branch. The overall ranking of CPF scan result
is exactly the same as the voltage magnitude ranking. Moreover, the branch power flow
matches the CPF scan result. For example, from the CPF scan result, Bus 634 is weaker
than Bus 645; the real power flow and the reactive power flow on Branch 633-634 are
higher than that on Branch 633-645. Note that to make the branch power flow comparison
meaningful, the branches that are being compared should be at the same tier/level from the
substation. For example, it is meaningful to compare the branch 633-645 with the branch
671-684 or with the branch 633-645. It is meaningless to compare the branch 632-671 with
branch 633-634.
Table 4.4: Comparison for 8-bus base case
CPF scan V P Q
675A -175.395 675A 0.487 650-632a 5.270 650-632a 7.012
634A -175.395 634A 0.487 632-633a 2.153 632-633a 2.202
645A -171.971 645A 0.539 632-671a 2.153 632-671a 2.202
684A -171.971 684A 0.539 633-634a 0.664 633-634a 0.590
671A -170.678 671A 0.561 671-675a 0.664 671-675a 0.590
633A -170.678 633A 0.561 633-645a 0.630 633-645a 0.498
632A -155.693 632A 0.702 671-684a 0.630 671-684a 0.498
650A 1.000
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Doubled load
This case study investigated the impact of doubled loads. The load was doubled in
every phase at one of the three buses on the right side, shown in Fig.4.12. For example,
the load at Bus 634 was doubled. The CPF scan method was applied to these three cases.
Table 4.5 shows the CPF scan results. The column whose heading is Base shows the CPF
scan result for the case where all the loads are balanced. The column whose heading is
Bus 634 shows the CPF scan result for the case where the load at Bus 634 is doubled in
all of the three phases. Only phase A results are shown because the system was balanced,
making the results for phase B and phase C exactly the same.
Figure 4.12: Load is doubled at different locations
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The impact of the doubled load was investigated by the difference of the CPF scan
results of the corresponding buses in the three pairs. For these three cases where the load
was doubled, the right side was weaker than the left side in all phases: Bus 634 was weaker
than Bus 675, Bus 633 was weaker than Bus 671 (with exception of small different for Bus
645 and Bus 633 case) and Bus 645 was weaker than Bus 684. Moreover, for one specific
case where the load at Bus 634 was doubled, Bus 645 became weaker than Bus 675, even
though the load at Bus 645 was the same as the load at Bus 675, and Bus 675 was farther
away from the substation than Bus 645 based on the impedance value.
Table 4.5: CPF scan for different locations of doubled load
Base Bus 634 Bus 645 Bus 633
675A -175.395 634A -158.702 634A -173.866 634A -173.471
634A -175.395 645A -149.000 645A -168.913 645A -170.616
645A -171.971 675A -148.165 675A -166.334 684A -170.592
684A -171.971 633A -148.161 671A -165.098 671A -170.251
671A -170.678 684A -143.645 633A -164.802 633A -169.361
633A -170.678 671A -142.937 684A -161.912 675A -168.823
632A -155.693 632A -133.450 632A -149.209 632A -153.224
Table 4.6 shows the comparison of CPF scan results with voltage ranking as well as
branch power flow. The pairwise ranking of CPF scan matched voltage; the weaker bus
in the CPF scan ranking had the lower voltage at the maximum loading point. Also, the
weakest bus identified from CPF scan was the same as the weakest bus identified from the
voltage, which was Bus 634. Moreover, the overall ranking of CPF scan and the overall
ranking of voltage magnitude were the same except the ranking of Bus 675 and Bus 633.
The difference of CPF scan between Bus 675 and 633 was very small, 0.002%. Therefore,
the overall ranking of CPF scan and the overall ranking of voltage magnitude were almost
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the same.
Table 4.6: Comparison for 8-bus with load at Bus 634 doubled
CPF scan V P Q
634A -158.702 634A 0.452 650-632a 4.728 650-632a 6.116
645A -149.000 645A 0.564 632-633a 2.384 632-633a 2.637
675A -148.165 633A 0.580 632-671a 1.595 632-671a 1.455
633A -148.161 675A 0.599 633-634a 1.111 633-634a 1.100
684A -143.645 684A 0.631 671-675a 0.507 671-675a 0.418
671A -142.937 671A 0.646 633-645a 0.495 633-645a 0.385
632A -133.450 632A 0.738 671-684a 0.493 671-684a 0.381
650A 1.000 650-632b 4.728 650-632b 6.116
Capacitor bank
This case study investigates the impact of capacitor banks. A three-phase capacitor
bank was installed at one of the three buses on the right, as shown in Fig. 4.13. The injected
reactive power for each phase was 200 kVar.
Table 4.7 shows the CPF scan results. The column whose heading is Base shows the
CPF scan result for the case where there was no capacitor banks connected. The column
whose heading is Bus 634 shows the CPF scan result for the case where a three-phase
capacitor bank was connected at Bus 634. Only phase A was shown because the system
was balanced, making the results for phase B and phase C exactly the same.
The impact of the three-phase capacitor bank on the right can be investigated by
the difference of the CPF scan results of the corresponding buses in the three pairs. The
investigation reveals that the three-phase capacitor bank on the right made all of the buses
on the right side stronger than the corresponding buses on the left side in all of the three
pairs.
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Figure 4.13: For capacitor case study
It is interesting to see that the CPF scan results were much smaller for the case
where the three-phase capacitor was connected at Bus 634. The possible reason is that the
three-phase capacitor changed the SNB surface tremendously so that the LID perturbation
along different buses did not change the maximum total real power too much. This is only
conjecture; more investigation is needed.
Table 4.7: CPF scan for different location of three-phase capacitor
Base Bus 645 Bus 633 Bus 634
675A -175.395 684A -177.628 675A -177.564 675A -5.191
634A -175.395 675A -177.160 634A -176.647 634A -5.097
645A -171.971 634A -176.434 684A -173.884 684A -4.836
684A -171.971 645A -172.648 645A -172.881 645A -4.773
671A -170.678 671A -172.145 671A -172.082 671A -4.688
633A -170.678 633A -171.494 633A -171.530 633A -4.637
632A -155.693 632A -156.870 632A -156.740 632A -2.415
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Table 4.8 shows the comparison of CPF scan result with voltage ranking as well as
branch power flow. It can be seen that the overall ranking of CPF scan result was exactly the
same as the voltage magnitude overall ranking. Moreover, the branch power flow matched
the CPF scan result. For example, from the CPF scan result, Bus 675 was weaker than Bus
634; the real power flow at Branch 671-675 was higher than that at Branch 633-634.
Table 4.8: Comparison for 8-bus with three-phase capacitor at Bus 634
CPF scan V P Q
675A -5.191 675A 0.476 650-632a 5.371 650-632a 7.062
634A -5.097 634A 0.498 632-671a 2.210 632-671a 2.291
684A -4.836 684A 0.530 632-633a 2.174 632-633a 2.104
645A -4.773 645A 0.541 671-675a 0.680 671-675a 0.610
671A -4.688 671A 0.553 633-634a 0.669 671-684a 0.508
633A -4.637 633A 0.563 671-684a 0.642 633-645a 0.507
632A -2.415 632A 0.700 633-645a 0.642 633-634a 0.492
Unbalanced load
This case study investigates the impact of unbalanced loads. The balanced load at
one of the three buses on the right side of the base case was changed into an unbalanced
load, shown in Fig. 4.14. When the load at Bus 634 was made unbalanced, then the load
at Bus 634A remained the same, the load at Bus 634B was increased by 50%, and the load
at Bus 634C was decreased by 50%.
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Figure 4.14: For unbalanced load
Table 4.9 shows CPF scan results for different cases. The column whose heading is
Base shows the CPF scan result for the case where all the loads were balanced. The column
whose heading is Bus 634 shows the CPF scan result for the case where the load at Bus
634A was changed to be unbalanced. The impact of the unbalanced load was investigated
by the difference of the CPF scan results of the corresponding buses in the three pairs. The
comparison shows two observations. First, the impact of unbalanced load at Bus 634 is
bigger than that at Bus 633 and Bus 645 based on the CPF scan difference between Bus
634 and Bus 675. When unbalanced load was at Bus 634, the CPF scan difference between
Bus 634 and Bus 675 was bigger than that where the unbalanced load was at Bus 633 or
Bus 645. This is because Bus 634 was further away from the substation than Bus 633 and
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Bus 645. Moreover, the unbalanced load, no matter whether it was at Bus 634, Bus 645
or Bus 633, made the right side in phase B weaker and the left side in phase C stronger
in each of the three pairs. This is because the right side in phase B had higher loadings
while that in phase C had lower loadings. However, there was not much difference in the
CPF scan ranking between the left and the right in phase A in each of the three pairs. This
is because the loadings at the both sides in these three pairs were the same. In summary,
the unbalanced load that was far away from the substation had a bigger impact on the CPF
scan result. Also, when the unbalanced load increased the loading in a particular phase,
this phase on the side of the unbalanced load got weaker.
Table 4.9: CPF scan for different locations of unbalanced load
Base Bus 634 Bus 645 Bus 633
675A -175.395 634A -9.386 634A -10.075 634A -10.605
634A -175.395 645A -7.654 645A -9.349 645A -9.512
645A -171.971 633A -7.385 675A -8.815 675A -9.377
684A -171.971 675A -6.948 633A -8.774 633A -9.126
671A -170.678 684A -6.473 684A -8.079 684A -8.580
633A -170.678 671A -6.290 671A -7.803 671A -8.285
632A -155.693 632A -4.384 632A -5.066 632A -5.408
634B -175.395 634B 16.435 634B 15.129 634B 16.378
675B -175.395 645B 9.933 645B 12.933 645B 12.849
645B -171.971 633B 9.054 633B 10.809 675B 11.941
684B -171.971 675B 7.417 675B 10.478 633B 11.699
633B -170.678 684B 6.238 684B 8.592 684B 9.750
671B -170.678 671B 5.766 671B 7.890 671B 8.911
632B -155.693 632B -0.220 632B -0.114 632B 0.175
634C -175.395 675C -2.789 675C -3.035 675C -3.143
675C -175.395 684C -2.713 684C -2.938 684C -3.035
684C -171.971 671C -2.671 634C -2.893 671C -2.979
645C -171.971 645C -2.593 671C -2.888 634C -2.972
633C -170.678 633C -2.543 645C -2.780 645C -2.898
671C -170.678 634C -2.515 633C -2.768 633C -2.851
632C -155.693 632C -1.373 632C -1.468 632C -1.375
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Table 4.10 shows the comparison of CPF scan result with voltage ranking as well as
branch power flow. For phase B and phase C, the ranking of CPF scan result was exactly
the same as the voltage ranking. Moreover, the branch power flow matched the CPF scan
result. For example, from the CPF scan result, Bus 634B was weaker than Bus 645B. In
the branch flow, the real power flow at Branch 633-634B, was higher than that at Branch
633-645B.
However, for phase A, the ranking of CPF scan was different from the voltage
ranking, including overall ranking, pairwise ranking and even the weakest bus. From the
CPF scan ranking, the right side of each pair was weaker than the left side; however, the
voltage ranking did not have the same pattern. The right side and left side in each pair
had a very similar voltage magnitude. Similar observation can be made for branch power
flow. This was because for phase A, the loadings at both side were very similar, making
the voltage and branch flow similar. However, in the CPF scan, the SNB surface is was
extremely complicated, even though the loadings at both sides were similar, the CPF scan
result may be quite different.
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Table 4.10: Comparison for 8-bus with unbalanced load at Bus 634
CPF scan V P Q
634A -9.386 675A 0.811 650-632a 2.899 650-632a 2.319
645A -7.654 634A 0.812 632-633a 1.336 632-671a 1.039
633A -7.385 684A 0.829 632-671a 1.292 632-633a 0.977
675A -6.948 645A 0.831 633-634a 0.432 671-675a 0.323
684A -6.473 671A 0.838 671-675a 0.418 671-684a 0.312
671A -6.290 633A 0.840 633-645a 0.412 633-645a 0.312
632A -4.384 632A 0.892 671-684a 0.412 633-634a 0.305
650A 1.000
634B 16.435 634B 0.552 650-632b 3.370 650-632b 4.013
645B 9.933 645B 0.634 632-633b 1.620 632-633b 1.661
633B 9.054 633B 0.649 632-671b 1.323 632-671b 1.165
675B 7.417 675B 0.654 633-634b 0.656 633-634b 0.618
684B 6.238 684B 0.683 671-675b 0.423 671-675b 0.343
671B 5.766 671B 0.697 633-645b 0.414 633-645b 0.320
632B -0.220 632B 0.778 671-684b 0.413 671-684b 0.318
650B 1.000
675C -2.789 675C 0.877 650-632c 2.193 650-632c 2.177
684C -2.713 684C 0.891 632-671c 1.248 632-671c 1.045
671C -2.671 671C 0.899 632-633c 0.983 632-633c 0.828
645C -2.593 645C 0.929 671-675c 0.412 671-675c 0.324
633C -2.543 633C 0.935 671-684c 0.410 671-684c 0.312
634C -2.515 632C 0.943 633-645c 0.410 633-645c 0.312
632C -1.373 634C 0.963 633-634c 0.195 633-634c 0.154
650C 1.000
Untransposed line
In this case study, an untransposed line replaced one of the transposed line at different
locations, shown in Fig. 4.15. The line impedance of the untransposed line is:26666664
0:3465+1:0179i 0:1560+0:5017i 0:158+0:4236i
0:1560+0:5017i 0:3375+1:0478i 0:1535+0:3849i
0:158+0:4236i 0:1535+0:3849i 0:3414+1:0348i
37777775W/mile (4.61)
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Figure 4.15: For untransposed line
Table 4.11 shows the CPF scan results. The column whose heading is Base shows
the CPF scan results for the case where all the loads were balanced. The column whose
heading is 633-634 shows the CPF scan results for the case where the line between Bus
633 and Bus 634 was replaced by an untransposed line.
Checking the difference of the CPF scan results between Bus 675 and Bus 634 in all
three phases reveals that the impact of untransposed line was bigger if the untransposed
line was at branch 632-633, which was upstream to branch 633-634 and branch 633-645.
For example, when the untransposed line was at branch 633-634, the CPF scan difference
between Bus 675A and Bus 634A was j5:764 6:014j= 0:2500. When the untransposed
line was at branch 632-633, the CPF scan difference between Bus 675A and Bus 634A
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Table 4.11: CPF scan for different locations of untransposed line
Base 633-634 633-645 632-633
675A -175.395 633A -6.981 675A -32.778 684A 46.922
634A -175.395 671A -6.840 634A -32.777 645A 46.922
645A -171.971 684A 6.014 633A -30.445 634A -10.951
684A -171.971 645A 6.014 671A -30.441 675A -6.639
671A -170.678 634A 6.014 684A -29.316 633A -4.479
633A -170.678 675A 5.764 645A -29.301 671A -4.323
632A -155.693 632A -2.018 632A -13.827 632A 0.565
634B -175.395 671B -13.893 684B -38.099 634B 46.922
675B -175.395 633B -13.267 634B -37.872 684B 46.922
645B -171.971 632B -8.414 675B -37.750 645B 46.922
684B -171.971 684B 6.014 645B -34.354 633B -24.281
633B -170.678 645B 6.014 633B -33.340 671B -24.178
671B -170.678 634B 6.014 671B -33.319 675B -22.091
632B -155.693 675B 5.764 632B -19.659 632B -13.611
634C -175.395 675C 32.983 675C -37.719 634C 46.922
675C -175.395 634C 32.667 634C -34.909 684C 46.922
684C -171.971 645C 25.510 645C -31.304 645C 46.922
645C -171.971 633C 23.632 684C -31.254 675C -17.419
633C -170.678 671C 23.049 633C -29.946 633C -12.432
671C -170.678 684C 18.505 671C -29.897 671C -12.168
632C -155.693 632C 2.587 632C -13.793 632C 4.821
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is j   6:639+ 10:951j = 4:3120, which is larger than 0:25. Therefore, the impact of the
untransposed line at branch 633-634 is smaller than that of the untransposed line at branch
632-633,
Moreover, also using the difference of the CPF scan results between Bus 675 and
Bus 634, the impact of the untransposed line of branch 633-645 was smaller than that of
branch 633-634. Even though these two branches were at the same tier, the length of branch
633-645 was shorter than the length of branch 633-634.
Surprisingly, regarding the comparison between the left side and the right side, there
was no clear pattern, as shown in Table 4.12. In the table, ”R weaker” means that the bus
on the right side in the same pair was weaker. ”Similar” means that the CPF scan value for
the buses at both sides are very similar, almost the same. For example, for the case where
untransposed line is at branch 633-634, comparison of Bus 675A and Bus 634A reveals
that right side was weaker; however, comparison of Bus 675C and Bus 634C reveals that
right side was stronger. Different phases had different results. Moreover, for the same
phase, different pairs had different results. For example, when the untransposed line was
at Branch 633-645, the right side was weaker for pair (Bus 675B vs Bus 634B); on the
other hand, the right side was weaker for the pair (Bus 684B vs Bus 645B).
In summary, the length and the location of an untransposed line influenced the CPF
scan results. When the untransposed line was longer or was at upstream location, its impact
on the CPF scan results was larger. However, there was no pattern regarding whether an
untransposed line weakened or strengthened the buses.
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Table 4.12: Impact of untransposed line on the weakness of bus pairs
Comparison 633-634 633-645 632-633
Bus 675A vs Bus 634A R weaker R stronger R weaker
Bus 675B vs Bus 634B R weaker R weaker R weaker
Bus 675C vs Bus 634C R stronger R stronger R weaker
Bus 684A vs Bus 645A similar similar similar
Bus 684B vs Bus 645B similar R stronger similar
Bus 684C vs Bus 645C R weaker similar similar
Bus 671A vs Bus 633A similar similar similar
Bus 671B vs Bus 633B similar similar similar
Bus 671C vs Bus 633C similar similar similar
Table 4.13 shows the comparison of CPF scan results with voltage ranking as well as
branch power flow. The overall ranking, pairwise ranking and the weakest bus from CPF
scan and that from the voltage magnitude did not match. Also for pairwise ranking, the
CPF scan, voltage and branch power flow did not match either. For CPF scan ranking,
• A: 684 < 645, 671 > 633, 675 > 634
• B: 684 < 645, 671 < 633, 675 > 634
• C: 684 > 645, 671 > 633, 675 < 634
For voltage ranking:
• A: 684 < 645, 671 <= 633, 675 > 634
• B: 684 < 645, 671 < 633, 675 > 634
• C: 684 > 645, 671 > 633, 675 >= 634
Table 4.14 shows the branch flow comparison between branch 671-675 and branch
633-634 when the untransposed line was at branch 633-634. Before replacing one
transposed line with an untransposed line, the branch power flows at both sides were
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Table 4.13: Comparison for 8-bus with Branch 633-634 untransposed
CPF scan V P Q
684A 46.922 634A 0.698 650-632a 3.683 650-632a 4.031
645A 46.922 675A 0.705 632-633a 1.686 632-633a 1.510
634A -10.951 684A 0.733 632-671a 1.684 632-671a 1.502
675A -6.639 645A 0.733 633-634a 0.548 633-634a 0.447
633A -4.479 671A 0.746 671-675a 0.543 671-675a 0.442
671A -4.323 633A 0.746 671-684a 0.533 671-684a 0.410
632A 0.565 632A 0.828 633-645a 0.533 633-645a 0.410
650A 1.000
634B 46.922 675B 0.700 650-632b 3.805 650-632b 3.932
684B 46.922 634B 0.705 632-671b 1.709 632-633b 1.489
645B 46.922 684B 0.729 632-633b 1.699 632-671b 1.487
633B -24.281 645B 0.730 671-675b 0.547 633-634b 0.446
671B -24.178 671B 0.743 633-634b 0.536 671-675b 0.439
675B -22.091 633B 0.744 671-684b 0.534 671-684b 0.410
632B -13.611 632B 0.827 633-645b 0.534 633-645b 0.410
650B 1.000
634C 46.922 634C 0.633 650-632c 3.950 650-632c 4.392
684C 46.922 675C 0.647 632-633c 1.741 632-633c 1.590
645C 46.922 645C 0.679 632-671c 1.731 632-671c 1.566
675C -17.419 684C 0.682 633-634c 0.555 633-634c 0.467
633C -12.432 633C 0.695 671-675c 0.550 671-675c 0.452
671C -12.168 671C 0.697 633-645c 0.535 633-645c 0.413
632C 4.821 632C 0.794 671-684c 0.535 671-684c 0.413
650C 1.000
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exactly the same in all three phases. After the untransposed line was added, the branch
power flow at the right side in phase A and C were higher while in phase B was lower.
Moreover, for the same side, branch power flow in Phase C was higher than that in phase
A, and branch power flow in phase A was higher than that in phase B.
Table 4.14: The branch flow comparison
671-675 633-634
P in A 0.543 (2) < 0.548 (2)
P in B 0.541 (3) > 0.536 (3)
P in C 0.550 (1) < 0.555 (1)
Q in A 0.442 (2) < 0.447 (2)
Q in B 0.439 (3) < 0.446 (3)
Q in C 0.452 (1) < 0.467 (1)
The bus admittance matrix, the bus impedance matrix, the Jacobian matrix and the
inverse of reduced Jacobian matrix were investigated. The difference of the above four
matrices between the base case and the case where the untransposed line was at Branch
633-634 are shown in Table 4.15, Table 4.16, Table 4.17 and Table 4.18, respectively. This
difference matrix only show which buses/phases were affected by the untransposed line;
however, they did not provide information regarding the ranking of the CPF scan.
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Table 4.15: Difference of bus admittance matrix wrt base case
632A 632B 632C 633A 633B 633C 671A 671B 671C 675A 675B 675C 684A 684B 684C 645A 645B 645C 634A 634B 634C 650A 650B 650C
632A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
632B 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
632C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
633A 0 0 0 0.506232 0.492739 0.97014 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.506224 0.492741 0.970138 0 0 0
633B 0 0 0 0.492739 1.366194 1.954636 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.492741 1.366188 1.954635 0 0 0
633C 0 0 0 0.97014 1.954636 2.174732 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.970138 1.954635 2.174726 0 0 0
671A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
671B 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
671C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
675A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
675B 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
675C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
684A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
684B 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
684C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
645A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
645B 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
645C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
634A 0 0 0 0.506224 0.492741 0.970138 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.506232 0.492739 0.97014 0 0 0
634B 0 0 0 0.492741 1.366188 1.954635 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.492739 1.366194 1.954636 0 0 0
634C 0 0 0 0.970138 1.954635 2.174726 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.97014 1.954636 2.174732 0 0 0
650A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
650B 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
650C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Table 4.16: Difference of bus impedance matrix wrt base case
632A 632B 632C 633A 633B 633C 671A 671B 671C 675A 675B 675C 684A 684B 684C 645A 645B 645C 634A 634B 634C 650A 650B 650C
632A 4007.929 1858.509 1858.509 4007.933 1858.511 1858.511 4007.927 1858.509 1858.509 4007.926 1858.508 1858.508 4007.927 1858.508 1858.508 4007.933 1858.511 1858.511 4007.937 1858.513 1858.513 4007.929 1858.509 1858.509
632B 1858.509 4007.929 1858.509 1858.511 4007.933 1858.511 1858.509 4007.927 1858.508 1858.508 4007.926 1858.508 1858.508 4007.927 1858.508 1858.511 4007.933 1858.511 1858.513 4007.937 1858.513 1858.509 4007.929 1858.509
632C 1858.509 1858.509 4007.929 1858.511 1858.511 4007.933 1858.509 1858.509 4007.927 1858.508 1858.508 4007.926 1858.508 1858.508 4007.927 1858.511 1858.511 4007.933 1858.513 1858.513 4007.937 1858.509 1858.509 4007.929
633A 4007.933 1858.511 1858.511 4007.937 1858.513 1858.513 4007.931 1858.51 1858.51 4007.93 1858.51 1858.51 4007.931 1858.51 1858.51 4007.937 1858.513 1858.513 4007.941 1858.515 1858.515 4007.933 1858.511 1858.511
633B 1858.511 4007.933 1858.511 1858.513 4007.937 1858.513 1858.51 4007.931 1858.51 1858.51 4007.93 1858.51 1858.51 4007.931 1858.51 1858.513 4007.937 1858.513 1858.515 4007.941 1858.515 1858.511 4007.933 1858.511
633C 1858.511 1858.511 4007.933 1858.513 1858.513 4007.937 1858.51 1858.51 4007.931 1858.51 1858.51 4007.93 1858.51 1858.51 4007.931 1858.513 1858.513 4007.937 1858.515 1858.515 4007.941 1858.511 1858.511 4007.933
671A 4007.927 1858.509 1858.509 4007.931 1858.51 1858.51 4007.925 1858.508 1858.508 4007.924 1858.507 1858.507 4007.925 1858.507 1858.507 4007.931 1858.51 1858.51 4007.935 1858.512 1858.512 4007.926 1858.508 1858.508
671B 1858.509 4007.927 1858.508 1858.51 4007.931 1858.51 1858.508 4007.925 1858.508 1858.507 4007.924 1858.507 1858.507 4007.925 1858.507 1858.51 4007.931 1858.51 1858.512 4007.935 1858.512 1858.508 4007.926 1858.508
671C 1858.509 1858.509 4007.927 1858.51 1858.51 4007.931 1858.508 1858.508 4007.925 1858.507 1858.507 4007.924 1858.507 1858.507 4007.925 1858.51 1858.51 4007.931 1858.512 1858.512 4007.935 1858.508 1858.508 4007.926
675A 4007.926 1858.508 1858.508 4007.93 1858.51 1858.51 4007.924 1858.507 1858.507 4007.923 1858.507 1858.507 4007.924 1858.507 1858.507 4007.93 1858.51 1858.51 4007.934 1858.511 1858.511 4007.925 1858.508 1858.508
675B 1858.508 4007.926 1858.508 1858.51 4007.93 1858.51 1858.507 4007.924 1858.507 1858.507 4007.923 1858.507 1858.507 4007.924 1858.507 1858.51 4007.93 1858.51 1858.511 4007.934 1858.511 1858.508 4007.925 1858.508
675C 1858.508 1858.508 4007.926 1858.51 1858.51 4007.93 1858.507 1858.507 4007.924 1858.507 1858.507 4007.923 1858.507 1858.507 4007.924 1858.51 1858.51 4007.93 1858.511 1858.511 4007.934 1858.508 1858.508 4007.925
684A 4007.927 1858.508 1858.508 4007.931 1858.51 1858.51 4007.925 1858.507 1858.507 4007.924 1858.507 1858.507 4007.924 1858.507 1858.507 4007.931 1858.51 1858.51 4007.934 1858.512 1858.512 4007.926 1858.508 1858.508
684B 1858.508 4007.927 1858.508 1858.51 4007.931 1858.51 1858.507 4007.925 1858.507 1858.507 4007.924 1858.507 1858.507 4007.924 1858.507 1858.51 4007.931 1858.51 1858.512 4007.934 1858.512 1858.508 4007.926 1858.508
684C 1858.508 1858.508 4007.927 1858.51 1858.51 4007.931 1858.507 1858.507 4007.925 1858.507 1858.507 4007.924 1858.507 1858.507 4007.924 1858.51 1858.51 4007.931 1858.512 1858.512 4007.934 1858.508 1858.508 4007.926
645A 4007.933 1858.511 1858.511 4007.937 1858.513 1858.513 4007.931 1858.51 1858.51 4007.93 1858.51 1858.51 4007.931 1858.51 1858.51 4007.937 1858.513 1858.513 4007.941 1858.515 1858.515 4007.933 1858.511 1858.511
645B 1858.511 4007.933 1858.511 1858.513 4007.937 1858.513 1858.51 4007.931 1858.51 1858.51 4007.93 1858.51 1858.51 4007.931 1858.51 1858.513 4007.937 1858.513 1858.515 4007.941 1858.515 1858.511 4007.933 1858.511
645C 1858.511 1858.511 4007.933 1858.513 1858.513 4007.937 1858.51 1858.51 4007.931 1858.51 1858.51 4007.93 1858.51 1858.51 4007.931 1858.513 1858.513 4007.937 1858.515 1858.515 4007.941 1858.511 1858.511 4007.933
634A 4007.937 1858.513 1858.513 4007.941 1858.515 1858.515 4007.935 1858.512 1858.512 4007.934 1858.511 1858.511 4007.934 1858.512 1858.512 4007.941 1858.515 1858.515 4007.944 1858.516 1858.517 4007.936 1858.513 1858.513
634B 1858.513 4007.937 1858.513 1858.515 4007.941 1858.515 1858.512 4007.935 1858.512 1858.511 4007.934 1858.511 1858.512 4007.934 1858.512 1858.515 4007.941 1858.515 1858.516 4007.943 1858.516 1858.513 4007.936 1858.513
634C 1858.513 1858.513 4007.937 1858.515 1858.515 4007.941 1858.512 1858.512 4007.935 1858.511 1858.511 4007.934 1858.512 1858.512 4007.934 1858.515 1858.515 4007.941 1858.517 1858.516 4007.944 1858.513 1858.513 4007.936
650A 4007.929 1858.509 1858.509 4007.933 1858.511 1858.511 4007.926 1858.508 1858.508 4007.925 1858.508 1858.508 4007.926 1858.508 1858.508 4007.933 1858.511 1858.511 4007.936 1858.513 1858.513 4007.928 1858.509 1858.509
650B 1858.509 4007.929 1858.509 1858.511 4007.933 1858.511 1858.508 4007.926 1858.508 1858.508 4007.925 1858.508 1858.508 4007.926 1858.508 1858.511 4007.933 1858.511 1858.513 4007.936 1858.513 1858.509 4007.928 1858.509
650C 1858.509 1858.509 4007.929 1858.511 1858.511 4007.933 1858.508 1858.508 4007.926 1858.508 1858.508 4007.925 1858.508 1858.508 4007.926 1858.511 1858.511 4007.933 1858.513 1858.513 4007.936 1858.509 1858.509 4007.928
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Table 4.17: Difference of Jacobian matrix wrt base case
632A 632B 632C 633A 633B 633C 671A 671B 671C 675A 675B 675C 684A 684B 684C 645A 645B 645C 634A 634B 634C 632A 632B 632C 633A 633B 633C 671A 671B 671C 675A 675B 675C 684A 684B 684C 645A 645B 645C 634A 634B 634C
632A 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
632B 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
632C 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
633A 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.34 0.47 0.32 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.34 -0.47 -0.32 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.32 0.02 -0.83 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.34 -0.03 0.83
633B 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.26 -0.87 -1.86 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.26 0.89 1.86 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.38 -0.93 0.20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.37 0.92 -0.19
633C 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.92 0.75 -1.30 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.92 -0.76 1.30 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.15 -1.64 -1.57 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.14 1.62 1.57
671A 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
671B 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
671C 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
675A 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
675B 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
675C 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
684A 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
684B 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
684C 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
645A 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
645B 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
645C 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
634A 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.35 -0.46 -0.32 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.35 0.46 0.32 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.34 -0.02 0.83 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.35 0.03 -0.83
634B 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.24 0.84 1.84 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.25 -0.86 -1.84 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.39 0.93 -0.20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.38 -0.91 0.19
634C 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.91 -0.74 1.29 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.91 0.75 -1.29 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.15 1.63 1.56 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.14 -1.62 -1.57
632A 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
632B 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
632C 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
633A 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.34 0.02 -0.87 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.34 -0.03 0.87 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.33 -0.45 -0.31 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.33 0.45 0.31
633B 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.40 -0.98 0.21 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.40 0.97 -0.20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.25 0.83 1.78 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.24 -0.84 -1.77
633C 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.16 -1.71 -1.63 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.15 1.71 1.63 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.88 -0.72 1.24 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.87 0.72 -1.24
671A 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
671B 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
671C 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
675A 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
675B 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
675C 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
684A 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
684B 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
684C 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
645A 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
645B 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
645C 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
634A 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.35 -0.02 0.87 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.35 0.03 -0.87 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.33 0.44 0.31 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.33 -0.44 -0.31
634B 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.40 0.97 -0.21 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.40 -0.96 0.20 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.23 -0.80 -1.76 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.23 0.81 1.75
634C 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.15 1.70 1.63 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.15 -1.70 -1.63 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.87 0.71 -1.23 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.87 -0.71 1.23
Table 4.18: Difference of inverse reduced Jacobian wrt base case
632A 632B 632C 633A 633B 633C 671A 671B 671C 675A 675B 675C 684A 684B 684C 645A 645B 645C 634A 634B 634C
632A 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 -0.0001 0.0000
632B 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0001 0.0000 0.0000
632C 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 0.0001
633A 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0002 -0.0002 -0.0001
633B 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0001 0.0000 0.0000
633C 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 0.0001 0.0003
671A 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 -0.0001 0.0000
671B 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0001 0.0000 0.0000
671C 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 0.0002
675A 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 -0.0001 0.0000
675B 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0001 0.0000 0.0000
675C 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 0.0001 0.0002
684A 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 -0.0001 0.0000
684B 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0001 0.0000 0.0000
684C 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 0.0002
645A 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0002 -0.0002 -0.0001
645B 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0001 0.0000 0.0000
645C 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 0.0001 0.0003
634A 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 -0.0001 -0.0001 0.0002 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 -0.0001 -0.0001 0.0002 0.0002 -0.0004 0.0045
634B -0.0001 0.0001 0.0000 -0.0002 0.0002 -0.0001 -0.0001 0.0001 0.0000 -0.0001 0.0001 0.0000 -0.0001 0.0001 0.0000 -0.0002 0.0002 -0.0001 -0.0005 0.0035 0.0062
634C -0.0001 0.0001 0.0000 -0.0002 0.0002 0.0001 -0.0001 0.0001 0.0000 -0.0001 0.0001 0.0000 -0.0001 0.0001 0.0000 -0.0002 0.0002 0.0001 0.0038 0.0064 0.0024
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DG in PQ mode
In the following three case studies, DG in PQ mode was connected at Bus 634,
Bus645 and Bus 634, respectively, as shown in Fig. 4.16. In each case study, the output
of DG had different level: 0%, 30%, 70% and 130% of the local loading. Only results for
phase A was shown because the system was balanced, making the results for phase B and
phase C exactly the same.
Figure 4.16: For DG case study
Table 4.19 shows the CPF scan results when DG in PQ mode was connected at Bus
634. The results reveal that by adding DG to Bus 645 on the right, the buses on the right
side got stronger than the corresponding buses on the left in the same pair. For phase A,
B and C, Bus 634 was stronger than Bus 675, Bus 645 was stronger than Bus 684, and
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Bus 633 was stronger than Bus 671. Moreover, to our surprise, with higher DG output
the difference of CPF scan results of the left and right buses was not necessarily higher.
Between Bus 675 and Bus 634, the CPF scan difference were around 1.2, 6, and 0.8 for
30%, 70% and 130%, respectively. This suggests that higher amount of DG output did not
necessarily strengthen the bus more. Similar observation can be made for DG in PQ mode
connected at Bus 645 and Bus 633, as seen from Table 4.20 and Table 4.21.
Table 4.19: CPF scan for DG in PQ mode at Bus 634
0% 30% 70% 130%
675A -175.395 675A -176.424 675A -181.472 675A -179.455
634A -175.395 634A -175.228 634A -174.983 684A -178.947
645A -171.971 671A -174.478 684A -173.810 634A -178.698
684A -171.971 633A -174.236 645A -172.410 671A -173.772
671A -170.678 684A -172.822 671A -172.381 633A -173.485
633A -170.678 645A -172.281 633A -171.251 645A -172.819
632A -155.693 632A -155.762 632A -156.178 632A -157.089
Table 4.20: CPF scan for DG in PQ mode at Bus 645
0% 30% 70% 130%
675A -175.395 675A -176.133 675A -176.908 675A -178.196
634A -175.395 634A -175.538 684A -176.180 684A -177.695
645A -171.971 684A -172.440 634A -175.733 634A -176.124
684A -171.971 645A -171.920 645A -175.660 671A -172.908
671A -170.678 671A -171.190 671A -175.590 645A -172.016
633A -170.678 633A -170.719 633A -170.865 633A -171.091
632A -155.693 632A -155.686 632A -156.009 632A -156.717
Table 4.22 shows the comparison of CPF scan results with voltage ranking as well as
branch power flow when DG in PQ is connected at Bus 634, outputting 70% of local load.
It can be found that the ranking of CPF scan results was exactly the same as the voltage
ranking. Moreover, the branch power flow matched the CPF scan results.
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Table 4.21: CPF scan for DG in PQ mode at Bus 633
0% 30% 70% 130%
675A -175.395 675A -179.006 675A -181.286 675A -177.953
634A -175.395 671A -177.244 634A -175.775 634A -176.085
645A -171.971 634A -175.553 633A -174.041 671A -175.130
684A -171.971 684A -172.443 684A -173.062 645A -175.051
671A -170.678 645A -172.048 645A -172.261 633A -174.446
633A -170.678 633A -170.771 671A -171.754 684A -174.013
632A -155.693 632A -155.809 632A -158.245 632A -156.231
Table 4.22: Comparison for 8-bus with DG in PQ at Bus 634, 70% output
CPF scan V P Q
675A -181.472 675A 0.470 650-632a 5.314 650-632a 7.106
634A -174.983 634A 0.498 632-671a 2.235 632-671a 2.331
684A -173.810 684A 0.526 632-633a 2.091 632-633a 2.107
645A -172.410 645A 0.540 671-675a 0.687 671-675a 0.619
671A -172.381 671A 0.549 671-684a 0.647 671-684a 0.513
633A -171.251 633A 0.562 633-645a 0.647 633-645a 0.511
632A -156.178 632A 0.699 633-634a 0.585 633-634a 0.508
Table 4.23 shows the comparison of CPF scan results with voltage ranking as well
as branch power flow when DG in PQ was connected at Bus 634, outputting 130% of local
load. It can be found that the weakest bus and the pairwise ranking were the same for
the CPF scan results and the voltage ranking. The overall ranking was roughly the same,
except the small difference of 684, 634 and 633, 645.
Table 4.23: Comparison for 8-bus with DG in PQ at Bus 634, 130% output
CPF scan V P Q
675A -179.455 675A 0.468 650-632a 5.284 650-632a 7.017
684A -178.947 634A 0.517 632-671a 2.288 632-671a 2.400
634A -178.698 684A 0.526 632-633a 2.028 632-633a 2.002
671A -173.772 671A 0.549 671-675a 0.702 671-675a 0.635
633A -173.485 645A 0.550 671-684a 0.661 671-684a 0.524
645A -172.819 633A 0.572 633-645a 0.659 633-645a 0.521
632A -157.089 632A 0.702 633-634a 0.516 633-634a 0.439
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However, if the DG in PQ mode supplied X% of local load and the output was
increased with loading factor l , that is,
PsDG;k = (1+l )(X%)P
s
load;k (4.62)
the CPF scan ranking were different, as shown in Table 4.24, Table 4.25, and Table 4.26. It
can be found that the larger the DG output, the stronger the corresponding and the nearby
buses. For DG at Bus 634, Bus 634 was getting stronger in the ranking as output power
was increasing. Bus 634 was even stronger than 645 when DG at Bus 634 supplied 70%
and 130% of the local load.
For DG at Bus 645, Bus 645 was getting stronger in the ranking. When DG at Bus
645 supplied 130% of the local load, Bus 645 was even stronger than Bus 633. Moreover,
Bus 634 was getting stronger than Bus 684 and Bus 671.
For DG at Bus 633, Bus 633 ranking was the same; its ranking was the second
strongest. As DG power was increased, Bus 634 was getting stronger, even stronger than
Bus 684 and Bus 671 when DG at Bus 633 supplied 130% of the local load.
Table 4.24: CPF scan for DG in PQ mode at Bus 634 with output increasing with l
0% 30% 70% 130%
675A -175.395 675A -179.346 675A -179.687 675A -175.090
634A -175.395 684A -178.230 684A -174.801 684A -169.427
645A -171.971 671A -174.418 671A -173.022 671A -167.568
684A -171.971 634A -174.321 645A -168.954 645A -159.569
671A -170.678 645A -172.512 634A -168.682 633A -158.168
633A -170.678 633A -171.077 633A -167.292 634A -156.994
632A -155.693 632A -156.939 632A -154.231 632A -147.472
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Table 4.25: CPF scan for DG in PQ mode at Bus 645 with output increasing with l
CPF scan
0% 30% 70% 130%
675A -175.395 675A -176.865 675A -176.952 675A -172.746
634A -175.395 671A -174.931 634A -173.286 684A -167.440
645A -171.971 634A -174.612 684A -172.232 671A -165.779
684A -171.971 684A -172.987 671A -170.620 634A -162.690
671A -170.678 645A -170.656 645A -166.653 633A -158.011
633A -170.678 633A -169.738 633A -166.355 645A -157.703
632A -155.693 632A -155.349 632A -153.190 632A -146.375
Table 4.26: CPF scan for DG in PQ mode at Bus 633 with output increasing with l
0% 30% 70% 130%
675A -175.395 675A -176.193 675A -175.670 675A -171.710
634A -175.395 634A -174.166 684A -174.262 684A -166.868
645A -171.971 684A -172.425 634A -170.783 671A -164.947
684A -171.971 671A -170.893 671A -169.885 634A -163.885
671A -170.678 645A -170.657 645A -167.198 645A -159.144
633A -170.678 633A -169.323 633A -165.865 633A -157.774
632A -155.693 632A -154.786 632A -152.318 632A -146.140
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Table 4.27 and Table 4.28 show the comparison of CPF scan results with voltage
ranking as well as branch power flow when DG in PQ connected at Bus 634 supplied 70%
and 130% of the local load, respectivey. It can be found that CPF scan ranking was exactly
the same as the voltage ranking. Moreover, the CPF scan pairwise ranking matched the
branch power flow.
Table 4.27: DG at Bus 634, 70%
CPF scan V P Q
675A -179.687 675A 0.457 650-632a 5.148 650-632a 6.744
684A -174.801 684A 0.520 632-671a 2.494 632-671a 2.683
671A -173.022 671A 0.546 632-633a 1.751 632-633a 1.622
645A -168.954 645A 0.584 671-675a 0.760 671-675a 0.702
634A -168.682 634A 0.587 671-684a 0.710 671-684a 0.566
633A -167.292 633A 0.607 633-645a 0.706 633-645a 0.557
632A -154.231 632A 0.713 633-634a 0.211 633-634a 0.166
Table 4.28: DG at Bus 634, 130%
CPF scan V P Q
675A -175.090 675A 0.459 650-632a 4.845 650-632a 6.271
684A -169.427 684A 0.527 632-671a 2.700 632-671a 2.942
671A -167.568 671A 0.554 632-633a 1.357 632-633a 1.201
645A -159.569 645A 0.632 671-675a 0.820 671-675a 0.766
633A -158.168 633A 0.654 671-684a 0.763 671-684a 0.610
634A -156.994 634A 0.673 633-645a 0.757 633-645a 0.594
632A -147.472 632A 0.732 633-634a -0.220 633-634a -0.159
DG in PV mode
In this case study, DG in PV mode was connected at different locations: Bus 634,
Bus 633 and Bus 645. Table 4.29 shows the CPF scan results. The results show that by
adding DG in PV to one of the three buses on the right, the bus on the right was stronger
than the corresponding bus on the left, meaning that for phase A, B and C, Bus 634 was
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stronger than Bus 675, Bus 645 was stronger than Bus 684, and Bus 633 was stronger than
Bus 671. Moreover, Bus 632 was no longer the strongest bus. Because of DG in PV mode,
the distribution system had two sources: one was substation, the other was the DG in PV
mode.
Table 4.29: CPF scan for DG in PV mode at different locations
No DG Bus 634 Bus 633 Bus 645
675A -175.395 675A -179.455 675A -338.416 675A -295.531
634A -175.395 684A -178.947 684A -323.101 684A -283.367
645A -171.971 634A -178.698 671A -318.214 671A -279.277
684A -171.971 671A -173.772 632A -272.023 634A -247.718
671A -170.678 633A -173.485 634A -266.641 633A -242.438
633A -170.678 645A -172.819 645A -262.742 632A -240.053
632A -155.693 632A -157.089 633A -260.798 645A -234.390
634B -175.395 675B -179.455 675B -338.416 675B -295.531
675B -175.395 684B -178.947 684B -323.101 684B -283.367
645B -171.971 634B -178.698 671B -318.214 671B -279.277
684B -171.971 671B -173.772 632B -272.023 634B -247.718
633B -170.678 633B -173.485 634B -266.641 633B -242.438
671B -170.678 645B -172.819 645B -262.742 632B -240.053
632B -155.693 632B -157.089 633B -260.798 645B -234.390
634C -175.395 675C -179.455 675C -338.416 675C -295.531
675C -175.395 684C -178.947 684C -323.101 684C -283.367
684C -171.971 634C -178.698 671C -318.214 671C -279.277
645C -171.971 671C -173.772 632C -272.023 634C -247.718
633C -170.678 633C -173.485 634C -266.641 633C -242.438
671C -170.678 645C -172.819 645C -262.742 632C -240.053
632C -155.693 632C -157.089 633C -260.798 645C -234.390
Another observation is that even though the ranking of buses on the left side followed
the upstream/downstream pattern, the ranking of buses on the right did not. For DG at Bus
634, Bus 633 was stronger than Bus 632 because Bus 633 was closer to the source. For DG
at Bus 633, Bus 634, Bus 645 and Bus 633 were stronger than Bus 632, because these three
buses were closer to the source than Bus 632. For DG at Bus 645, Bus 645 was stronger
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than Bus 632. This DG strengthened Bus 634 and Bus 633 such that Bus 634 was even
stronger than Bus 671.
Moreover, the results show that DG at Bus 633 and Bus 645 made Bus 633 and
Bus 645 strongest among the buses, respectively. To our surprise, DG at Bus 634 was
the exception. Even though DG at Bus 634 strengthened Bus 634, Bus 634 was not the
strongest among the buses.
In conclusion, DG in PVmode made the buses on the same side stronger. Sometimes
DG also made the bus at which the DG was connected strongest. Also, DG caused
the ranking of buses not consistent with upstream/downstream relationship because DG
introduced another source into the system.
Table 4.30 shows the comparison of CPF scan results with voltage ranking as well
as branch power flow when DG in PV was connected at Bus 634. It can be found that
the weakest bus and the pairwise ranking were the same for the CPF scan results and the
voltage ranking. The overall ranking of CPF scan was not the same as that of voltage.
Table 4.30: Comparison for 8-bus with DG in PV at Bus 634
CPF scan V P Q
675A -179.455 675A 0.466 650-632a 7.317 650-632a 4.669
684A -178.947 684A 0.544 632-633a 3.220 632-671a 3.517
634A -178.698 671A 0.574 632-671a 3.152 671-675a 0.907
671A -173.772 632A 0.774 633-634a 1.242 671-684a 0.706
633A -173.485 645A 0.779 671-675a 0.953 633-645a 0.672
645A -172.819 633A 0.800 671-684a 0.878 632-633a -1.400
632A -157.089 634A 1.000 633-645a 0.866 633-634a -3.411
650A 1.000
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Summary
Table 4.31 summarized the case studies for 8-bus system. The pair ranking column
means that whether the pair ranking matches the network characteristics. For example,
if more load is connected on the right side, the buses on the right side should be weaker
than that on the left side for each pair. For pair ranking perspective, CPF scan results
matched the network characteristics except for the unbalanced load and the untransposed
line. For these two cases, the impact of these two elements cannot be determined due to
the coupling among phases. Therefore, we cannot determine whether the CPF scan results
matched the network characteristics. In the comparison between CPF scan ranking and
voltage ranking, the weakest bus and the pairwise ranking were the same for all the cases
except for the unbalanced load and the untransposed line. The overall rankings were not
the same for most of the cases.
Table 4.31: Summary of 8-Bus CPF scan case studies
Case Pair ranking CPF scan vs V
Weakest Pair ranking Overall
Base V V V V
Doubled V V V X
3P Cap V V V V
Unbalanced load V(BC), ?(A) V(BC), ?(A) V(BC), ?(A) X
Untran. line ?? X X X
DG at 70% V V V V
DG at 130% V V V X
DG at 70% increasing with l V V V V
DG at 130% increasing with l V V V V
DG in PV V V V X
V: consistent, X: not consistent, ??: cannot be determined, V(BC): consistent in phase B
and C, ?(A): cannot be determined in phase A
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4.6.2 13-node test feeder case studies
This section shows the results of applying CPF scan method to the modified IEEE
13-node test feeder with DG, shown in Fig. 4.17, as the example to show the CPF scan
results for a complex three-phase unbalanced distribution system. In this modified IEEE
13-node test feeder with DG, each branch has different line configurations, each bus can be
single, two or three phase, and the load at each bus/phase can be balanced or unbalanced.
The detailed information of this test feeder can be found in [73].
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Figure 4.17: IEEE 13-node test feeder
This section first investigates the base case, then the impact of capacitors and, lastly,
DG in PQ and PV mode. After that, this section demonstrates how to use CPF scan for the
distribution system operation and planning.
Base case
Table 4.32 shows the CPF scan results, voltage and branch flow of IEEE 13-node
test feeder. Because this 13-node test feeder is a complicated network, we cannot do the
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same thing as 8-Bus system, such as compare the pair ranking. In this base case, the CPF
scan results did not follow upstream/downstream relationship. For example, Bus 632C
was weaker than Bus 645C. Also, the overall ranking of CPF scan was not the same as the
overall ranking of voltage, even the weakest bus for each phase was different. Note that the
voltage ranking did not follow the upstream/downstream either. The branch power flow,
on the other hand, followed the upstream/downstream.
Table 4.32: Comparison of CPF scan with V and branch power flow for 13-node test feeder
CPF scan V P Q
632A 0.247 632A 0.837 650-632A 3.228 650-632A 3.103
633A 0.339 633A 0.828 632-671A 2.493 632-671A 2.132
634A 3.595 634A 0.759 671-675A 1.093 671-675A 0.444
684A 4.060 671A 0.712 632-633A 0.374 632-633A 0.283
675A 7.336 684A 0.706 633-634A 0.371 633-634A 0.278
671A 7.666 680A 0.704 671-684A 0.290 671-680A 0.223
652A 8.847 652A 0.688 684-652A 0.289 671-684A 0.194
680A 11.040 675A 0.688 671-680A 0.220 684-652A 0.191
632B -0.774 675B 0.870 650-632B 3.571 650-632B 3.388
633B -0.794 671B 0.866 632-645B 1.963 632-645B 1.327
671B -1.610 680B 0.862 632-671B 1.160 632-671B 0.835
646B -1.646 632B 0.843 645-646B 1.041 645-646B 0.610
645B -1.845 633B 0.838 632-633B 0.275 671-680B 0.221
634B -1.893 634B 0.785 633-634B 0.274 632-633B 0.220
675B -2.468 645B 0.757 671-680B 0.219 633-634B 0.218
680B -2.491 646B 0.728 671-675B 0.147 671-675B 0.131
645C -2.535 646C 0.842 650-632C 3.338 650-632C 3.278
632C -2.566 645C 0.840 632-671C 2.575 632-671C 2.054
633C -2.606 632C 0.828 671-675C 0.651 671-675C 0.468
646C -2.764 633C 0.820 671-684C 0.385 671-680C 0.224
634C -3.401 634C 0.766 684-611C 0.378 632-633C 0.221
684C -4.405 671C 0.629 632-633C 0.277 633-634C 0.219
611C -5.139 680C 0.618 633-634C 0.275 671-684C 0.186
671C -5.156 684C 0.617 671-680C 0.221 684-611C 0.181
675C -5.383 675C 0.616 645-646C 0.218 632-645C 0.091
680C -5.854 611C 0.605 632-645C 0.213 645-646C 0.089
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With and without capacitor
In this case study, we investigated the impact of capacitors on the CPF scan results.
As shown in Fig. 4.17, a single phase capacitor and a three-phase capacitor were connected
at Bus 611 and Bus 675, respectively. Table 4.33 shows the CPF scan results for different
cases. The columnwhose heading is No C shows the CPF scan results for the case where no
capacitor was connected in the system. The column whose heading is Bus 611(1P) shows
the CPF scan results for the case where a single-phase capacitor was connected at Bus 611.
The columnwhose heading is Bus 611(1P)+Bus 675(3P) shows the CPF scan results for the
case where a single-phase capacitor was connected at Bus 611 and a three-phase capacitor
was connected at Bus 675.. The rating of the single phase capacitor was 100 kVAr, while
that of the three-phase capacitor was 200 kVAr for each of the three phases.
First, we compared 611(1P)+675(3P) column with 675(3P) column, which shows
the impact of disconnecting the single-phase capacitor at Bus 611C. The results show that
Bus 611C was getting weaker. Originally in 611(1P)+675(3P), Bus 611C was stronger
than Bus 671C. After the single-phase capacitor was removed, Bus 611C was weaker than
Bus 671C. Moreover, the rankings in Phase A and Phase B are different from these two
cases. In phase A, Bus 652A was getting stronger and Bus 675A was the weakest bus. In
phase B, Bus 646B became the weakest. More investigation needs to be done to explain
the ranking change in phase A and phase B.
Secondly, we compared 611(1P)+675(3P) with 611(1P), which shows the impact of
disconnecting the three-phase capacitor at Bus 675. To our surprise, the rankings in all
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Table 4.33: CPF scan result for 13-node test feeder with/without capacitor
611(1P)+675(3P) 675(3P) 611(1P) No C
632A 0.247 632A 0.663 632A 0.183 632A -1.900
633A 0.339 633A 0.796 633A 0.270 684A -3.841
634A 3.595 652A 1.374 634A 3.558 634A -4.374
684A 4.060 680A 3.882 684A 3.929 675A -5.995
675A 7.336 634A 6.242 675A 7.395 671A -6.466
671A 7.666 684A 6.552 671A 7.773 652A -7.116
652A 8.847 671A 7.523 652A 9.008 633A -7.588
680A 11.040 675A 8.297 680A 11.571 680A -8.333
632B -0.774 633B -0.574 632B -0.788 634B -2.206
633B -0.794 632B -0.576 633B -0.790 645B -2.388
671B -1.610 671B -1.275 671B -1.470 632B -2.642
646B -1.646 645B -1.704 646B -1.473 633B -2.660
645B -1.845 634B -1.849 645B -1.655 680B -2.705
634B -1.893 675B -2.361 634B -1.747 671B -3.256
675B -2.468 680B -2.509 675B -2.285 646B -7.836
680B -2.491 646B -7.476 680B -2.449 675B -7.895
645C -2.535 645C -3.334 645C -2.498 634C -0.702
632C -2.566 632C -3.355 632C -2.526 646C 2.073
633C -2.606 633C -3.432 633C -2.568 632C 2.488
646C -2.764 646C -3.827 646C -2.964 645C 2.516
634C -3.401 634C -4.856 634C -3.581 633C 2.647
684C -4.405 684C -6.322 684C -4.569 684C -3.343
611C -5.139 671C -7.632 611C -5.471 671C -5.784
671C -5.156 611C -7.648 671C -5.482 611C -6.001
675C -5.383 675C -8.121 675C -5.785 675C -6.684
680C -5.854 680C -8.886 680C -6.226 680C -7.793
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of the three phases were exactly the same. We expect that the impact of disconnecting
a three-phase capacitor would be larger than disconnecting a sing-phase capacitor. If we
take a close look at the CPF scan results, the difference between Bus 675 and 671 in phase
A increased from 0.33 to 0.378, that in phase B decreased from 0.858 to 0.815, and that
in phase C increased from 0.227 to 0.303. The difference showed that by removing the
three-phase capacitor at Bus 675, even though the ranking was the same, Bus 675A became
weaker, Bus 675B became stronger, and Bus 675C became weaker. More investigation
needs to be done to explain why Bus 675B got stronger when the three-phase capacitor at
Bus 675 was removed.
We can also investigate the impact of disconnecting the three-phase capacitor at Bus
675 by comparing 675(3P) with No C. Unlike the previous comparison, the ranking in all
of the phases experienced changes. In phase A, both Bus 675A and Bus 684A became
stronger while Bus 633 became weaker. In phase B, Bus 675B became weaker while Bus
634B became the strongest bus. In phase C, the ranking of Bus 675C was the same while
Bus 634C became the strongest bus. More investigation needs to be done to explain these
observed phenomena.
Lastly, we can investigate the impact of disconnecting the single-phase capacitor at
Bus 611C by comparing 611(1P) with No C. As expected, 611C became weaker, CPF scan
results in phase A, B and C had some changes. For phase A, Bus 633A had the biggest
change and 633A became weaker. For phase B, the biggest change was Bus 634B; it
became the strongest bus. For phase C, the biggest change was Bus 634C; it became the
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strongest bus, too.
By comparing the CPF scan results in different cases, the impact of capacitors
can be investigated. However, the results did not have clear pattern and some did not
match the network characteristics. The possible reason is that the CPF scan method is a
highly nonlinear investigation and depends on so many factors, such as unbalanced load,
untransposed line, base operating point and LID. The observation we made from the 8-bus
balanced case cannot be directly applied to the 13-node test feeder. This is the reason why
CPF scan method is an important tool. The ranking of CPF scan results cannot be easily
inferred from the the network characteristics.
DG in PQ and PV mode
In this 13-node test feeder, we connected a DG at two possible locations: Bus 671 or
Bus 675. The CPF scan method was applied to these two cases and the impact of DG was
investigated.
In the first case study, a DG was connected at Bus 671, as shown in Fig.4.18. The
DG could be in PQ mode or in PV mode. For DG in PQ mode, the DG supplied X% of
local load. For DG in PVmode, the reactive power limit was big enough so that even at the
maximum loading point, the DG was still in PV mode, not hitting its reactive power limit.
Table 4.34 shows the CPF scan results for DG in PQ mode outputting different amounts of
power and for DG in PV mode.
To our surprise, the results show that for DG in PQ mode, Bus 671A, Bus 671B and
Bus 671C remained relatively the same. Moreover, as the DG output was increased, the
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Figure 4.18: IEEE 13-node test feeder with DG at Bus 671
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ranking in phase A and phase B did not change, while the ranking in phase C had different
ranking results. For example, Bus 632Cwas not the strongest bus. It ranked at 2nd, 4th and
2nd for DG output was 30%, 70% and 130%, respectively. Bus 645C and Bus 633C had
the similar changes. However, the differences of the CPF scan results of different buses of
Bus 632C, Bus 633C and Bus 645C and Bus646C were small.
By comparing the CPF scan results for 0% and PV, the impact of the DG in PV
mode can be found. Bus 671A and Bus 671C became stronger with higher ranking. Even
though the ranking of Bus 671B is the same, the CPF scan value was smaller, which means
that 671B became stronger. Furthermore, we can see from the ranking that Bus 684A,
Bus 652A, Bus 675A, Bus 680B, Bus 675B, Bus 680C, Bus 611C, and Bus 684C became
stronger.
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Table 4.34: CPF scan for DG in PQ/PV mode at Bus 671
0% 30% 70% 130% PV
632A 0.247 632A 0.148 632A 0.236 632A 0.243 684A -3.517
633A 0.339 633A 0.247 633A 0.319 633A 0.380 652A -3.520
634A 3.595 634A 3.552 634A 4.193 634A 4.812 680A -3.562
684A 4.060 684A 4.085 684A 4.500 684A 4.911 675A -3.578
675A 7.336 675A 7.563 675A 8.099 675A 9.081 671A -4.084
671A 7.666 671A 7.873 671A 8.351 671A 9.398 632A -4.325
652A 8.847 652A 9.216 652A 9.750 652A 11.138 633A -4.419
680A 11.040 680A 11.529 680A 12.295 680A 13.780 634A -5.560
632B -0.774 632B -0.978 632B -1.107 632B -1.306 632B -0.069
633B -0.794 633B -0.981 633B -1.113 633B -1.316 633B 0.140
671B -1.610 671B -1.745 671B -1.936 671B -2.306 680B -1.105
646B -1.646 646B -1.793 646B -2.000 646B -2.485 671B -1.115
645B -1.845 645B -1.938 645B -2.201 645B -2.703 675B -1.116
634B -1.893 634B -2.062 634B -2.342 634B -2.861 634B 6.406
675B -2.468 675B -2.632 675B -2.908 675B -3.419 645B 10.117
680B -2.491 680B -2.842 680B -3.071 680B -3.604 646B 12.064
645C -2.535 645C -2.723 633C -3.019 645C -3.251 645C -2.105
632C -2.566 632C -2.757 645C -3.063 632C -3.295 633C -2.337
633C -2.606 633C -2.826 646C -3.099 633C -3.359 632C -2.377
646C -2.764 646C -2.951 632C -3.101 646C -3.469 646C -2.643
634C -3.401 634C -3.553 634C -3.722 634C -4.123 680C -3.079
684C -4.405 684C -4.718 684C -5.069 684C -5.501 611C -3.089
611C -5.139 671C -5.421 671C -5.695 671C -6.346 671C -3.101
671C -5.156 611C -5.436 611C -5.725 611C -6.404 684C -3.101
675C -5.383 675C -5.730 675C -5.964 675C -6.616 675C -3.106
680C -5.854 680C -6.227 680C -6.462 680C -7.159 634C -3.169
In the second case study related to DG, a DG was connected at Bus 675, as shown
in Fig. 4.19. The same setup as the previous case study was applied. Table 4.35 shows the
CPF scan results for DG in PQ mode outputting different amounts of power and for DG in
PV mode.
For DG in PQ mode, there was no clear pattern for Bus 675A, Bus 675B and Bus
675C. Bus 675A and Bus 675B got stronger at 70% while got weaker at 130%, while Bus
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Figure 4.19: IEEE 13-node test feeder with DG at Bus 675
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675C got weaker at 70% and relatively the same at 30% and 130%. Moreover, as the DG
output was increased, the ranking in all of the three phase changed. No pattern were found
in these changes.
By comparing the CPF scan results for 0% and PV, the impact of the DG in PV mode
can be found. Bus 675A, Bus 675B, and Bus 675C were all getting stronger. Moreover,
we can see from the ranking that Bus 684A, Bus 652A, Bus 671A, Bus 680B, Bus 671B,
Bus 680C became stronger.
The results show that for DG in PQ mode, Bus 671C was getting stronger as the DG
output was increased; however, Bus 671A and Bus 671B remained relatively the same.
Moreover, as the DG output was increased, the ranking in phase A and phase B did not
change, while the ranking in phase C were changed. For example, Bus 632C was not the
strongest bus. It ranked at 2nd, 4th and 2nd when DG output was 30%, 70% and 130%,
respectively. Bus 645C and Bus 633C had the similar change. However, the difference of
the CPF scan results of different buses of Bus 632C, Bus 633C and Bus 645C and Bus646C
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Table 4.35: CPF scan for DG in PQ and PV mode at Bus 675
0% 30% 70% 130% PV
632A 0.247 632A 0.611 632A -2.017 632A -3.283 675A -4.154
633A 0.339 633A 0.727 684A -3.467 633A -3.346 671A -4.194
634A 3.595 634A 5.452 634A -4.282 634A -4.261 684A -4.197
684A 4.060 684A 5.789 675A -5.278 684A -4.273 652A -4.211
675A 7.336 675A 10.422 671A -5.737 675A -4.708 680A -4.243
671A 7.666 671A 11.021 652A -6.277 671A -4.818 632A -4.783
652A 8.847 652A 12.935 680A -7.652 652A -5.004 633A -4.882
680A 11.040 680A 16.847 633A -13.079 680A -5.387 634A -6.112
632B -0.774 632B -0.985 634B -2.705 632B 0.855 632B 0.033
633B -0.794 633B -0.991 645B -2.821 633B 0.999 680B -0.231
671B -1.610 671B -2.060 646B -2.930 671B 5.326 633B 0.236
646B -1.646 646B -2.168 632B -3.028 634B 5.676 671B -0.454
645B -1.845 645B -2.343 633B -3.061 645B 6.130 675B -1.184
634B -1.893 634B -2.448 675B -3.195 646B 6.237 634B 6.296
675B -2.468 675B -3.162 680B -3.237 675B 6.675 645B 9.081
680B -2.491 680B -3.388 671B -13.399 680B 7.867 646B 11.258
645C -2.535 645C -3.118 632C 1.220 645C -1.283 645C -1.998
632C -2.566 632C -3.156 645C 1.243 633C -1.313 633C -2.195
633C -2.606 633C -3.219 646C 2.856 632C -1.327 632C -2.232
646C -2.764 646C -3.462 634C -3.365 684C -1.530 646C -2.519
634C -3.401 634C -4.294 633C -5.662 646C -1.836 675C -2.759
684C -4.405 684C -5.783 684C 8.372 634C -2.408 684C -2.833
611C -5.139 671C -6.762 680C 11.928 611C -2.471 611C -2.920
671C -5.156 611C -6.791 611C 12.186 671C -2.608 671C -2.949
675C -5.383 675C -7.129 671C 14.414 675C -2.931 680C -3.020
680C -5.854 680C -7.804 675C 15.575 680C -3.505 634C -3.021
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remained small.
By comparing the CPF scan results of 0% and PV, the impact of the DG in PV mode
can be found. Bus 671A and Bus 671C was getting stronger with higher ranking. Even
though the ranking of Bus 671B was the same, the CPF scan value was smaller, which
means that 671B got stronger. Furthermore, we can see from the ranking that Bus 684A,
Bus 652A, Bus 675A, Bus 680B, Bus 675B, Bus 680C, Bus 611C, and Bus 684C became
stronger.
4.6.3 Application of CPF scan results in distribution system operation
In the distribution system operation, it is desirable to know along which direction and
how much to change LID so that the desired maximum total real power can be achieved.
This is an important information because this information can be used to increase the
voltage stability margin of the system. In the following, a hypothetical example was used
to illustrate the application of CPF scan results to increase the voltage stability margin of
the system.
The systemwas the IEEE 13-node test feeder. Suppose at the current time, t0min, the
load of the system was Sbase, which was a vector and was specified in [73]. Sbase has two
components: real power load, Pbase and reactive power load, Qbase. Assume that the load
forecast was that at t = T min, the load of the system was Sbase+ 1:34Sbase = 2:34Sbase.
Assume that from t = t0 to t = T , the load was changed at the same rate. Therefore, the
load increase direction is
LID=
1:34
T   t0Sbase [kW, kVar]/min (4.63)
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With the base operating point, Sbase and LID, the CPF method can be use to find the
maximum loading factor and the total real power. It turns out that along this particular
LID, the maximum loading factor is 1.3318. Therefore, when t = T , the system would
experience voltage collapse, because 1.34 is greater than 1.3318. The stability margin
based on total real power is -0.031 MW.
To avoid the voltage collapse at t = T , LID was changed. From the Table 4.32, the
change along 680A was most effective because it was the largest value. The PLID and
QLID were changed along 680A by 5kW and 1kVar, respectively. With the base operating
point, Sbase and the changed LID, the CPF method found the maximum loading factor and
the total real power. Along this changed LID, the maximum loading factor was 1.3484.
Therefore, when t = T , the system would not experience voltage collapse because 1.34
was smaller than 1.3484. The stability margin based on total real power was 0.0317 MW.
If the PLID and QLID were changed along 652A by 5kW and 1kVar respectively,
along this changed LID, the maximum loading factor was 1.3431. Therefore, when t = T ,
the system would not experience voltage collapse because 1.34 was smaller than 1.3431.
The stability margin based on total real power was 0.0117MW. Therefore, the perturbation
along 680A was more effective than the perturbation along 652A.
To implement the PLID perturbation along 680A by 5kW, and the QLID perturbation
along 680A by 1kVar, according to (4.56), the demand response had to reduce the real
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power load and reactive power load at 680A at time t by
DRP;680A(t) = 5(t  t0) kW (4.64)
DRQ;680A(t) = 1(t  t0) kVar (4.65)
, while the demand response program did not change the load at the other buses.
4.6.4 Application of CPF scan results in planning
In the following, the IEEE 13-node test feeder was used as the example. In the
planning problem, the best location of reactive power support should be determined. To
determine the best location, different objectives can be used. In this example, the objective
of the planning is to place a three-phase SVC so that the maximum loadability of the system
is the highest. SVC is a device that can adjust its reactive power output so that its terminal
voltage can be regulated.
To achieve the planning purpose, the CPF scan method results may be useful in
this application. However, because CPF scan results only give the ranking for each
buses/phases, for three-phase buses, their CPF scan ranking for each three phase may be
different. Therefore, we proposed a method to determine the weakness of buses that are
three-phase. The proposed method is based on the summation of CPF scan results of each
of the three phases.
Table 4.36 shows the CPF scan results of the base case where there was no SVC
connected. Only the CPF scan results of the three-phase buses are shown. This CPF scan
value was exact the same as the one shown in Table 4.32. For each phase shown in the
first three columns, the CPF scan results were ranked by the absolute value. For the last
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column, the value was the summation of the CPF scan result of Phase A, Phase B and Phase
C. The last column was also ranked by the absolute value.
Table 4.36: CPF scan result for each phase and total impact
Phase A Phase B Phase C Total
632A 0.247 632B -0.774 632C -2.566 675 -0.516
633A 0.339 633B -0.794 633C -2.606 671 0.900
634A 3.595 671B -1.610 634C -3.401 634 -1.699
675A 7.336 634B -1.893 671C -5.156 680 2.694
671A 7.666 675B -2.468 675C -5.383 633 -3.061
680A 11.040 680B -2.491 680C -5.854 632 -3.093
In the following case study, a three-phase SVC was placed at different three-phase
buses. Table 4.37 shows the maximum total real power, maximum loading factor, the
generated reactive power from the substation and the generated reactive power from the
SVC. Bus 632 was the most effective location to connected three-phase SVC because the
corresponding maximum total real power, åP, was the largest. The ranking åP was
the same as the ranking of Qgtotal , total generated reactive power. Moreover, for the case
where SVC was connected at Bus 632, the generated reactive power from the substation
was negative. However, it can be found that the ranking in Table 4.37 was not exactly the
same as the last column of Table 4.36.
Table 4.37: Three-phase SVC at different three-phase buses
Bus # åP Qtotalg;sub Qag;sub Qbg;sub Qcg;sub Qag;SVC Qbg;SVC Qcg;SVC Qtotalg;SVC Qtotalg
632 15.630 -3.183 -1.237 -1.123 -0.824 7.502 7.059 8.740 23.301 20.118
671 14.935 2.590 -0.714 3.491 -0.187 6.040 5.775 5.214 17.030 19.619
675 14.361 3.191 -0.537 3.706 0.022 5.889 5.211 4.920 16.020 19.212
680 14.177 5.061 0.459 4.060 0.542 4.738 4.238 4.279 13.255 18.316
633 13.343 0.892 0.131 0.261 0.499 5.110 4.786 5.703 15.600 16.491
634 10.390 6.977 2.429 2.507 2.041 1.884 1.350 1.468 4.701 11.678
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Table 4.38 shows the SVC impact on the CPF scan ranking. Each column represents
the CPF scan when the SVC was connected at different locations. By comparing the
different columns with the first column,￿the impact of 3-phase SVC was investigated.
It can be seen that for SVC connected at 671, 675, 680, and 634, the buses where the
SVC was connected became stronger as well as the neighboring buses. However, for SVC
connected at 632, and 633 the buses where the SVC was connected did not necessarily
become stronger. For example, for SVC connected at 632, 632B and 632C became weaker.
For SVC connected at 633, 633C became weaker.
Table 4.38: The CPF scan result for different 3-phase SVC locations
No SVC 632 671 675 680 633 634
632A 0.247 632A -4.346 684A -3.517 675A -4.154 680A -3.848 632A -3.542 671A 0.025
633A 0.339 633A -4.356 652A -3.520 671A -4.194 684A -4.364 633A -3.731 675A 0.455
634A 3.595 634A -4.614 680A -3.562 684A -4.197 671A -4.516 634A -3.903 634A -0.474
684A 4.060 684A -5.070 675A -3.578 652A -4.211 675A -4.583 684A -5.129 633A 0.779
675A 7.336 675A -7.697 671A -4.084 680A -4.243 652A -4.599 675A -7.837 632A 0.854
671A 7.666 671A -7.779 632A -4.325 632A -4.783 632A -4.731 671A -8.044 652A -0.977
652A 8.847 652A -8.637 633A -4.419 633A -4.882 633A -4.844 652A -8.865 680A -2.905
680A 11.040 680A -10.201 634A -5.560 634A -6.112 634A -6.291 680A -10.446 684A 4.373
632B -0.774 646B -2.688 632B -0.069 632B 0.033 632B 0.179 634B -2.570 671B 0.146
633B -0.794 645B -2.754 633B 0.140 680B -0.231 671B 0.273 633B -2.587 632B -0.212
671B -1.610 634B -2.902 680B -1.105 633B 0.236 633B 0.389 645B -3.070 634B 0.317
646B -1.646 632B -2.913 671B -1.115 671B -0.454 675B 0.637 646B -3.075 633B -0.358
645B -1.845 633B -2.925 675B -1.116 675B -1.184 680B -0.656 632B -3.111 646B -0.753
634B -1.893 675B -5.875 634B 6.406 634B 6.296 634B 6.449 675B -5.210 645B -0.990
675B -2.468 671B -6.088 645B 10.117 645B 9.081 645B 9.657 680B -5.562 675B -1.592
680B -2.491 680B -6.312 646B 12.064 646B 11.258 646B 11.536 671B -5.593 680B -6.559
645C -2.535 634C -1.403 645C -2.105 645C -1.998 645C -2.021 645C -0.021 634C -4.131
632C -2.566 633C -1.631 633C -2.337 633C -2.195 633C -2.190 632C -0.022 633C -4.562
633C -2.606 645C -1.658 632C -2.377 632C -2.232 632C -2.229 646C 0.653 645C -4.749
646C -2.764 632C -1.658 646C -2.643 646C -2.519 646C -2.586 634C -0.819 632C -4.791
634C -3.401 646C -1.661 680C -3.079 675C -2.759 684C -2.886 633C -0.978 646C -5.548
684C -4.405 684C 10.022 611C -3.089 684C -2.833 611C -3.081 684C 10.486 684C -10.029
611C -5.139 671C 15.626 671C -3.101 611C -2.920 671C -3.118 671C 17.234 671C -12.110
671C -5.156 611C 17.480 684C -3.101 671C -2.949 634C -3.137 611C 18.422 611C -12.121
675C -5.383 675C 19.847 675C -3.106 680C -3.020 680C -3.188 675C 21.196 675C -12.793
680C -5.854 680C 23.855 634C -3.169 634C -3.021 675C -3.201 680C 25.816 680C -13.961
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Table 4.39 shows the SVC impact on the voltage ranking. Each column represents
the voltage ranking when the SVC was connected at different locations. By comparing the
different column with the first column,￿the impact of 3-phase SVC on the voltage can be
investigated. It can be seen that SVC successfully regulated its terminal voltage at 1 pu.
The neighboring buses voltage were increased. Sometimes, the voltage at certain buses
was even higher than 1 pu.
Table 4.39: Voltage ranking for different 3-phase SVC locations
No SVC 632 671 675 680 633 634
632A 0.797 632A 1.000 671A 1.000 675A 1.000 680A 1.000 633A 1.000 634A 1.000
633A 0.787 633A 0.985 684A 0.992 671A 0.993 632A 0.929 632A 0.941 633A 0.850
634A 0.708 634A 0.870 680A 0.989 684A 0.985 633A 0.916 634A 0.905 632A 0.837
671A 0.639 671A 0.777 632A 0.974 680A 0.982 671A 0.914 671A 0.737 671A 0.651
684A 0.634 684A 0.769 675A 0.970 632A 0.968 684A 0.906 684A 0.729 684A 0.645
680A 0.628 680A 0.763 652A 0.969 652A 0.963 652A 0.883 680A 0.724 680A 0.639
652A 0.618 652A 0.741 633A 0.961 633A 0.955 675A 0.883 652A 0.705 652A 0.626
675A 0.613 675A 0.736 634A 0.847 634A 0.846 634A 0.803 675A 0.700 675A 0.621
675B 0.910 675B 1.099 675B 1.005 675B 1.000 680B 1.000 675B 1.028 634B 1.000
671B 0.905 671B 1.090 671B 1.000 671B 0.959 675B 0.926 671B 1.021 675B 0.939
680B 0.901 680B 1.087 680B 0.991 680B 0.949 671B 0.921 680B 1.016 671B 0.934
632B 0.869 632B 1.000 632B 0.746 632B 0.738 632B 0.735 633B 1.000 680B 0.929
633B 0.863 633B 0.992 633B 0.730 633B 0.723 633B 0.721 632B 0.954 633B 0.900
634B 0.809 634B 0.905 634B 0.605 634B 0.601 634B 0.603 634B 0.928 632B 0.890
645B 0.790 645B 0.863 645B 0.540 645B 0.541 645B 0.548 645B 0.834 645B 0.797
646B 0.766 646B 0.818 646B 0.474 646B 0.479 646B 0.489 646B 0.795 646B 0.768
646C 0.897 646C 1.026 646C 1.068 646C 1.052 646C 1.030 633C 1.000 634C 1.000
645C 0.895 645C 1.022 645C 1.060 645C 1.044 645C 1.023 646C 0.959 646C 0.905
632C 0.885 632C 1.000 632C 1.027 632C 1.013 680C 1.000 645C 0.956 645C 0.903
633C 0.877 633C 0.987 633C 1.016 633C 1.002 632C 0.992 632C 0.938 633C 0.894
634C 0.824 634C 0.900 671C 1.000 675C 1.000 633C 0.982 634C 0.928 632C 0.890
671C 0.744 671C 0.609 680C 0.989 671C 0.976 671C 0.935 671C 0.634 671C 0.712
675C 0.737 684C 0.588 675C 0.989 680C 0.965 675C 0.924 684C 0.618 675C 0.703
684C 0.736 675C 0.586 684C 0.988 684C 0.964 684C 0.923 675C 0.617 684C 0.702
680C 0.735 680C 0.585 611C 0.976 611C 0.952 611C 0.911 680C 0.616 680C 0.701
611C 0.728 611C 0.568 634C 0.935 634C 0.924 634C 0.903 611C 0.602 611C 0.692
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4.7 Discussions and limitations
From the case studies on 8-bus system, it can be seen that the CPF scan results
follow the physics of the network characteristics for the following cases: doubled loads,
three-phase capacitors, unbalanced loads. On the other hand, it is diffucult to determine if
the CPF scan results follow the physics of the network characteristics of the more complex
components: untransposed lines, DG in PQ mode and DG in PV mode. The possible
reason is that the CPF scan method considers three factors simultaneously: network
characteristics, base operating point, and load increase direction. The CPF scan results
highly depend on the shape of SNB surface. The shape of SNB surface is extremely
complicated [77]. Therefore, it s difficult to know a prior what the expected CPF scan
results will be for a more complex distribution systems.
From the case studies on the IEEE-13 test feeder, it can be seen that based on the CPF
scan results, the impact of capacitors on the weak buses were not as expected. For example,
removing the three-phase capacitor bank, the corresponding bus in a certain phase became
stronger in the ranking of the CPF scan results. For DG in PQ, according to the CPF scan
ranking results, the connected buses may get stronger or weaker, depending on the output
of the DG. For DG in PV, according to the CPF scan ranking result, the connected buses
did get stronger. Also the neighboring buses also got stronger.
For the application of CPF scan on operation, the demand response program was
used to determine how to adjust the load at each time step so that the perturbed LID can
be achieved. The direction of perturbation that achieved the highest increase of stability
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margin can be found based on the CPF scan results. For the application of CPF scan on
planning, the best location to place the three-phase SVC did not match the CPF scan result
ranking.
The advantage of CPF scan method is that the three factors are considered
simultaneously: the network characteristics, the base operating point, and the load increase
direction (LID). Because CPF scan method uses CPF method, CPF scan method can avoid
the singularity issues that arise when the system is close to the maximum loading point.
However, there are several drawbacks of the CPF scan method. First, it is computationally
intensive. The CPF method is executed for each possible bus/phase. If the number of the
buses and phases in the system is large, it will take lots of time to perform the CPF scan
method. Secondly, the CPF scan method requires load increase direction information.
However, currently there is no such information in distribution systems. There are only
aggregated load forecasts. Lastly, it is challenging to verify whether the CPF scan results
are accurate. There are several other methods that determine the weak buses; however,
different methods determine the weak buses from different perspectives. Due to the
complicated nature of distribution systems, it is challenging to see the relationship between
different components and the CPF scan results.
4.8 Summary
In this section, a new voltage stability analysis method for three-phase unbalanced
distribution system was proposed. This method considers the three factors that impact the
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location of weak buses: network characteristics, base operation point and load increase
direction. The properties of the CPF scan method were investigated. The proposed CPF
scan method was applied to the 8-bus system to investigate the te impacts of different
components common to distribution systems. Moreover, the proposed CPF scan method
was applied to the modified IEEE 13-node test feeder with DG. The impact of capacitor
banks, DG in PQ and DG in PV mode were investigated. Lastly, the CPF scan results were
applied to the operation and planning of distribution systems.
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5 VOLTAGE STABILITY INDEX FOR THREE-PHASE
UNBALANCED DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMSWITH DGS
5.1 Introduction
In distribution system operations, monitoring the system is one of important tasks.
One example of monitoring the system is to determine whether the system is close to
the voltage collapse point. If the system is close to this point, even a small disturbance
would cause the system to experience voltage collapse problem and blackout will occur.
Therefore, to ensure distribution systems have a robust operation, monitoring whether the
system is close to voltage collapse point is important.
To monitoring the system to avoid voltage collapse problem, voltage stability index
(VSI) is wide used. In addition to determining whether the system is close to voltage
collapse point, VSI can be used to create control actions so that the system is steered away
from the voltage collapse point. There are two kinds of VSI. One is for the overall system;
it determines whether the system is close to voltage collapse point. Based on this value, the
safety margin of the current operating point can be found. Another type of index is for each
individual bus; it determines the buses that cause the system to experience voltage collapse.
This index can identify the weak buses and the effective buses to apply the control actions,
such as load shedding and reactive power injection.
Most of the voltage stability indices proposed in the literature are for single-phase
transmission systems. The eigenvalue [XX] and the singular value [xx] of the Jacobian
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matrix are used for VSI. The disadvantage of these methods is that for large power systems,
calculation of eigenvalue and singular value is time consuming. Another method is based
on the condition of real value solution of power flow [58] and [59]. Also, the fact that
at voltage collapse point the determinant of the Jacobian matrix is zero is used in [56]
and [57]. All the literature mentioned above is for single-phase transmission systems.
To the author’s knowledge, no truly three-phase voltage stability index is proposed
in the literature for three-phase unbalanced distribution systems. Juanuwattanakul and
Masoum proposed VSI for distribution systems using the ratio of positive sequence
voltage between the base and the maximum loading point [52]. However, there are two
disadvantages. First, this method is only based on voltage magnitudes; no other factors
are considered. This results from this method will be inaccurate, especially in a highly
reactive power compensated system. This is because voltage magnitude alone is not a good
indicator for voltage stability problem [7]. Another disadvantage is that this method is not
truly for three-phase systems. This method only considers positive sequence voltages;
it does not consider negative and zero sequence voltages. As a result, the answer from
this method meaningful only in a system with balanced operating conditions and with all
buses being three phase. For a general three-phase distribution system, where the operating
condition is not balanced and buses are three-, two- or single-phases, the result from this
method is not meaningful.
Another method, CPF scan, which is discussed in the previous section, can provide
an index for different buses/phases. However, this method is time consuming, because
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CPF method needs to be executed for different buses/phases. Moreover, CPF scan only
provides the individual index for different buses/phases; it does not provide the overall
index for the system.
This section will propose a newVSI for three-phase unbalanced distribution systems.
The proposed VSI has some advantages. First, this proposed VSI is for unbalanced
three-phase distribution systems. It considers the coupling among phases, considers the
case where the buses are three-, two-, or single-phase, and considers the impact of positive,
negative and zero sequence voltage at the same time. No simplifications or assumptions
are made in this method. Second, the proposed VSI only needs the measurements and
system topology information. No other information is needed, such as the load increase
direction, as required in the CPF scan method. Furthermore, the proposed VSI provides
both individual and system-wide indices. Each phases (phase A, B or C, depending on the
phases a bus has) of every bus has its corresponding individual index. These individual
indices can identify theweak buses of the system. On the other hand, the system-wide index
can determine whether the system is close to the voltage collapse point. Last advantage
is that the proposed VSI is time efficient. Unlike other methods discussed previously,
the propose method is only based on the current operating point. It does not need to
use CPF method to find the maximum loading point. Also, it does not need to perform
complicated mathematical calculation, such as eigenvalue decomposition. It only requires
simple algebraic calculations.
The organization of this section is as follows. First, the proposed VSI with a two-bus
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single-phase example is derived. After that, the extension into a N-bus single-phase and
N-bus three-phase examples are made. Once the proposed VSI is derived, the trend of
the proposed VSI is investigated. In the end, several case studies are presented, and some
insights from the numerical results are discussed.
5.2 Derivation of VSI
To derive the proposed VSI for three-phase unbalanced distribution system, we will
derive the VSI for single-phase 2-bus system first. Then we will extend the result into
single-phase N-bus system. Lastly, we will extend the result into a three-phase N-bus
system.
5.2.1 Derivation for single-phase 2-bus system
Fig.5.1 shows the one line diagram of a two-bus system. The series admittance of
the line is ~YL while the sunt admittance of the line is ~YS. The complex power injection at
Bus 2 is ~Ss.
2I

1V

aV2
LY
SY SY
2S
Figure 5.1: 2-bus example for VSI derivation
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Based on the KCL, the current~I2 can be expressed as
~I2 =~V2~YS+(~V2 ~V1)~YL = (
~S2
~V2
): (5.1)
Multiply both side of (5.1) with ~V2
,
=>V 22~YS+V
2
2
~YL ~V1~V 2~YL =V 22~Y22+~V0~V 2~Y22 =~S2 (5.2)
where
~Y22 =~YS+~YL (5.3)
~V0 = (
~YL
~YS+~YL
)~V1 (5.4)
With simple substitutions, (5.2) can be expressed as:
V 22 +~V0~V

2 =
~S2
~Y22
= a+ jb (5.5)
There are two equations for real and imaginary part in (5.5):
f (V2;d ) =V0V2 cosd +V 22 = a (5.6)
g(V2;d ) =V0V2 sind = b (5.7)
By squaring both sides of (5.6) and (5.7)), we can solve for jV2j:
(V 22  a)2 = ( V0V2 cosd )2 (5.8)
b2 = (V0V2 sind )2: (5.9)
By summing the above two equations, we can solve the following equation to get V2:
V 42  2aV 22 +a2+b2 =V 20V 22
=>V 42 +( 2a V 20 )V 22 +(a2+b2) = 0 (5.10)
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To make sure V2 is a real number, the following condition should be satisfied:
VSI= ( 2a V 20 )2 4(a2+b2) 0 (5.11)
When the system is close to voltage collapse point, VSI will be very close to zero.
5.2.2 Derivation for single-phase N-bus system
For N-bus single-phase system, the concept is similar to two-bus single-phase
system. For a load bus j, by using the network equations we transform the rest parts of
the network into another bus 0 j and find its voltage ~V0 j. By using the similar concept as
two-bus case, VSI for N-bus single-phase system can be found. The following are the
detailed derivation.
The relationship between the injected currents and the bus voltages can be expressed
as: 2664~IL
~IG
3775=
2664~YLL ~YLG
~YGL ~YGG
3775
2664~VL
~VG
3775 : (5.12)
~IL and~IG are the injected current for load buses and generator buses, respectively. ~VL and
~VG are the voltage for load buses and generator buses, respectively.
After some mathematical manipulations, ~VL can be expressed as (5.13).
~VL = ~Y 1LL~IL ~Y 1LL~YLG~VG (5.13)
From (5.13), the voltage at the load bus j, which is the jth element of~VL, can be expressed
as:
~Vj =å
i2L
~Y 1LL ( j; i)~Ii  å
k2G
~Y 1LL~YLG( j;k)~Vk (5.14)
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Multiply both sides of (5.14) with ~V j :
V 2j =å
i2L
~Y 1LL ( j; i)~Ii~V

j   å
k2G
~Y 1LL~YLG( j;k)~Vk~V

j
=>V 2j +
"
å
k2G
~Y 1LL~YLG( j;k)~Vk  å
i2L;i 6= j
~Y 1LL ( j; i)~Ii
#
~V j = ~Y
 1
LL ( j; j)~I j~V

j (5.15)
Because
~I j = 
~Sj
~V j
(5.16)
(5.15) can be expressed as:
V 2j +
"
å
k2G
~Y 1LL~YLG( j;k)~Vk+ å
i2L;i6= j
~Y 1LL ( j; i)
~Si
~V i
#
~V j = ~Y 1LL ( j; j)~Sj = a+ jb (5.17)
Define ~V0 j as
~V0 j = å
k2G
~Y 1LL~YLG( j;k)~Vk+ å
i2L;i 6= j
~Y 1LL ( j; i)
~Si
~V i
(5.18)
(5.17) can be written as:
V 2j +~V0 j~V

j = a+ jb (5.19)
By separating the equation into real and imaginary part, we have two equations:
a=V 2j +V0 jVj cosd (5.20)
b=V0 jV j sind (5.21)
where d is the angle difference between ~V j and ~V0 j.
By squaring both sides of (5.20) and (5.21)), we can solve for Vj:
(V 2j  a)2 = ( V0 jVj cosd )2 (5.22)
b2 = (V0 jVj sind )2 (5.23)
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By summing the above two equations, we can solve the following equation to get Vj:
V 4j  2aV 2j +a2+b2 =V 20 jV 2j
=>V 4j +( 2a V 20 j)V 2j +(a2+b2) = 0 (5.24)
To make sure Vj is a real number, the following condition should be satisfied:
VSI j = ( 2a V 20 j)2 4(a2+b2) 0 (5.25)
When the system is close to voltage collapse point, VSI j of one of the buses will be very
close to zero.
5.2.3 Derivation for three-phase N-bus system
For N-bus three-phase system, the concept is similar to N-bus single-phase system.
For a load bus j in phase s, by using the network equations we transform the rest parts
of the network into another bus 0 js and find its voltage ~V s0 j. By using the similar concept
as two-bus case, VSI for N-bus three-phase system can be found. The following are the
detailed derivation.
The relationship between three-phase injected currents and three-phase bus voltages
can be expressed as: 2664~IL
~IG
3775=
2664~YLL ~YLG
~YGL ~YGG
3775
2664~VL
~VG
3775 (5.26)
~IL and ~IG are the three-phase injected current for load buses and generator buses,
respectively. ~VL and ~VG are the three-phase voltage for load buses and generator buses,
respectively.
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After some mathematical operations, ~VL can be expressed as:
~VL = ~Y 1LL~IL ~Y 1LL~YLG~VG (5.27)
From (5.27) the voltage at the load bus j in phase s, which is the element of ~VL in (5.27),
can be expressed as
~V sj =å
i2L
å
t2a;b;c
(~Y 1LL )
(s;t)
( j;i)
~Iti   å
k2G
(~Y 1LL~YLG)
(s;t)
( j;k)
~V tk (5.28)
By multiply both sides of (5.28) with ~V sj , we can get
(V sj )
2 =å
i2L
å
t2a;b;c
(~Y 1LL )
(s;t)
( j;i)
~Iti~V
s
j   å
k2G
å
t2a;b;c
(~Y 1LL~YLG)
(s;t)
( j;k)
~V tk~V
s
j (5.29)
=> (V sj )
2+
"
å
k2G
å
t2a;b;c
(~Y 1LL~YLG)
(s;t)
( j;k)
~V tk  å
i2L
å
t2a;b;c
(~Y 1LL )
(s;t)
( j;i)
~Iti +(~Y
 1
LL )
(s;s)
( j; j)
~Isi
#
~V sj
= (~Y 1LL )
(s;s)
( j; j)
~Isj~V
s
j (5.30)
Because
~Isi = 
~Ssi
~V si
(5.31)
(5.30) can be expressed as:
(V sj )
2+
"
å
k2G
å
t2a;b;c
(~Y 1LL~YLG)
(s;t)
( j;k)
~V tk +å
i2L
å
t2a;b;c
(~Y 1LL )
(s;t)
( j;i)
~Sti
~V ti
  (~Y 1LL )(s;s)( j; j)
~Ssj
~V sj
#
~V sj
= (~Y 1LL )(s;s)( j; j)~Ssj = a+ jb (5.32)
Define ~V s0 j as
~V s0 j = å
k2G
å
t2a;b;c
(~Y 1LL~YLG)
(s;t)
( j;k)
~V tk +å
i2L
å
t2a;b;c
(~Y 1LL )
(s;t)
( j;i)
~Sti
~V ti
  (~Y 1LL )(s;s)( j; j)
~Ssj
~V sj
: (5.33)
(5.32) can be written as:
(V sj )
2+
h
~V s0 j
i
~V sj = a+ jb: (5.34)
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By separating into real and imaginary, we have two equations:
a= (V sj )
2+V s0 jV
s
j cosd (5.35)
b=V s0 jV
s
j sind (5.36)
where d is the angle difference between ~V sj and ~V s0 j.
By Squaring both sides of (5.35) and (5.36), we can solve for V sj :
(V sj )
2 a2 = ( V s0 jV sj cosd )2 (5.37)
b2 = (V s0 jV
s
j sind )
2 (5.38)
By summing the above two equations, we can solve the following equation to get V sj :
(V sj )
4 2a(V sj )2+a2+b2 = (V s0 j)2(V sj )2 (5.39)
=> (V sj )
4+
 2a  (V s0 j)2(V sj )2+(a2+b2) = 0 (5.40)
To make sure V sj is a real number, not imaginary one, the condition is (5.41).
VSIsj =
 2a  (V s0 j)22 4(a2+b2) 0 (5.41)
When the system is close to voltage collapse point, VSIsj of one of the buses will be very
close to zero. Notice that not all VSI of each bus/phase will be close to zero when voltage
collapse occurs. Only one of them will be close to zero.
The minimum value of VSIsj of all buses/phases, as shown in (5.42) can be used as
the system-wide VSI. This system-wide VSI provides information regarding whether the
system is close to voltage collapse point. Based on this information, the appropriate control
action can be taken to steer the system away from the voltage collapse point.
VSIsys =Min

VSIsj; 8 j;8s
	
(5.42)
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5.3 Monotonic property of VSI
After deriving the VSI for three-phase unbalanced distribution systems, this section
investigates the trend of the proposed VSI. This section analytically show that in most
of the distribution systems, for any given bus i and phase s, the corresponding VSI will
decrease when the loading factor of the system increases.
To show this monotonic decrease property of VSI, there are two steps. The first
step is to show that VSI is a continuous function of the loading factor l . Because ~Ssj is
a continuous function of l , as seen from (5.32), a and b are continuous in l . Therefore,
from (5.41), VSI is also a continuous function of l . The second step is to show that the
derivative of VSIsj with respect to l is negative. The derivative of VSIsj with respect to l
can be decomposed into two components:
¶VSIsj
¶l
=
¶VSIsj
¶a
¶a
¶l
+
¶VSIsj
¶b
¶b
¶l
= 2
 2a  (V s0 j)2( 2) ¶a¶l  8a ¶a¶l  8b ¶b¶l
= 4(V s0 j)
2 ¶a
¶l
 8b ¶b
¶l
(5.43)
Assume that ~Y 1(s;s)LL( j; j) = A+ jB and ~S
s
j = P(l ) + jQ(l ), from (5.32) a and b can be
expressed as:
a= AP(l ) BQ(l ) (5.44)
b= AQ(l ) BP(l ): (5.45)
Because in the distribution systems the loads usually are inductive with normal power
factor and the lines are inductive, A, B, P(l ), and Q(l ) are positive. Moreover, A is
smaller than B and P(l ) is greater than Q(l ). With these relationships, both a and b are
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negative.
Assuming that P(l ) and Q(l ) can be expressed as P(l ) = lP0 and Q(l ) = lQ0.
The derivative of a and b with respect to l can be found as:
¶a
¶l
= AP0 BQ0  0 (5.46)
¶b
¶l
= AQ0 BP0  0 (5.47)
From (5.43), (5.46) and (5.47), it can be found that:
¶VSIsj
¶l
== 4(V s0 j)
2 ¶a
¶l
 8b ¶b
¶l
 0 (5.48)
which proves that the proposed VSI decreases when the loading factor is increasing, as
shown in Fig. 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: Voltage stability index for 8-bus example
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5.4 Case studies
In the following case studies, the proposed VSI will be found in the 8-bus system and
the modified IEEE 13-node test feeder with DG. The reason to use the 8-bus system as an
example is to find the impacts of different factors on the proposedVSI. Once the impacts are
found, we use the IEEE 13-node test feeder as the example to see whether these observed
impacts are still applicable in the more complicated and complete distribution system.
5.4.1 8-bus VSI case study
There are many factors that can influence the CPF scan results. To be able to see the
impact of different factors, an 8-bus example with some features was used. This system
was perfectly balanced; all the lines were transposed and all the loads were balanced. The
left side of the systemwas exactly the same as the right side, including the length of branch,
the line impedance matrix, and the loading. Therefore, this system had three pairs of two
buses of the same characteristics. These three pairs were Bus 675 and Bus 634, Bus 684
and Bus 645, and Bus 671 and Bus 633.
Table 5.1 shows the VSI result for the base case. The results shows that the buses
in each pair had the same VSI, indicating that the left side and the right side of the system
were exactly the same. Moreover, based on these VSI, Bus 675 and Bus 634 were weaker
than Bus 684 and Bus 645, while Bus 684 and Bus 645 were weaker than Bus 671 and Bus
633. This matched the fact that compared with other buses, Bus 675 and Bus 634 had the
longest electrical distance from the substation.
This 8-bus was used as the base system. To investigate different factors that impact
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Table 5.1: VSI for the 8-bus base case
Phase A Phase B Phase C
634A 0.007 634B 0.007 634B 0.007
675A 0.007 675B 0.007 675B 0.007
645A 0.052 645B 0.052 645B 0.052
684A 0.052 684B 0.052 684B 0.052
671A 0.077 671B 0.077 671B 0.077
633A 0.077 633B 0.077 633B 0.077
632A 0.243 632B 0.243 632B 0.243
VSI, this base case system was modified according to the factor being investigated. For
example, if we would like to see the impact of untransposed line, one of the branch in the
base case was replaced by an untransposed line. The VSI of the modified case would be
different from that of the base case. By comparing these two cases, we can determine the
impact of the untransposed line.
In the following case studies, the network of the base case was modified, such
as adding capacitors, replacing one branch with untransposed line, making the load
unbalanced, doubling the load, and connecting DG. These case studies focused on the
change of VSI of each bus in each pair. The change of VSI showed the impact of the
factors that is being investigated.
Doubled load
In this case study, the balanced load was doubled load at one of the three buses on the
right. Table 5.2 shows the VSI at the maximum loading point, which was found by CPF
method with LID equal to the base loading point. Base case means that all the loads were
balanced, while Bus 634 means that the load at Bus 634 was doubled in all of the three
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phases. The VSI at each bus/phase was shown in this table and the ranking was based on
the magnitude of VSI. Only phase A was shown because the system was balanced, making
the result for phase B and phase C exactly the same.
Table 5.2: VSI for different locations of doubled load
Base Bus 634 Bus 645 Bus 633
634A 0.007 634A 0.057 645A 0.002 634A 0.009
675A 0.007 645A 0.079 634A 0.013 633A 0.025
645A 0.052 675A 0.088 675A 0.045 675A 0.034
684A 0.052 633A 0.099 633A 0.071 645A 0.044
633A 0.077 684A 0.137 684A 0.092 684A 0.080
671A 0.077 671A 0.160 671A 0.115 671A 0.103
632A 0.243 632A 0.297 632A 0.254 632A 0.242
The impact of the doubled load can be investigated by the VSI difference of the
corresponding buses on the left and right side: the pair of Bus 675 and Bus 634, the pair
of Bus 684 and Bus 645 and the pair of Bus 671 and Bus 633. It can be found that the
doubled load made the right side weaker than the left side. Moreover, the doubled load
at Bus 645 made Bus 645 weaker than Bus 634, even though Bus 634 was farther away
from the substation. Lastly, the doubled load at Bus 633 made Bus 633 weaker than Bus
645, which was downstream to Bus 633. Therefore, the resulting ranking did not follow
upstream/downstream relationship.
Table 5.3 shows the comparison of VSI, CPF scan and voltage. The overall ranking
of VSI was exactly the same as CPF scan and roughly the same as voltage except for Bus
633 and Bus 675.
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Table 5.3: Comparison of VSI and CPF scan for 8-bus with doubled load at Bus 634
VSI CPF scan V
634A 0.057 634A -158.702 634A 0.452
645A 0.079 645A -149.000 645A 0.564
675A 0.088 675A -148.165 633A 0.580
633A 0.099 633A -148.161 675A 0.599
684A 0.137 684A -143.645 684A 0.631
671A 0.160 671A -142.937 671A 0.646
632A 0.297 632A -133.450 632A 0.738
650A 1.000
Capacitor impact
In this case study, a three-phase capacitor was installed at one of the three buses on
the right. The injected reactive power for each phase was 90 kVar. Table 5.4 shows the
VSI at the maximum loading point, which was found by CPFmethod with LID equal to the
base loading point. Base case means that there was no capacitor connected, while Bus 634
means that a three-phase capacitor was connected at Bus 634. The VSI at each bus/phase
was shown in this table and the ranking was based on the magnitude of VSI. Only phase
A was shown because the system was balanced, making the results for phase B and phase
C exactly the same.
The impact of the capacitor can be investigated by the VSI difference of the
corresponding buses on the left and right side: the pair of Bus 675 and Bus 634, the
pair of Bus 684 and Bus 645 and the pair of Bus 671 and Bus 633. It can be found that
the three-phase capacitor on the right made the bus on the right side stronger than the
corresponding bus on the left side.
Table 5.5 shows the comparison of VSI, CPF scan and voltage. The overall ranking
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Table 5.4: VSI for different location of three-phase capacitor
Base Bus 645 Bus 633 Bus 634
634A 0.007 675A 0.005 675A 0.005 675A 0.004
675A 0.007 634A 0.008 634A 0.008 634A 0.013
645A 0.052 684A 0.049 684A 0.049 684A 0.045
684A 0.052 645A 0.060 645A 0.054 645A 0.051
633A 0.077 671A 0.075 671A 0.075 671A 0.071
671A 0.077 633A 0.081 633A 0.083 633A 0.077
632A 0.243 632A 0.245 632A 0.244 632A 0.240
of VSI was exactly the same as CPF scan and voltage.
Table 5.5: Comparison of VSI and CPF scan for 8-bus with a 3P capacitor at Bus 634
VSI CPF scan V
675A 0.004 675A -5.191 675A 0.476
634A 0.013 634A -5.097 634A 0.498
684A 0.045 684A -4.836 684A 0.530
645A 0.051 645A -4.773 645A 0.541
671A 0.071 671A -4.688 671A 0.553
633A 0.077 633A -4.637 633A 0.563
632A 0.240 632A -2.415 632A 0.700
Unbalanced load
In this case study, the balanced load was changed into unbalanced load at one of the
three buses on the right. Table 5.6 shows the VSI at the maximum loading point, which
was found by CPF method with LID equal to the base loading point. Base case means
that all the loads were balanced, while Bus 634 means that the load in phase A was the
same, the load in phase B was increased by 50%, and the load in phase C was decreased
by 50%. The VSI at each bus/phase is shown in this table and the ranking was based on
the magnitude of VSI.
The impact of the unbalanced load can be investigated by the VSI difference of the
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Table 5.6: VSI for different locations of unbalanced load
Base Bus 634 Bus 645 Bus 633
634A 0.007 675A 0.400 675A 0.400 634A 0.350
675A 0.007 634A 0.403 634A 0.403 675A 0.352
645A 0.052 684A 0.456 684A 0.456 645A 0.403
684A 0.052 645A 0.461 645A 0.461 684A 0.409
633A 0.077 671A 0.482 671A 0.482 633A 0.430
671A 0.077 633A 0.487 633A 0.487 671A 0.437
632A 0.243 632A 0.634 632A 0.634 632A 0.593
634B 0.007 634B 0.035 634B 0.035 634B 0.082
675B 0.007 645B 0.146 645B 0.146 675B 0.119
645B 0.052 675B 0.153 675B 0.153 645B 0.131
684B 0.052 633B 0.167 633B 0.167 633B 0.139
671B 0.077 684B 0.202 684B 0.202 684B 0.170
633B 0.077 671B 0.225 671B 0.225 671B 0.194
632B 0.243 632B 0.367 632B 0.367 632B 0.345
634B 0.007 675C 0.560 675C 0.560 675C 0.529
675B 0.007 684C 0.615 684C 0.615 684C 0.586
645B 0.052 671C 0.642 671C 0.642 671C 0.614
684B 0.052 645C 0.728 645C 0.728 634C 0.635
671B 0.077 633C 0.754 633C 0.754 645C 0.692
633B 0.077 632C 0.790 632C 0.790 633C 0.728
632B 0.243 634C 0.851 634C 0.851 632C 0.768
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corresponding buses on the left and right side: the pair of Bus 675 and Bus 634, the pair of
Bus 684 and Bus 645 and the pair of Bus 671 and Bus 633. It can be found that the impact
of unbalanced load at Bus 634 was bigger than the unbalanced load at Bus 645 and Bus
633. Moreover, the unbalanced load made right side in phase B weaker and left side in
phase C stronger. This is because the right side in phase B had higher loading while that in
phase C had lower loading. There was not much difference between the left and the right
in phase A because the loadings at both side were the same.
Table 5.7 shows the comparison of VSI, CPF scan and voltage. The pairwise ranking
of VSI and CPF scan were the same in phase B and phase C. However, in phase A, the right
side was stronger from VSI while weaker from CPF scan. The overall ranking of VSI was
not the same as CPF scan and voltage.
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Table 5.7: Comparison of VSI and CPF scan for 8-bus with unbalanced load at Bus 634
VSI CPF scan V
675A 0.400 634A -9.386 675A 0.811
634A 0.403 645A -7.654 634A 0.812
684A 0.456 633A -7.385 684A 0.829
645A 0.461 675A -6.948 645A 0.831
671A 0.482 684A -6.473 671A 0.838
633A 0.487 671A -6.290 633A 0.840
632A 0.634 632A -4.384 632A 0.892
650A 1.000
634B 0.035 634B 16.435 634B 0.552
645B 0.146 645B 9.933 645B 0.634
675B 0.153 633B 9.054 633B 0.649
633B 0.167 675B 7.417 675B 0.654
684B 0.202 684B 6.238 684B 0.683
671B 0.225 671B 5.766 671B 0.697
632B 0.367 632B -0.220 632B 0.778
650B 1.000
675C 0.560 675C -2.789 675C 0.877
684C 0.615 684C -2.713 684C 0.891
671C 0.642 671C -2.671 671C 0.899
645C 0.728 645C -2.593 645C 0.929
633C 0.754 633C -2.543 633C 0.935
632C 0.790 634C -2.515 632C 0.943
634C 0.851 632C -1.373 634C 0.963
650C 1.000
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Untransposed line
In this case study, the untransposed line replaced one of the transposed line at
different locations. Table 5.8 shows the VSI at the maximum loading point, which was
found by CPF method with LID equal to the base loading point. Base case means that all
the lines were transposed line, while 633-634 means that the line between Bus 633 and
Bus 634 was replaced by an untransposed line. The VSI at each bus/phase is shown in this
table and the ranking was based on the magnitude of VSI.
The impact of the untransposed lie can be investigated by the VSI difference of the
corresponding buses on the left and right side: the pair of Bus 675 and Bus 634, the pair of
Bus 684 and Bus 645 and the pair of Bus 671 and Bus 633. It can be found that the impact
of untransposed line was bigger if the untransposed line was at the 632-633, which was
upstream to the line of 633-634. Moreover, the impact of the untransposed line of 633-645
was smaller than 633-634 because of the shorter length. Lastly, untransposed line made
the right side in phase C weaker while made the right side in phase B stronger. There was
no clear pattern for phase A.
Table 5.9 shows the comparison of VSI, CPF scan and voltage. Even though there
was no clear pattern of CPF scan regarding the pairwise ranking, as shown in Table 4.12,
there was a pattern of VSI in phase B and C: right side was stronger in phase B and weaker
in phase C. The overall ranking of VSI was not the same as CPF scan and voltage.
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Table 5.8: VSI for different locations of untransposed line
Base 633-634 633-645 632-633
634A 0.007 634A 0.187 675A 0.172 634A 0.237
675A 0.007 675A 0.196 634A 0.172 675A 0.256
645A 0.052 684A 0.262 645A 0.235 645A 0.297
684A 0.052 645A 0.262 684A 0.238 684A 0.319
633A 0.077 671A 0.292 671A 0.269 633A 0.325
671A 0.077 633A 0.293 633A 0.269 671A 0.349
632A 0.243 632A 0.470 632A 0.449 632A 0.520
634B 0.007 675B 0.190 675B 0.163 675B 0.254
675B 0.007 634B 0.195 634B 0.163 634B 0.269
645B 0.052 684B 0.256 684B 0.229 684B 0.319
684B 0.052 645B 0.257 645B 0.231 645B 0.333
671B 0.077 671B 0.287 671B 0.260 671B 0.350
633B 0.077 633B 0.288 633B 0.260 633B 0.364
632B 0.243 632B 0.467 632B 0.441 632B 0.526
634B 0.007 634C 0.111 634C 0.128 634C 0.092
675B 0.007 675C 0.126 675C 0.129 675C 0.123
645B 0.052 645C 0.186 645C 0.188 645C 0.151
684B 0.052 684C 0.189 684C 0.193 633C 0.179
671B 0.077 633C 0.216 633C 0.222 684C 0.183
633B 0.077 671C 0.219 671C 0.223 671C 0.211
632B 0.243 632C 0.398 632C 0.404 632C 0.383
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Table 5.9: Comparison of VSI and CPF scan for 8-bus with untransposed line at Branch
633-634
VSI CPF scan V
634A 0.187 684A 46.922 634A 0.698
675A 0.196 645A 46.922 675A 0.705
684A 0.262 634A -10.951 684A 0.733
645A 0.262 675A -6.639 645A 0.733
671A 0.292 633A -4.479 671A 0.746
633A 0.293 671A -4.323 633A 0.746
632A 0.470 632A 0.565 632A 0.828
650A 1.000
675B 0.190 634B 46.922 675B 0.700
634B 0.195 684B 46.922 634B 0.705
684B 0.256 645B 46.922 684B 0.729
645B 0.257 633B -24.281 645B 0.730
671B 0.287 671B -24.178 671B 0.743
633B 0.288 675B -22.091 633B 0.744
632B 0.467 632B -13.611 632B 0.827
650B 1.000
634C 0.111 634C 46.922 634C 0.633
675C 0.126 684C 46.922 675C 0.647
645C 0.186 645C 46.922 645C 0.679
684C 0.189 675C -17.419 684C 0.682
633C 0.216 633C -12.432 633C 0.695
671C 0.219 671C -12.168 671C 0.697
632C 0.398 632C 4.821 632C 0.794
650C 1.000
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DG in PQ mode
In this case study, DG in PQ mode was connected at Bus 633. Table 5.10 shows the
VSI at the maximum loading point, which was found by CPF method with LID equal to
the base loading point. Only phase A was shown because the system is balanced, making
the result for phase B and phase C exactly the same. The percentage in this table is the
DG output: the percentage of the original load of Bus 633. The VSI at each bus/phase is
shown in this table and the ranking was based on the magnitude of VSI.
It can be found that by adding DG to Bus 633, the bus on the right was stronger than
the corresponding bus on the left, meaning that for A,B,C phase, Bus 634 was stronger
than Bus 675, Bus 645 was stronger than Bus 684, and Bus 633 was stronger than Bus
671. Moreover, with higher DG output the difference of VSI between left and right buses
was higher. For example, between Bus 675 and Bus 634, the VSI difference was 0.001,
0.002 and 0,005 for 30%, 70% and 130%, respectively. Similar trend can be observed for
the pair of Bus 645 and Bus 684 and the pair of Bus 633 and Bus 671.
Table 5.10: VSI for DG in PQ mode at Bus 633
0% 30% 70% 130%
634A 0.007 675A 0.006 675A 0.004 675A 0.002
675A 0.007 634A 0.007 634A 0.006 634A 0.007
645A 0.052 684A 0.050 684A 0.046 684A 0.044
684A 0.052 645A 0.053 645A 0.051 645A 0.054
633A 0.077 671A 0.076 671A 0.071 671A 0.069
671A 0.077 633A 0.081 633A 0.083 633A 0.091
632A 0.243 632A 0.244 632A 0.241 632A 0.243
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In the similar setting, DG in PQ mode was connected at Bus 645 and Bus 634,
and Table 5.11 and Table 5.12 shows the VSI at the maximum loading point. Similar
observation can be made as DG in PQ mode connected at Bus 633. The bus on the right
was stronger than the corresponding bus on the left. Moreover, with higher DG output,
the difference of VSI between left and right buses were higher. When DG in PQ mode
connected at Bus 645 supplied 130% of its local load, Bus 645 became stronger than not
only 684 but also 671.
Table 5.11: VSI for DG in PQ mode at Bus 645
0% 30% 70% 130%
634A 0.007 675A 0.006 675A 0.004 675A 0.003
675A 0.007 634A 0.008 634A 0.007 634A 0.008
645A 0.052 684A 0.051 684A 0.046 684A 0.044
684A 0.052 645A 0.057 645A 0.062 671A 0.070
633A 0.077 671A 0.076 671A 0.072 645A 0.073
671A 0.077 633A 0.079 633A 0.079 633A 0.083
632A 0.243 632A 0.245 632A 0.242 632A 0.245
Table 5.12: VSI for DG in PQ mode at Bus 634
0% 30% 70% 130%
634A 0.007 675A 0.004 675A 0.002 675A 0.001
675A 0.007 634A 0.010 634A 0.017 634A 0.033
645A 0.052 684A 0.046 684A 0.043 684A 0.041
684A 0.052 645A 0.050 645A 0.050 645A 0.055
633A 0.077 671A 0.072 671A 0.068 671A 0.067
671A 0.077 633A 0.075 633A 0.077 633A 0.083
632A 0.243 632A 0.239 632A 0.238 632A 0.243
Table 5.13 and Table 5.14 show the comparison of VSI, CPF scan and voltage. For
DG in PQ mode supplying 70%, the overall ranking of VSI, CPF scan and voltage were
exactly the same. However, for DG in PQ mode supplying 130%, the pairwise ranking
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of VSI, CPF scan and voltage were exactly the same, but the overall ranking of VSI, CPF
scan and voltage were not.
Table 5.13: Comparison of VSI/CPF scan for 8-bus with DG in PQ at Bus 634, 70% power
VSI CPF scan V
675A 0.002 675A -181.472 675A 0.470
634A 0.017 634A -174.983 634A 0.498
684A 0.043 684A -173.810 684A 0.526
645A 0.050 645A -172.410 645A 0.540
671A 0.068 671A -172.381 671A 0.549
633A 0.077 633A -171.251 633A 0.562
632A 0.238 632A -156.178 632A 0.699
Table 5.14: Comparison of VSI/CPF scan for 8-bus with DG in PQ at Bus 634, 130%
power
VSI CPF scan V
675A 0.001 675A -179.455 675A 0.468
634A 0.033 684A -178.947 634A 0.517
684A 0.041 634A -178.698 684A 0.526
645A 0.055 671A -173.772 671A 0.549
671A 0.067 633A -173.485 645A 0.550
633A 0.083 645A -172.819 633A 0.572
632A 0.243 632A -157.089 632A 0.702
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DG in PV mode
In this case study, DG in PV mode was connected at different locations: Bus 634,
Bus 633 and Bus 645. Table 5.15 shows the VSI at the maximum loading point, which was
found by CPF method with LID equal to the base loading point. The VSI at each bus/phase
is shown in this table and the ranking was based on the magnitude of VSI.
It can be found that by adding DG in PV to one of the three buses on the right,
the bus on the right was stronger than the corresponding bus on the left, meaning that for
A,B,C phase, Bus 634 was stronger than Bus 675, Bus 645 was stronger than Bus 684, and
Bus 633 was stronger than Bus 671. Moreover, Bus 632 was no longer the strongest bus.
Because of DG in PV mode, there were two sources: one was substation, the other was
DG in PV mode. The ranking of buses on the left side followed the upstream/downstream
pattern. However, the ranking of buses on the right depended on the location of DG in PV
mode. For DG in PV mode at Bus 634, Bus 633 was stronger than Bus 632 because Bus
633 was closer to the source. For DG in PV mode at Bus 633, Bus 634 and Bus 645 were
stronger than Bus 632, because Bus 634 and Bus 645 were closer to the source. For DG in
PV mode at Bus 645, Bus 633 was stronger than Bus 632, and Bus 632 was stronger than
634 for the similar reason. Note that even though the ranking of VSI in each phase was not
the same, the ranking, however, was the same in each phase.
Table 5.16 shows the comparison of VSI, CPF scan and voltage. The pairwise
ranking of VSI, CPF scan and voltage are exactly the same, while The overall ranking
are not the same.
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Table 5.15: VSI for DG in PV mode at different locations
No DG Bus 634 Bus 633 Bus 645
634A 0.007 675A 0.265 675A 0.244 675A 0.256
675A 0.007 684A 0.347 684A 0.351 684A 0.349
645A 0.052 671A 0.387 671A 0.402 671A 0.394
684A 0.052 645A 0.591 632A 0.735 634A 0.610
633A 0.077 632A 0.632 634A 0.775 632A 0.679
671A 0.077 633A 0.640 645A 0.928 633A 0.796
632A 0.243
634B 0.007 675B 0.502 675B 0.521 675B 0.520
675B 0.007 684B 0.570 684B 0.604 684B 0.593
645B 0.052 671B 0.604 671B 0.646 671B 0.631
684B 0.052 645B 0.744 632B 0.855 634B 0.763
671B 0.077 632B 0.777 634B 0.863 632B 0.817
633B 0.077 633B 0.779 645B 0.958 633B 0.884
632B 0.243
634B 0.007 675C 0.040 675C 0.037 675C 0.033
675B 0.007 684C 0.115 684C 0.134 684C 0.117
645B 0.052 671C 0.151 671C 0.182 671C 0.158
684B 0.052 645C 0.423 632C 0.570 632C 0.491
671B 0.077 632C 0.432 634C 0.771 634C 0.509
633B 0.077 633C 0.471 645C 0.928 633C 0.697
632B 0.243
Table 5.16: Comparison of VSI/CPF scan for 8-bus with DG in PV at Bus 634
VSI CPF scan V
675A 0.265 675A -179.455 675A 0.466
684A 0.347 684A -178.947 684A 0.544
671A 0.387 634A -178.698 671A 0.574
645A 0.591 671A -173.772 632A 0.774
632A 0.632 633A -173.485 645A 0.779
633A 0.640 645A -172.819 633A 0.800
632A -157.089 634A 1.000
650A 1.000
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Summary
The pair ranking column means that whether the pair ranking matches the network
characteristics. For example, if more load is connected on the right side, the buses on
the right side should be weaker than that on the left side for each pair. For pair ranking
perspective, VSI results matched the network characteristics except for the unbalanced load
and the untransposed line. For these two cases, the impact of these two elements cannot be
determined by the network characteristics due to the coupling among phases. Therefore,
we cannot determine whether the VSI results matched the network characteristics, similar
argument as CPF scan. In the comparison among VSI, CPF scan ranking and voltage
ranking, the weakest bus and the pairwise ranking were the same for all the cases except
for the unbalanced load and the untransposed line. The overall rankings were not the same
for the most of the cases.
Table 5.17: Summary of 8-Bus VSI case studies
Case Pair ranking VSI vs CPF scan VSI vs V
Weakest PR Overall Weakest PR Overall
Base V V V V V V V
Doubled V V V V V V X
3P Cap V V V V V V X
Unbalanced load V(BC), ?(A) V(BC), ?(A) X X X X X
Untran. line ?? X X X V X X
DG at 70% V V V V V V V
DG at 130% V V V X V V X
DG in PV V V V X V V X
V: consistent, X: not consistent, ??: cannot be determined, V(BC): consistent in phase B
and C, ?(A): cannot be determined in phase A
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5.4.2 13-node test feeder VSI Case study
In the following case studies of the modified IEEE 13-node test feeder with DG, the
impacts of different operating points on VSI were investigated. Moreover, the impacts of
capacitors, DG in PQ mode and DG in PV mode on VSI were investigated.
Different operating points
We performed a case study on the IEEE 13-node test feeder. The VSI at different
operating points was found. CPF method with LID equal to the base loading point was
used to find the corresponding operating point. Table 5.18 shows the VSI at different
operating points. For the base, the mid and the max, the loading factor l were 0.034,
0.762 and 1.332, respectively.
The rankings at different operating point were not exactly the same. Moreover, the
rankings did not exactly follow the upstream/downstream relationship. For phase B and
phase C, Bus 632 was not the strongest; in phase B the strongest was Bus 675 while in
phase C, the strongest was Bus 646.
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Table 5.18: VSI at different operating points
Base Mid Max
675A 0.674 675A 0.391 675A 0.092
652A 0.684 652A 0.425 671A 0.134
680A 0.696 671A 0.433 652A 0.148
671A 0.699 680A 0.440 680A 0.156
684A 0.701 684A 0.450 684A 0.168
634A 0.720 634A 0.492 634A 0.234
633A 0.812 633A 0.635 633A 0.389
632A 0.823 632A 0.654 632A 0.410
646B 0.672 646B 0.445 646B 0.311
645B 0.701 645B 0.489 645B 0.366
634B 0.723 634B 0.523 634B 0.411
633B 0.794 633B 0.634 633B 0.551
632B 0.802 632B 0.646 632B 0.565
680B 0.817 671B 0.657 671B 0.621
671B 0.817 680B 0.666 680B 0.645
675B 0.834 675B 0.692 675B 0.678
611C 0.709 611C 0.429 671C 0.243
680C 0.712 675C 0.430 675C 0.248
675C 0.712 671C 0.431 611C 0.253
671C 0.715 680C 0.438 680C 0.264
684C 0.717 684C 0.444 684C 0.273
634C 0.789 634C 0.584 634C 0.432
633C 0.862 633C 0.700 633C 0.574
632C 0.873 632C 0.716 632C 0.594
645C 0.887 645C 0.741 645C 0.624
646C 0.889 646C 0.743 646C 0.627
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With and without capacitor
In this case study, we connected the single phase capacitor and three-phase capacitor
at Bus 611 and Bus 675, respectively The VSI at different operating points was found.
CPF method with LID equal to the base loading point was used to find the corresponding
operating point. Table 5.19 shows the VSI for different cases.
By comparing No C and 611(1P), even though the ranking in phase C was the same
for No C and 611(1P), 652A was getting stronger than 671A. By comparing No C and
675(3P), the VSI difference between 675A and 671A was getting smaller and 675C was
getting stronger than 671C. By comparing No C and 611(1P)+675(3P), the VSI difference
between 675A and 671A was getting smaller and 675C was getting stronger than 671C.
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Table 5.19: VSI for different capacitor locations
No C 611(1P) 675(3P) 611(1P)+675(3P)
675A 0.167 675A 0.080 675A 0.102 675A 0.092
652A 0.216 671A 0.126 671A 0.146 671A 0.134
671A 0.221 652A 0.139 652A 0.160 652A 0.148
680A 0.239 680A 0.146 680A 0.169 680A 0.156
684A 0.249 684A 0.158 684A 0.182 684A 0.168
634A 0.314 634A 0.236 634A 0.240 634A 0.234
633A 0.471 633A 0.383 633A 0.400 633A 0.389
632A 0.491 632A 0.402 632A 0.420 632A 0.410
646B 0.244 646B 0.325 646B 0.306 646B 0.311
645B 0.311 645B 0.377 645B 0.362 645B 0.366
634B 0.368 634B 0.420 634B 0.408 634B 0.411
633B 0.492 633B 0.554 633B 0.549 633B 0.551
632B 0.505 632B 0.567 632B 0.563 632B 0.565
671B 0.524 671B 0.603 671B 0.622 671B 0.621
680B 0.545 680B 0.625 680B 0.647 680B 0.645
675B 0.572 675B 0.651 675B 0.681 675B 0.678
675C 0.116 675C 0.218 671C 0.173 671C 0.243
671C 0.120 671C 0.222 675C 0.179 675C 0.248
611C 0.123 611C 0.232 611C 0.183 611C 0.253
680C 0.139 680C 0.242 680C 0.196 680C 0.264
684C 0.145 684C 0.250 684C 0.204 684C 0.273
634C 0.333 634C 0.419 634C 0.373 634C 0.432
633C 0.452 633C 0.553 633C 0.509 633C 0.574
632C 0.469 632C 0.572 632C 0.529 632C 0.594
645C 0.498 645C 0.599 645C 0.557 645C 0.624
646C 0.502 646C 0.601 646C 0.559 646C 0.627
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DG in PV and PQ mode
In this case study, we connected a DG at Bus 671. The DG can be in PQ mode or in
PV mode. For DG in PQ mode, the DG supplied X% of local load. For DG in PV mode,
the reactive power limit was large enough so that even at the maximum loading point, the
DG was still in PV mode. CPF method with LID equal to the base loading point was used
to find the maximum operating point and the VSI was calculated. Table 5.20 shows the
VSI for DG in PQ mode outputting different amounts of power and for DG in PV mode.
Figure 5.3: 13-node test feeder with DGs
For DG in PQ mode, Bus 671A and Bus 671C were getting weaker as the DG output
was increased while 671B remained relatively the same. This phenomenon was quite
unexpected. For DG in PV mode, 671 had no VSI because the proposed VSI was only
defined for the load buses. From the table, we can see from the ranking that Bus 675A,
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Bus 680A, Bus 684A and Bus 675C were getting stronger. Even though the rankings of
684C and 680C were similar to No DG case, the VSI differences between 680C/684C and
633C were smaller, which means that 680C and 684C were getting stronger as well.
Table 5.20: VSI for DG in PQ/PV mode at Bus 671
0% 30% 70% 130% PV
675A 0.167 675A 0.062 675A 0.011 671A 0.021 634A 0.473
652A 0.216 671A 0.118 671A 0.071 675A 0.048 633A 0.857
671A 0.221 652A 0.142 652A 0.110 652A 0.082 675A 0.879
680A 0.239 680A 0.162 680A 0.130 680A 0.103 652A 0.880
684A 0.249 684A 0.167 684A 0.138 684A 0.116 632A 0.905
634A 0.314 634A 0.219 634A 0.181 634A 0.141 680A 0.968
633A 0.471 633A 0.384 633A 0.351 633A 0.321 684A 0.969
632A 0.491 632A 0.406 632A 0.372 632A 0.343
646B 0.244 646B 0.268 646B 0.235 646B 0.180 646B 0.019
645B 0.311 645B 0.324 645B 0.292 645B 0.237 645B 0.063
634B 0.368 634B 0.371 634B 0.341 634B 0.289 634B 0.109
633B 0.492 633B 0.515 633B 0.490 633B 0.443 633B 0.287
632B 0.505 632B 0.529 632B 0.505 632B 0.458 632B 0.313
671B 0.524 671B 0.565 671B 0.532 671B 0.461 680B 0.972
680B 0.545 680B 0.608 680B 0.587 680B 0.535 675B 1.017
675B 0.572 675B 0.628 675B 0.607 675B 0.557
675C 0.116 675C 0.128 671C 0.113 671C 0.072 634C 0.740
671C 0.120 671C 0.129 675C 0.115 675C 0.080 611C 0.895
611C 0.123 611C 0.149 611C 0.143 611C 0.120 675C 0.946
680C 0.139 680C 0.173 680C 0.171 680C 0.152 684C 0.947
684C 0.145 684C 0.173 684C 0.174 684C 0.159 680C 0.966
634C 0.333 634C 0.340 634C 0.334 634C 0.311 633C 1.068
633C 0.452 633C 0.480 633C 0.484 633C 0.472 632C 1.114
632C 0.469 632C 0.500 632C 0.504 632C 0.494 645C 1.267
645C 0.498 645C 0.529 645C 0.536 646C 0.529 646C 1.303
646C 0.502 646C 0.531 646C 0.537 645C 0.529
In this case study, we connected a DG at Bus 675. The exactly the same setup as
the previous case was applied. Table 5.21 shows the VSI for DG in PQ mode generating
different amount of power and for DG in PV mode.
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Table 5.21: VSI for DG in PQ/PV mode at Bus 675
0% 30% 70% 130% PV
675A 0.167 675A 0.138 675A 0.121 675A 0.179 634A 0.475
652A 0.216 671A 0.208 671A 0.207 671A 0.282 633A 0.842
671A 0.221 652A 0.228 652A 0.241 652A 0.325 652A 0.860
680A 0.239 680A 0.255 680A 0.274 634A 0.369 632A 0.887
684A 0.249 684A 0.261 684A 0.283 680A 0.369 680A 0.945
634A 0.314 634A 0.286 634A 0.285 684A 0.381 684A 0.946
633A 0.471 633A 0.468 633A 0.484 633A 0.592 671A 0.974
632A 0.491 632A 0.490 632A 0.508 632A 0.616
646B 0.244 646B 0.249 646B 0.184 646B 0.070 646B 0.021
645B 0.311 645B 0.301 645B 0.231 645B 0.098 645B 0.064
634B 0.368 634B 0.345 634B 0.271 634B 0.123 634B 0.107
633B 0.492 633B 0.484 633B 0.407 671B 0.182 633B 0.276
632B 0.505 632B 0.499 632B 0.423 680B 0.200 632B 0.300
671B 0.524 671B 0.523 671B 0.429 675B 0.213 680B 0.825
680B 0.545 680B 0.555 680B 0.457 633B 0.227 671B 0.850
675B 0.572 675B 0.576 675B 0.478 632B 0.241
675C 0.116 675C 0.056 671C 0.008 671C 0.100 634C 0.705
671C 0.120 671C 0.056 675C 0.012 675C 0.100 611C 0.812
611C 0.123 611C 0.083 611C 0.053 611C 0.144 684C 0.861
680C 0.139 680C 0.102 680C 0.073 680C 0.178 680C 0.879
684C 0.145 684C 0.104 684C 0.079 684C 0.184 671C 0.908
634C 0.333 634C 0.265 634C 0.226 634C 0.353 633C 1.013
633C 0.452 633C 0.394 633C 0.360 633C 0.513 632C 1.056
632C 0.469 632C 0.412 632C 0.378 632C 0.534 645C 1.195
645C 0.498 645C 0.439 645C 0.408 645C 0.583 646C 1.227
646C 0.502 646C 0.440 646C 0.408 646C 0.586
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For DG in PQ mode, by calculating the difference of VSI between 675A and 671A,
Bus 675A was found to be weaker as the DG output is increased. For phase B and phase C,
Bus 675 was getting stronger but not so clearly. This phenomenon was quite unexpected.
For DG in PV mode, 675 had no VSI because the proposed VSI was only defined for the
load buses. From the table, we can see from the ranking that Bus 671A, Bus 684A, Bus
680A ,Bus 671B, Bus 680B and Bus 671Cwere getting stronger. Even though the rankings
of 684C, 680C were similar to No DG case, the VSI differences between 680C/684C and
633Cwere getting smaller, which means that 680C and 684Cwere getting stronger as well.
5.5 Discussions and limitations
From the case studies in the 8-bus system, for the impact of unbalanced load,
doubled load and three-phase capacitor, the rankings of the VSI matched the network
characteristics. Moreover, the pair-wise ranking based on VSI was exactly the same as
that based on CPF scan method. However, for complicated network characteristics, such
as untransposed line, DG in PQ, and DG in PV mode, it is difficult to determine if the
rankings of VSI were correct. The pair-wise ranking based on VSI was not exactly the
same as that based on CPF scan method. In the 13-node test feeder, VSI was used to rank
the weakness of the buses/phases. The VSI ranking did not follow the upstream/down
relationship. Because VSI is also related to saddle node bifurcation, the shape of saddle
node bifurcation surface affects the VSI. Therefore, not only is the VSI ranking related to
upstream/downstream relationship, it is also related to the SNB surface.
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There are some limitations of this proposed methods. Firstly, this method requires
an accurate model of the system. That is, the information of the line impedance. In most
of the distribution systems, the line impedance information is not accurate. Secondly, this
method requires the phasor information for all of the nodes. This means that lots of PMU
need to be installed in the system, which is not practical for distribution systems. Thirdly,
even though the proposed method can be used to determine the weak buses of the system,
the threshold value below which the voltage collapse is near will depends on the system.
Sometimes, the VSI is close to zero with small value, such as 0.001, but sometimes, VSI
is close to 0.1 when the loading point is close to knee point. Lastly, the propose method
requires all information sent to a central controller, which requires high communication
bandwidth. However, in distribution system, this type of communication requirement is
not economical.
5.6 Conclusions
A new voltage stability index for three-phase unbalanced distribution systems with
DG was proposed in this section. This new index only requires the network information
and the load information. It is measurement based; not complicated calculation is needed.
It is based on the real number solution of power flow solution. It not only provides the
system wide information but also the individual bus information. The derivation of the
proposed voltage stability index were derived with 2-bus single phase, N-bus single phase
and N-bus three phase network. The monotonic property of the index was investigated in
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the case where the loading factor of the systemwas increased. Similar to CPF scan method,
an 8-bus and the IEEE 13-node test feeder were used as the examples. Different factors
that influences this index were investigated. Similar to CPF scan result, for the impact of
unbalanced load, doubled load and three-phase capacitor, the rankings of the VSI matched
the network characteristics. Moreover, the pair-wise ranking based on VSI was exactly the
same as that based onCPF scanmethod. However, for complicated network characteristics,
such as untransposed line, DG in PQ, and DG in PV mode, it is difficult to determine if
the rankings of VSI were correct. The pair-wise ranking based on VSI was not exactly the
same as that based on CPF scan method. In the 13-node test feeder, VSI was used to rank
the weakness of the buses/phases. The VSI ranking was not exactly the same as that based
on CPF scan method.
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6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
6.1 Summary and conclusions
In this work, the voltage stability problems of three-phase unbalanced distribution
systems with DG were investigated. Several methods were proposed and utilized to
investigate the voltage stability problem.
Firstly, a three-phase CPF method was improved and implemented so that the
maximum loading factor of the distribution system can be found accurately. The improved
CPF method allows faster and more robust computations, due to the arc parameterization
approach and the step size control. The improved CPFmethod models various components
in distribution systems such as different phase and connection of loads, voltage regulator
control, and DG in PQ mode and PV mode with reactive power limit.
The results of the improved CPFmethod were verified with OpenDSS andMatpower
software. The results were fairly consistent with these two programs. Some case studies
were performed to investigate the impact of different factors on the maximum loading
factor. It was found that different load modeling had different impact on the maximum
loading. The constant power load model had the lowest maximum loadability. Also, when
the DG in PQ mode generated more power, the maximum loading factor was increased.
When the DG in PV mode had higher reactive power limit, the maximum loading factor
was increased. Lastly, the step size used in the CPF prediction stage should be within a
given range. If the step size was too small or too big, the CPF method cannot trace the
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whole PV curve.
Secondly, a new voltage stability analysis method, the CPF scan method, was
proposed. The CPF scan method perturbs the load increase direction (LID) along different
buses/phases to identify which buses/phases have the highest impact on the maximum
loading factor and the maximum total real power. The CPF scan method utilizes the
modified CPF method. It simultaneously considers three factors that impact the weak bus
locations: the network characteristics, the base operating point, the load increase direction.
The CPF scan provides the weak bus ranking for all of the buses/phases of a system. Some
properties of the CPF scan results were investigated. For example, the CPF scan results
varies for different LID and different initial loading points. The condition was found so
that the weakness ranking of buses based on loading factor and on maximum total real
power are the same.
To evaluate the CPF scan method, it was applied to an 8-bus system and the IEEE
13-node test feeder with DG. The weakness ranking results were compared with the
ranking based on the voltage magnitude at the maximum loading factor. Comparisons were
made regarding the overall ranking, pairwise ranking and the weakest bus for the 8-bus
system. For the 8-bus system, the impact of different components on the weak bus ranking
were examined, such as untransposed lines, unbalanced loads, doubled loads, three-phase
capacitor banks. Moreover, the impact of DG in PQ mode with different output power and
the impact of DG in PV mode were investigated, too. The results shows that for simple
components, such as doubled loads and three-phase capacitor banks, the ranking of the
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CPF scan results matched the ranking of voltage magnitude. However, for complicated
components, such as unbalanced loads, untransposed lines, and DG in PV mode, the
results did not match the ranking of voltage magnitude. This is because of the complicated
shape of SNB surface. In addition, the application of CPF scan method to operation and
planning of distribution systems scenarios were demonstrated. The application to operation
of distribution system identified the direction and the amount of the LID perturbation to
increase the voltage stability margin. In the study of CPF scan method for the planning,
the most effective location to place reactive power compensation by SVC did not follow
the ranking of the CPF scan results.
Lastly, a new voltage stability index for three-phase unbalanced distribution systems
with DGs was proposed. It can determine the weak buses of the system and determine
whether the system is close to voltage collapse point. This new index only requires the
network information and the load information. It is measurement based; complicated
calculation is not needed. It not only provides the system wide information but also the
individual bus information. The derivation of the proposed voltage stability index were
derived and the monotonic property of the index was investigated.
Similar to the CPF scan method, to evaluate the proposed voltage stability index, an
8-bus system and the modified IEEE 13-node test feeder with DG were used as examples.
The proposed VSI successfully detected the occurrence of voltage collapse. The ranking
results were compared with the ranking based on the CPF scanmethod andwith the ranking
based on the voltage magnitude at the maximum loading factor. The comparisons were
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made regarding the overall ranking, pairwise ranking and the weakest bus for the 8-bus
system. For the 8-bus system, the impact of different components on the weak bus ranking
were examined, such as untransposed lines, unbalanced loads, doubled loads, three-phase
capacitor banks. Moreover, the impact of DG in PQ mode with different output power and
the impact of DG in PV mode were investigated, too. The results shows that for simple
components, such as doubled loads and three-phase capacitor banks, the overall ranking
of the VSI results matched the ranking of the CPF scan method. Moreover, the pair-wise
rankings based onVSIwere exactly the same as that based on voltagemagnitude. However,
for complicated components, such as unbalanced loads, untransposed lines, and DG in PV
mode, the results did not match the ranking of voltage magnitude. The ranking of VSI did
not exactly match the CPF scan results, either. In the modified IEEE 13-node test feeder
with DG, VSI was used to rank the weakness of the buses/phases. The ranking based
on VSI did not follow the upstream/down relationships. However, the VSI successfully
identified the impact of DGs in PQ mode and PV mode.
6.2 Future work
Several future work can be performed for the CPF scan method. One of the future
work is related to how to verify the CPF scan results. As seen from the case studies in
CPF scan section, in some cases where the network characteristics were complicated, such
as untransposed lines, DGs in PQ and PV mode, it was very hard to verify the CPF scan
results. The major part of the work was doing exhaustive simulation to investigate these
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effects. More investigation on the complicated network characteristics is needed. For
example, for untransposed lines, the degree of untransposed lines needs to be defined.
Then, by sweeping the different degree of untransposed lines, it may be possible to find the
impact of untransposed lines. Secondly, the combination of LID perturbation (via demand
response) and base operating point perturbation (via load shedding) can bemade to increase
the maximum total real power or maximum loading factor of the system. Furthermore,
because the loads in the system are constantly changing and the DG output is constantly
changing, some stochastic feature can be incorporated in the LID. The resulting weak buses
rankings can be related to these stochastic features. Lastly, because the CPF scan method
is computationally intensive, to reduce the time requirement, CPF scan method may be
combined with linear approximation, such as the one proposed in [55].
Several future work can be performed for the proposed VSI. The proposed VSI needs
the overall system information such as voltage measurement and network parameters.
Moreover, all the information would be collected at a central center to calculate the
proposed VSI. However, in distribution systems it is impossible to have overall and
accurate information of the system. The load information from all the nodes are
not available to send to the control center. Therefore, new ways of calculating the
proposed VSI are needed. Firstly, the network topology of distribution systems, the
upstream/downstream relationship, may be used to reduce the requirement of measurement
information. Secondly, the system parameter identification may be performed by taking
advantage of the data from smart meters across the distribution system. Some state
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estimation techniques may be included to identify system parameters or load estimation.
Thirdly, a distributed algorithm for VSI and a distributed communication scheme could be
designed. In this way, a central controller and a centralized communication scheme can be
avoided, which is more practical to the application of distribution systems.
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